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Gadoid fish, like Alaska pollock and Pacific whiting, have a high level of 

trimethylamine-N-oxide demethylase (TMAOase) that catalyzes the breakdown of 

trimethylamine-N-oxide (TMAO) to formaldehyde (FA) and dimethylamine (DMA) 

even during frozen storage. FA reacts with amino acid residues to promote covalent 

cross-links in the formation of inter- and intramolecular linkages between protein 

chains via covalent methylene bridges, resulting in textural toughening when frozen 

storage extends. Heading and gutting (H&G) or filleting, which are a common practice 

for seafood processing, often affects fish quality during refrigerated and/or frozen 

storage due to freeze- and FA-induced protein denaturation followed by aggregation.  

The primary goal of the study presented in the dissertation was to investigate 

physicochemical and textural properties of frozen Alaska pollock and Pacific whiting 

fillets as affected by postharvest processing and storage conditions, and further to 

measure the relationship between TMAOase activity and protein aggregation. 



 

 

In the first part (Chapter 3), TMAOase activity, FA content and physicochemical 

properties of frozen Pacific whiting fillet during frozen storage (-18 and -80oC) were 

investigated.  Whole fish and H&G fish were stored under refrigeration for 0, 2, and 5 

days and subsequently filleted and frozen. Frozen fillets were analyzed during 24 weeks 

of storage. TMAOase activity and FA content, which affect the textural quality of 

frozen fillet, were measured. FA induced by TMAOase increased at all treatments at -

18oC as frozen storage extended to 24 weeks, but it was near zero at -80oC up to 12 

weeks of storage. This study showed that textural quality and freshness were 

significantly lower when fillets were prepared from H&G fish than whole fish and 

stored at -18oC. 

Based on the finding from the first part, the second part (Chapters 4 and 5) evaluated 

various TMAOase-related (TMAOase activity, FA, DMA, and TMAO contents), 

physicochemical and textural properties of frozen Alaska pollock subjected to different 

freezing/thawing (F/T) cycles (0-12). TMAOase, FA and DMA contents significantly 

increased in fillets prepared from H&G fish as F/T cycles repeated. Interestingly, FA 

contents in fillets and drip were significantly reduced at 12-F/T, indicating that FA was 

possibly used for protein denaturation and textural toughness. F/T, which is often used 

to mimic long-term frozen storage, likely induced the rapid FA production by 

accumulated TMAOase in fish muscle as ice crystal formation was maximized. 

The last part of the study (Chapters 6 and 7) was to investigate the effect of various 

sodium phosphates [sodium tripolyphosphate (STPP)/tetrasodium pyrophosphate 

(TSPP) mixture, STPP, TSPP, trisodium pyrophosphate, sodium hexametaphosphate, 

and disodium phosphate anhydrous] on TMAOase- and freeze-induced protein 



 

 

denaturation followed by aggregation using 2 step approach (lab and pilot scale). For 

the lab-scale approach, using natural actomyosin (NAM) extracted from fresh Pacific 

whiting, the phosphate treatments were evaluated at various concentrations (0.1, 0.3, 

and 0.5%), with and without cryoprotectants (CP), at various (0, 3, and 9) freeze/thaw 

(F/T) cycles. The NAM mixture containing 0.5% STPP/TSPP, STPP, and TSPP along 

with CP exhibited low TMAOase activity, low FA production, high salt-soluble 

proteins (SSP) concentration, and high turbidity. Among the phosphate treatments, 

STPP appeared to be the most effective compound in retarding both FA- and freeze-

induced protein denaturation and aggregation. NAM without CP were more rapidly 

denatured and aggregated than NAM treated with CP as F/T was repeated, resulting in 

a rapid increase in the degree of aggregation (DA). The DA, which was calculated using 

photographical image analysis, was correlated well with biochemical properties. For 

the application of phosphates in Alaska pollock surimi and fillet, both phosphate-

injected fillets and phosphate-added surimi along with cryoprotectant (5% sugar and 4% 

sorbitol) were subjected to 0, 3, and 9 F/T cycles. The concentration of sodium 

phosphate retained in fillet was adjusted to 0.3% using poking (6 times), soaking (10 

min), and draining (2 min). The effect of various sodium phosphates on 

physicochemical properties of fillet and surimi was different during repeated F/T. The 

differences observed might be attributed by the functionality of the various phosphates 

used including their chelation ability, pH, and protein interaction. As STPP and TSPP 

were more effective to control TMAOase activity of fillet and surimi than other 

phosphates, FA content, SSP extractability, drip/cook loss, and texture properties were 

also better controlled. 



 

 

In summary, even though H&G treatment before refrigeration has been commonly 

used to prevent cross contamination of microbes and TMAOase within fish flesh, this 

research concluded H&G treatment was not a necessary or favorable processing step 

for Pacific whiting and Alaska pollock. For the best quality, Pacific whiting whole fish 

should be stored at refrigerator for 2 days or less prior to filleting if stored at -18oC for 

12 weeks, and Alaska pollock whole fish should be filleted and frozen within 3 days 

postharvest if fillets are to be stored frozen for longer periods. Quality reductions of 

fish muscle proteins by freeze- and FA-induced denaturation could be effectively 

retarded by the addition of STPP and/or TSPP as they inhibit TMAOase activity and 

reduce ice crystallization. 
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

 

Fish production in the world has gradually grown during the last 50 years as fish 

supply for human consumption (~ 3.2% / year) and world population growth have 

increased, respectively (~1.6% / year) (SOFIA 2016). Global fish consumption per 

capita has increased from 9.9 kg in the 1960s to 19.2 kg in 2012 due to development of 

facilities and higher efficiency of distribution channels (SOFIA 2014). In 2010, 16.7% 

of animal protein and 6.5% of all proteins were globally provided from fish biomass 

(SOFIA 2014). It has been known that a single serving of fish product (±150 g) can 

provide 50-60% of the daily protein requirement for an adult (Nunes et al. 2003). For 

these reasons, global total capture fishery production in 2014 was 93.4 million tons. 

Major producers of marine fishery products include China, Indonesia, the U.S. and the 

Russian Federation (SOFIA 2016). Interestingly for 2014, 46% (67 million tons) of fish 

produced for direct human consumption were in the form of live fresh fish, which 

command a high price. Cured forms (drying, salting, and smoking) represent 12% (17 

million tons), prepared/preserved forms were 13% (19 million tons), and frozen forms 

comprised the remaining 30% (44 million tons) (SOFIA 2016).  

Frozen storage is an important and effective technique for long-term preservation 

of fishery products. The quality of frozen fish products varies depending on biological 

factors (species, season, habitat, size, age and sex), processing factors (harvesting, 

handling practice, and storage on board), freezing technique (freezing rate, 
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temperature), and the presence of ingredients (anti-oxidant, cryoprotectants, and 

enzyme inhibitors) (Careche et al. 1999).  However, textural toughening of fish muscle 

during frozen storage is unavoidable and mainly caused by denaturation, followed by 

aggregation of myofibrillar proteins (Huidobro and Mohamed 1998).  Moreover, 

quality deterioration continuously occurs when frozen storage extends and/or when 

freezing temperature fluctuates (Guo et al. 2014).  

Trimethylamine-N-oxide demethylase (TMAOase), which is highly prevalent in 

gadoid fish species, such as Alaska pollock (Gadus chalcogrammus) and Pacific 

whiting (Merluccius productus), is activated differently depending on habitat and 

physiological condition as well as the quantity of trimethylamine-N-oxide (TMAO) 

present in the fish (Sotelo et al. 1995). It is well known that TMAOase breaks down 

TMAO into formaldehyde (FA) and dimethylamine (DMA) (Parkin and Hultin 1982). 

FA then reacts with functional groups in amino acids, under refrigerated or frozen 

storage, and produces covalent cross-links in the formation of intra-and intermolecular 

linkages between proteins (Shenouda 1980). This FA-induced irreversible covalent 

bond between amino acids in proteins possibly leads to conformational changes in 

myofibrillar proteins, resulting in low solubility of myofibrillar proteins and textural 

toughening during extended frozen storage (Careche and Li‐chan 1997).   

Physicochemical and textural properties induced by TMAOase may vary 

depending on species, postharvest treatment, refrigeration, and frozen storage. 

Unfortunately, physicochemical properties of Alaska pollock and Pacific whiting as 

affected by postharvest treatments (H&G treatment and filleting) and various storage 

conditions (refrigeration followed by frozen storage), and role of TMAOase in those 
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fish species were not previously investigated. The dissertation outline is as follows; 1) 

to investigate physicochemical and textural properties of Alaska pollock and frozen 

Pacific whiting as affected by various postharvest treatments and storage conditions; 2) 

to study roles of TMAOase in muscle and drips of Alaska pollock fillets at various 

freezing/thawing cycles; 3) to carry out image and chemical analyses for freeze-

induced aggregates of Pacific whiting natural actomyosin as affected by various sodium 

phosphates; 4) to investigate physicochemical properties of frozen Alaska pollock 

fillets and surimi as affected by various sodium phosphates. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1. Fish muscle and proteins  

Fish consists of water (~72%), protein (~24%), carbohydrate (~2%), fat (~1%), and 

others. In general, fish chemical compositions depends on species, habit environment, 

season, and feeding condition (Suzuki 1981). Based on the differences in their 

physicochemical characteristics, the proteins are divided into three categories (Table 

2.1): myofibrillar, sarcoplasmic, and stroma protein (Warrier et al. 1975). First, 70-80% 

of the total protein content is myofibrillar protein, which is largely fibrillar or rod-like 

conformation of myosin and actomyosin (Lanier et al. 2013). These proteins, which are 

soluble in high ionic strength (> 0.5M NaCl), function by forming a 3-dimensional 

network and have a high gel forming ability (Kristinsson and Hultin 2003). Changes in 

myofibrillar proteins’ structure occur during rigor mortis and frozen storage (Sikorski 

et al. 1976). Myosin (470 kDa), which is a relatively large part (169 nm in length) of 

myofibrillar proteins, is composed of two heavy chains (Globular, 220 kDa) and two 

pairs of light chains (fibrous, 17-22 kDa) (Lanier et al. 2013). Heavy chains have 

ATPase activity, which has been monitored as a sensitive indicator of the extent of 

myosin denaturation and aggregation. Each heavy chain non-covalently connects to 

two small fibrous light chains, which has two subunits: light meromyosin (LMM) and 

heavy meromyosin (HMM). LMM contributes to solubility and aggregation to form 

the backbone of the thick filaments, whereas HMM have actin- and ATP-binding sites 
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that are involved in the muscle contraction mechanism (Lanier et al. 2013; Taylor 1972). 

Actin is the second most abundant myofibrillar proteins (approximately 15-30%). 

There are two different forms: globular actin (G-action) and fibrous actin (F-actin). G-

actin (43 kDa, monomeric form) polymerizes to F-actin in the presence of neutral salts 

(Kristinsson and Rasco 2000; Lanier et al. 2013). Other myofibrillar proteins 

(approximately 10% of total), such as tropomyosin, troponin, actinin, M-protein, and 

C-protein are associated with the structural integrity of the sarcomere (Kristinsson and 

Rasco 2000; Lanier et al. 2013). Second, sarcoplasmic protein, which is a large family 

of proteins and contain many enzymes involved in muscle metabolism, constitutes 18-

25% of the total protein content in fish muscle. Most sarcoplasmic proteins are globular 

in tertiary structure and water-soluble (< 0.15M NaCl) (Lanier et al. 2013). The content 

of sarcoplasmic proteins is generally higher in pelagic fish such as sardine and mackerel, 

but lower in demersal fish such as plaice and snapper (Suzuki 1981; Lanier et al. 2013). 

Last, stroma protein (approximately 3% of total protein content of fish muscle) are 

totally insoluble in water, acid/alkaline solution, or saline (Lanier et al. 2013). Collagen, 

which can convert gelatin when heated, is primary component of stroma proteins 

(Suzuki 1981). 

 

2.2. Freeze-induced protein denaturation  

Myofibrillar protein denaturation and aggregation occurs when muscle tissues are 

subjected to frozen storage. The rupture of various linkages and bonds in native protein 

structures during freezing and frozen storage results in protein denaturation. The 

formation of intermolecular cross-linkages between the denatured proteins then leads 
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to aggregation (Figure 2.1) (Santos-Yap 1996). Protein aggregation contributes to 

quality reduction, such as low water retention ability, off-flavor, and textural 

deterioration (Barroso et al. 1998; Santos-Yap 1996). 

 

Table 2.1 Comparison of protein composition of fish and animal meats (adapted from 

Lanier et al. 2013). 

 

Animal species 

(% of total proteins) 

Myofibrillar Sarcoplasmic Stroma 

Cod 76 21 3 

Carp 70-72 23-25 5 

Flatfish 73-79 18-24 3 

Beef 39-68 16-28 16-28 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Factors affecting protein denaturation. Vertical pathway has a direct 

effect, whereas horizontal lines have an indirect effect. (adapted from Shenouda 

1980).  
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2.2.1. Physical damages by ice crystallization 

Freeze-induced fish protein denaturation occurs by freezing out of water in intra or 

extracellular molecules. The formation of ice crystals, when muscle tissues are frozen, 

destabilizes the 3-dimentional structure of myofibrillar proteins due to disruption of 

hydrogen bonds (Figure 2.2). Intra and intermolecular cross-linkages are then formed 

as water molecules freeze out (Santos-Yap 1996). The characteristics of ice crystals 

generated during freezing and frozen storage are affected by freezing conditions, such 

as freezing rate, storage time, and freezing temperature. Rapid development of ice 

crystals outside of cells leads to extracellular solutes becoming more concentrated. This 

creates an osmotic pressure gradient across the cell membrane that damages cells. 

Continuous growth and development of ice crystals directly damage and distort cell 

membranes and protein structures (Love 1968). In general, small ice crystals easily 

become larger through recrystallization because small ice crystals are 

thermodynamically unstable and easy to be melted, recrystallized, and aggregated, 

resulting in accelerated protein denaturation and damaged muscle tissue (Xiong et al. 

1997).      

 

2.2.2. Biochemical damage by dehydration 

Freeze-induced dehydration concentrates solutes, including mineral salts and small 

organic molecules. Due to different freezing rates between the exterior and interior of 

the cell, the formation of ice crystals and altered solute concentration (ionic strength 

and pH) occur outside the cell. The unbalanced solute concentration possibly leads to 

moisture migration from inside cells to the extracellular space due to osmosis, resulting 
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in the growth of ice crystals and continuous protein denaturation (Hunt and Park 2014; 

Santos-Yap 1996). 

 

 

Figure 2.2 Effect of ice crystals on protein molecules during freezing out of water 

(adapted from Santos-Yap 1996). 

 

 

In a hydrated state of native protein structure, minimization of interactions between 

polar groups and water molecules, and a large entropy gain of the surrounding water 

molecules lead to a reduction of free energy, which results in protein stabilization. On 

the contrary, in a dehydrated state, protein-solvent interactions are disrupted and the 

number of exposed hydrophobic side chains increases, resulting in conformational 

change of the protein. During ice crystallization, protein-protein interactions 

(hydrophobic and ionic forces) tend to increase to reduce free energy. The hydrophobic 

interaction, however, is weakened during frozen storage, resulting in destabilized 

protein followed by further protein denaturation and aggregation (Santos-Yap, 1996).  
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2.2.3. Protein and lipid oxidation 

Protein and lipid oxidation in fish muscle generally occur during refrigerated and 

frozen storage. Lipid oxidation is a complex process (initiation, propagation, and 

termination) of reacting unsaturated fatty acids with molecular oxygen by a free radical 

mechanism that generates peroxyl radicals or oxidation products. The primary 

oxidation during initiation leads to a series of secondary reactions followed by lipid 

degradation (Ladikos and Lougovois 1990). Phospholipid, which is the main 

component of cell membrane in muscle tissues, is susceptible to oxidation due to a high 

content of unsaturated fatty acids, large surface area, high content of heme and non-

heme iron, and frequent electron transport processes in the membrane. (Hultin 1995).  

Even though protein oxidation occurs via a free radical chain reaction similar to the 

lipid oxidation pathway, the process is more complex and results in a larger variety of 

oxidation products (Figure 2.3) (Lund et al. 2011). A radical generated on protein 

carbon by reactive oxygen species leads to conversion of the protein carbon radical into 

a peroxyl radical and an alkyl peroxide. This results in protein cross-linking, amino 

acid side chain modification, and protein fragmentation. Myofibrillar proteins are 

highly susceptible to this oxidative reaction due to the increased sensitivity of myosin 

to oxidation (Lund et al. 2011).  

Protein and lipid oxidation are cooperative and the oxidation process is 

transferrable in lipid and protein systems. In general, lipid oxidation takes place faster 

than oxidative degradation of myofibrillar protein, indicating that lipid-derived radicals 

possibly promote protein oxidation (Lund et al. 2011). Peroxyl radicals generated 
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during lipid oxidation abstracts hydrogen atoms from protein molecules and induces a 

radical-mediated chain reaction of protein molecules (Stadtman and Levine 2003). 

 

 

Figure 2.3 The most common consequences of protein oxidation (adapted from Lund 

et al. 2011).  

 

 

2.2.4. Cryoprotectants 

Cryoprotectants serve important roles during long-term frozen storage. The 

functions of cryoprotectants are to protect cells from cold treatment, prevent ice crystal 

formation and cell dehydration, and stabilize protein (Muchlisin 2005). However, 

cryoprotectants can also induce protein denaturation at higher temperature or be lethal 

to unfrozen cells at excessive levels due to toxicity (both osmotic and chemical) in the 

cellular system (Chao 1991).  

The mechanisms for cryoprotection can be explained thermodynamically and 

kinetically (MacDonald et al. 2013). First, solute exclusion from the protein surface 
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supports the thermodynamic mechanism of cryoprotection since proteins prefer to 

remain in the native state (Figure 2.4). Cryoprotectants stabilize proteins solution via 

the following three steps: 1) exclusion of solute from protein-immediate domains 

(protein-solvent interface), 2) increasing the free energy for protein denaturation, and 

3) increasing the surface contact area of the protein with the solvent. (MacDonald et al. 

2013). Second, as temperature decreases to below the freezing point, ice crystals start 

to form, solution viscosity increases exponentially to a maximum at the glass transition 

temperature (Tg), and the diffusivity of the dissolved reactants (molecular mobility) 

decreases. These contribute to reducing the reaction rate at any subfreezing temperature. 

At higher solute concentrations, which is facilitated by adding cryoprotectant, Tg occurs 

at temperatures above the freezing point and reactions at Tg slow down due to 

immobilization of water within solute structures, which leads to protein stabilization 

(MacDonald et al. 2013). 

 

2.3. Quality changes in fish protein during processing and storage 

2.3.1.  Quality changes during heading and gutting process 

Removing guts from fish is a common practice for minimizing fish quality 

deterioration and improving shelf-life extension (Huss 1995). The guts, which contain 

abundant digestive enzymes and bacteria, cause strong off-flavor in the belly area 

during postmortem (Huss 1995). However, heading and gutting also results in 

oxidation and discoloration by exposure of the belly area to air (Huss 1995). Modern 

sanitary machines are used to remove the flesh from the frame of properly prepared 

fish. 
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Figure 2.4 Stabilization mechanism of compatible solutes. Based on the preferential 

exclusion model, the native conformation of a protein (A) is favored by the presence 

of the compatible solutes molecules (B). A compact folded protein is generated by 

expelling the compatible solutes from the immediate hydration shell of the protein, 

which minimizes the volume the solute must be excluded from. Small spheres and 

backbones represent water molecules and compatible solutes (cryoprotectants), 

respectively (adapted from Pastor et al. 2010).  

 

 

There are two main methods to prepare fish for separating fish meat (Park et al., 

2013). One is to remove the head and guts (viscera) (heading and gutting process) and 

thoroughly wash the belly part before deboning (Park et al. 2013). The other is to 

produce a butterfly fillet or pin bone-in fillet from fish (Park et al. 2013). Even though 

more meat can be retained by the heading and gutting process, contamination of guts 

with fish muscle is a concern for microbial spoilage and textural deterioration. 

Moreover, impurities in fillet increase during the heading and gutting process (Park et 

al. 2013). Contributing factors for minimizing impurities during heading and gutting 

include: age, sex, species, lipid content, habitat, catching condition, and postharvest 

processing (Huss 1995). For species, such as haddock, whiting, saithe, and blue whiting, 

whole fish undergo more rapid quality reduction compared to headed and gutted fish. 
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However, there was no difference between gutted and ungutted South American hake 

(Huss 1995).  

 

2.3.2. Quality changes during refrigerated storage  

During refrigerated storage of fish, microbiological growth has less influence on 

quality changes than enzymatic activity because many bacteria are not able to grow 

below 10oC. Extended shelf life of fish products at 0oC is observed due to the 10 times 

slower growth rate at 0oC compared to optimum growth temperature (Huss 1995). The 

relative rate of spoilage (RRS) is a useful index for the relationship between fish shelf 

life and refrigerated storage temperature. While broad differences are observed in the 

shelf life of various seafood products, the effect of temperature on RRS is similar for 

fresh fish in general (Table 2.2 and Table 2.3) (Huss 1995). 

 

 

Table 2.2 Shelf life in days and RRS of seafood products stored at different 

temperatures (adapted from Huss 1995). 

 

 Storage temperatures 

 0oC  5oC  10oC 

 Shelf life RRS 1)  Shelf life RRS  Shelf life RRS 

Crab claw 10.1 1  5.5 1.8  2.6 3.9 

Salmon 11.8 1  8.0 1.5  3.0 3.9 

Sea bream 32.0 1  - -  8.0 4.0 

Packed cod 14 1  6.0 2.3  3.0 4.7 

1) RRS at toC = keeping time at 0oC / keeping time at toC  
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Table 2.3 Predicted shelf life of fish products stored at different temperatures (adapted 

from Huss 1995). 

 

Shelf life (days) of product stored in ice 

(0oC) 

Shelf life (days) in refrigeration 

5oC 10oC 15oC 

6 2.7 1.5 1 

10 4.4 2.5 1.6 

14 6.2 3.5 2.2 

18 8 4.5 2.9 

 

 

2.3.3. Quality changes during frozen storage 

Frozen storage is an important and effective technique for long-term preservation 

of fishery products. However, during frozen storage, textural toughening of fish muscle 

occurs by denaturation and aggregation of myofibrillar proteins (Huidobro and 

Mohamed 1998). Protein denaturation and aggregation during frozen storage of fish 

primarily occurs due to freeze-induced protein denaturation and TMAOase activity. 

Freeze-induced protein denaturation is caused by the development and continuous 

growth of ice crystals followed by increased intracellular ionic strength as water 

molecules migrate to the outside of the cell (Leygonie et al. 2012). Freeze-induced 

denaturation is promoted by ice crystals, inorganic salts, fatty acid and lipid oxidation, 

and other reactions that lead to the formation of covalent bonds (Sikorski and 

Kolakowska 1990). Freezing water within muscle tissues causes a local increase in the 

concentration of solutes, such as proteins, carbohydrates, lipids, and minerals. 

Differences in solutes concentration between the inside and outside of the cell 
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membrane possibly leads to different growth rates of ice crystals (Ngapo et al. 1999). 

Ice crystallization and the movement of unfrozen cellular fluid damage cell membrane 

physically and chemically, resulting in denaturation of myofibrillar proteins (Ngapo et 

al. 1999).  

TMAOase can break down TMAO into DMA and FA, which also contributes to 

protein denaturation followed by aggregation of the unfolded proteins (Lee and Park 

2016). Fish quality reduction is affected by various factors, such as storage temperature, 

initial quality of raw material (Figure 2.5), processing, and packaging (Jaczynski et al. 

2016). Jaczynski et al. (2016) reported that fresh white fish maintains acceptable 

quality up to 8-9 months at -30oC of frozen storage because 90% of the water is frozen 

at -30oC. However fatty fish, such as mackerel and herring have shorter shelf-life 

(acceptable quality for about 6 months at -30oC) than lean fish.  

 

 

Figure 2.5 Relative shelf life of seafood products as related to postharvest handling. 

Area 1 within solid lines and area 2 within dotted lines indicate acceptable frozen 

quality ranges at -30oC and -20oC, respectively (adapted from Jaczynski et al. 2016).  
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2.3.4. Quality changes during freezing and thawing (F/T) cycles  

Quality deterioration continuously occurs when frozen storage extends or freezing 

temperature fluctuates (Guo at al. 2014). Repeated freezing/thawing (F/T) negatively 

affects fish muscle quality due to the release of enzymes from lysosome or 

mitochondria into the sarcoplasm by disruption of muscle cells and exudation of fluid 

(drip loss) (Hamm 1979; Hale and Waters 1981). Development and growth of ice 

crystallization by moisture migration during F/T cycles possibly accelerates protein 

denaturation and aggregation (Xia et al. 2010). Rapid postharvest processing prior to 

filleting and freezing can minimize quality deterioration of frozen fillets.  

 

2.4. Physicochemical properties of muscle protein 

2.4.1. Surface hydrophobicity 

The structure of native proteins is affected by various interactions, such as hydrogen 

bonds, dipole interactions, hydrophobic interactions, and covalent bonds (disulfide 

linkages) (Tanford 1962). The conformational change of native structure occurs during 

extended frozen storage or temperature fluctuation/abuse due to freeze-induced 

denaturation followed by aggregation, resulting in changes in protein surface 

hydrophobicity (So) (Badii and Howell 2001; Hunt and Park, 2014; Shenouda 1980). 

During initial frozen storage, the formation and development of hydrophobic 

interactions stabilize the native structure and decrease So (Santos-Yap 1996). 

Significant increases in So of proteins results from the exposure of hydrophobic sites 

of the protein, such as aliphatic and aromatic amino acids, as the protein denatures 

during frozen storage (Lee and Park, 2016). As frozen storage extends, the So decreases 
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as denatured proteins aggregate (Badii and Howell 2001). The So can be measured by 

interaction between 1-anilinonaphthalene-8-sulfonic acid (ANS) and protein 

hydrophobic sites. The anilinonaphthalene group of ANS anion that bind to proteins 

without water molecules is fluorescent (Figure 2.6). Hayakawa and Nakai (1985) 

reported that the So of proteins is related to their solubility, which depends on 

contribution of the soluble or insoluble amino acid side chains. So increases when ANS 

binds to hydrophobic group without water invasion, indicating insoluble hydrophobic 

sites are predominantly exposed to the outside of the structure, and resulting in low 

protein solubility. Protein unfolding and subsequent aggregation during frozen storage 

decreases myofibrillar protein solubility (Badii and Howell 2001).  

 

 

 

Figure 2.6 Two modes of ANS anion binding to proteins. 1) ANS anions are 

fluorescent when the anilinonaphthalene group of ANS binds to hydrophobic group in 

absence of water molecules. 2) ANS anions are nonfluorescent when the 

anilinonaphthalene group of bound ANS is accessible to water molecules. (adapted 

from Matulis et al. 1999)  
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2.4.2. K-value and ATP degradation  

The shelf life of fresh fish is related to quality and is affected by species, habitat, 

storage conditions, bacterial flora, and handling and processing. The degradation of 

adenosine triphosphate (ATP), which is required for dissociation of the actin-myosin 

interactions during relaxation of muscle, was found to parallel the perceived loss of fish 

freshness (Abbas 2008; Olafsdottir 1997). ATP is rapidly degraded to adenosine 

diphosphate (ADP), adenosine monophosphate (AMP), inosine monophosphate (IMP) 

by endogenous enzymes (autolysis) after death. The further degradation of IMP to 

inosine and hypoxanthine is catalyzed mainly by endogenous IMP phosphohydrolase 

and inosine ribohydrolase as storage time increases (Olafsdottir 1997). Inosine 

accumulates in some species of fish whereas hypoxanthine accumulates in others as 

terminal catabolites. The extent of ATP degradation is expressed as a K-value, which 

is defined as the ratio of the sum of inosine and hypoxanthine concentrations to the 

total concentration of ATP metabolites (Ozogul et al. 2000). Even though fresh fish 

generally tend to have a low K-value, the value varies depending on species, 

postmortem time, storage temperature and condition, handling condition, and killing 

method (Hattula et al. 1995). 

 

K-value (%) = [(Inosine + Hypoxanthine) / (ATP + ADP + AMP + IMP + Inosine + 

Hypoxanthine)] × 100 
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2.4.3. Protein denaturation and aggregation 

Denaturation is a non-proteolytic modification of the unique native protein 

structure that results in chemical, physical, or biological changes (Neurath 1944). 

Denaturation makes the natural proteins insoluble in solvent in which it was previously 

soluble (Neurath 1944). Aggregation can occur by various conditions as demonstrated 

in Table 2.4. (Amin et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2010).  

Proteins aggregate through different mechanisms/pathways. The major pathways 

are shown in Figure 2.7 and can be roughly divided into: (1) aggregation through 

unfolding intermediates and unfolded states (pathway 1); (2) aggregation through 

protein self-association (pathway 2a) or chemical linkages (pathway 2b); and (3) 

aggregation through chemical degradations (pathway 3) (Wang et al. 2010). For the 

analysis of protein aggregates, various analytical methods need to be employed to 

detect a minute aggregate fraction, and cover the size range from nanometers to 

micrometers up to visible particle (Kajak-Siemaszko et al. 2011).   

The freezing rate could affect aggregation of proteins as it affects the size of the ice 

crystals and the surface area of the ice–water interface. It also influences crystallization 

of other solution components. Freeze-induced pH change is an another major cause for 

protein aggregation due to selective crystallization of buffering species like proteins 

(Wang et al. 2010). Use of proper cryoprotectants, such as sugar, sorbitol, and sodium 

phosphates, could prevent or inhibit freeze/thaw-induced protein aggregation. These 

additives may inhibit protein aggregation by minimization of protein–ice interactions, 

suppression of pH changes, and other mechanisms, such as increased solution viscosity, 

and steric hindrance of protein–protein interactions (Wang et al. 2010). 
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Table 2.4 Major factors affecting protein aggregation (adapted from Wang et al. 2010). 

 

Category Factors Effects on protein and aggregation 

General 

factors 

Temperature 

 

 

 

Light 

/irradiation 

 

Container 

Partial/complete protein unfolding, protein–protein 

association, chemical degradation, and enhancing 

protein aggregation 

 

Chemical degradation 

 

 

Surface protein adsorption, partial protein unfolding, 

and enhancing protein aggregation 

Solution 

factors 

pH 

 

 

Buffering 

 

 

Ionic strength 

 

 

 

Additives 

 

 

Protein 

concentration 

Partial/complete protein unfolding and colloidal 

stability 

 

Variable effects, depending on the specificity and 

strength of ion–protein interaction 

 

Variable effects, balancing on general charge 

screening effect, ion–protein interactions / protein–

protein interactions 

 

Variable effects, depending on the additive type and 

concentration 

 

High protein concentration generally enhances 

protein aggregation 

Processing 

factors 

Purification 

 

 

F/T 

 

 

 

Shaking 

 

 

Pressurization 

 

Drying 

 

 

Analytical 

methodologies 

Variable effects, depending on the purification 

conditions 

 

Ice–protein interaction, interfacial adsorption and 

unfolding, cold denaturation, and changes in pH and 

ionic strength 

 

Air–liquid interfacial protein adsorption and 

unfolding, enhancing protein aggregation 

 

Loss of structure (>100MPa). 

 

Loss of hydration layer, disruption of protein 

structure 

 

Protein aggregation during sample preparation and 

analysis 
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Figure 2.7 Graphic illustration of major protein aggregation pathways. Freezing and 

frozen storage causes protein denaturation followed by aggregation, depending on the 

type/concentration of proteins and presence of other ingredients, such as 

cryoprotectants. Freeze-induced protein aggregation is likely due to one or more of the 

following stresses—low temperature, solute concentration, formation of ice–water 

interfaces, potential pH changes, and phase separation (adapted from Wang et al. 2010). 

 

 

2.5. Trimethylamine-N-oxide demethylase (TMAOase)  

The Most abundant fisheries in the Bering Sea and Pacific Northwest are Alaska 

pollock and Pacific whiting, respectively. These fish are primarily used for either 

frozen surimi or frozen fillet production. A variety of internal and external factors can 

lead to damaged texture or reduced textural stability of these gadoid fish species during 

processing or storage. Cutting and mincing cause the mixing of blood and/or other 

internal organ tissues with flesh. This can enhance the enzymatic degradation of TMAO 

to DMA and FA. FA can induce covalent cross-linking (methylene bridge) of fish 

proteins, resulting in severe textural damage of surimi and fillets (Leelapongwattana et 
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al. 2008; Marsh and Flick 2012). Gadoid fish species are especially susceptible to this 

enzymatic mechanism due to an abundance of TMAOase found naturally in their body 

(Taylor et al. 2007). Kidney are the major source of TMAOase. Other sources are blood 

and blood clots, pyloric caeca, dark brown lateral muscle, and possibly skin (Marsh 

and Flick 2012). 

Recently, processors worked to cut more meat from fish, often resulting in residual 

internal organ (particularly kidney) tissue remaining on the fillets (skinless fillets or 

butterfly-shape fillets) as shown in Figure 2.8. Surimi production yield significantly 

increased from 12% to 30% compared to the 1990s. This increase is attributed to 

various factors, such as fishery management, industry efforts, improved cutting 

machinery, and decanter technology.  Improved cutting machinery cuts more meat, but 

leaves more kidney tissue.  For the last few years, the rapid reduction of frozen shelf 

life of fillets and surimi has been an industry issue, which is hypothesized to be caused 

by residual TMAOase remaining on the fillets. In 2013, the US industry produced about 

170,000 tons of Alaska pollock surimi and 20,000 tons of Pacific whiting surimi; the 

majority was exported to Japan, Korea, and Europe. Approximately 175,000 tons of 

Alaska pollock fillets and 30,000 tons of Pacific whiting fillets were exported in 2013. 

In addition, China exports approximately 600,000 tons of twice frozen pollock fillets a 

year to the US.  Whether it is frozen surimi or frozen fillets, these products suffer from 

textural changes. Twice frozen pollock fillets undergo severe freeze- and FA-induced 

denaturation. 
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Figure 2.8 Remaining kidney in skinless fillet (top) and butterfly-shape fillet (bottom). 

 

 

2.5.1. Biochemical nature and distribution of TMAOase 

The level of TMAOase varies depending on species, gender, maturation stage, 

habitat temperature, feeding status, or size (Rehbein and Schreiber 1984). TMAO, 

which is a substrate for TMAOase enzymatic activity, has various roles in fish 

physiology, such as regulation of osmotic pressure in fish tissues, regulation of 

buoyancy, stabilization/protection of proteins against urea/freezing/high pressure, 

buffer, as well as a regulatory role in disulfide bond formation in proteins (Sotelo and 

Rehbein 2000). However, the relationship between regulation of TMAO levels and 

TMAOase activity in different tissues and organs has not been fully investigated. 

Yamada and Amano (1965) hypothesized TMAOase does not demethylase in vivo, 
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whereas Parkin and Hultin (1986) have suggested that TMAO demethylation, which is 

involved in detoxification of xenobiotic compounds, takes place in living organisms. 

The TMAOase, which is abundant in gadoid fish species, is a complex of electron 

transfer components and is distributed in viscera, muscle and skin (Parkin and Hultin 

1986). Rey-Mansilla et al. (2002) found that kidney and spleen have the highest 

activities compared to liver, bile, and gall bladder. TMAOase activity was found both 

in the soluble and insoluble fractions. Harada (1975) obtained a soluble TMAOase by 

partial purification followed by alkaline treatment. TMAOase from kidney of hake 

(Merluccius merluccius) and saithe (Pollachius virens) was mostly insoluble (Gill and 

Paulson 1982; Joly et al. 1992).  

 

2.5.2. Stability of TMAOase 

Optimum pH for full activation of TMAOase may be different depending on species 

due to different molecular and enzymatic properties. Benjakul et al. (2004) found that 

activity at pH 7.0 was much higher than at pH 5.0 in all organs of lizardfish. Especially, 

the activity assayed at pH 7.0 in kidney was 75% higher than pH 5.0 (Figure 2.9). 

TMAOase from cod internal organs (kidney, spleen and pyloric caeca) was fully 

activated at optimum pH 4.5-5.0 (Gill and Paulson 1982; Rehbein and Schreiber 1984). 

Fu et al. (2006) extracted and purified TMAOase from Jumbo squid (Dosidicus gigas). 

The pH stability of TMAOase from Jumbo squid was determined at various pH 

condition from 5 to 11. The optimum pH of the purified TMAOase was 7.0 at 4oC 

(Figure 2.10) and the enzyme was stable at pH 7.0-9.0 (Fu et al. 2006).  
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Figure 2.9 TMAOase activities in different organs of lizardfish assayed at pH 5.0 and 

7.0. One unit of TMAOase was defined as the activity which released 1 mmol DMA 

per min (adapted from Benjakul et al. 2004). 

 

 

 

Figure 2.10 pH profiles of TMAOase. pH stability of TMAOase. pH stability was 

determined by incubating TMAOase in buffers of different pH for 30 min at 4oC, and 

the percentage of residual enzyme activity was determined under standard assay 

conditions (adapted from Fu et al. 2006). 
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TMAOase is thermally unstable, like most enzymes. Phillippy and Hultin (1993) 

reported that a crude TMAOase was inactivated upon heating at 60oC for 10 min. Lall 

et al. (1975) found that TMAOase in minced silver hake muscle was completely 

inactivated by the heating at 80oC. Kimura et al. (2003) found that TMAOase activity 

in the myofibrillar fraction of Alaska pollock decreased at above 30oC and was almost 

lost at above 55oC after the fraction was previously heated at various temperatures for 

30 min (Figure 2.11). Total activity was reduced from 150 to 35 units by the heating 

procedure at 80oC for 30 min (Kimura et al. 2003). TMAOase from lizardfish kidney 

was stable for 10 min when heated up to 50°C (Figure 2.12), whereas no activity was 

found after heating at 70°C (Benjakul et al. 2003). After the heat treatment at 60°C, 

activity of approximately 44% was retained due to denaturation of TMAOase at high 

temperature (Benjakul et al. 2003). On the contrary, TMAOase can be active at below 

0oC unlike most enzymes. Jessen et al. (2014) reported that TMAOase from Gadoid 

species has higher activities at freezing temperatures than at temperatures at above 0oC.  

The TMAOase activity in the fish muscle from cod (Gadus morhua) and haddock 

(Melanogranumus aeglefinus) at -8oC was higher than at -30oC (Howell et al. 1996). 

High activity and stability of TMAOase at freezing temperature possibly due to the fact 

that TMAOase has three independent active fractions, which strongly bind each other, 

interacting with high molecular weighted phospholipids of membrane (Gill and 

Paulson 1982; Joly et al. 1992).  Moreover, low activation energy (5.2 KJ/mol K) needs 

for TMAOase in red hake muscle possibly causes activation even during frozen storage 

(Benjakul et al. 2003; Parkin and Hultin 1982b). 

 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1096495903000824#FIG5
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Figure 2.11 Thermal stability of TMAOase activity in the myofibrillar fraction. 

Myofibrillar fraction (75 mg/mL) was preheated for 30 min at various temperatures 

prior to measurement of TMAOase activity (adapted from Kimura et al. 2003). 

 

 

 

Figure 2.12 Thermal stability of TMAOase from lizardfish kidney. Enzyme at a level 

of 4.2 U (12.6 μg protein) was subjected to different temperatures for 10 min, followed 

by cooling in iced water. Residual activity was determined in a standard assay mixture 

at 25°C for 20 min. (adapted from Benjakul et al. 2003). 
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2.5.3. Cofactors and activators for TMAOase activity 

TMAOase activity is affected by various cofactors or activators (Table 2.5). Fe 

reducing agents (Fe2+, ascorbate, and cysteine) are mainly used for aerobic TMAOase 

assay (Banda and Hultin 1983; Benjakul et al. 2003; Parkin and Hultin 1982b). The 

other cofactor system includes riboflavin or FMN and NAD(P)H as FMNH2 stimulates 

TMAOase in anaerobic condition (Banda and Hultin 1983; Harada 1975; Phillippy and 

Hultin 1993). Activators, such as Fe2+, are essential for activation of TMAOase 

(Kimura et al. 2000). Banda and Hultin (1983) reported that the rate of DMA and FA 

accumulation decreased as the concentration of cofactors, such as ascorbate or NAD, 

decreased during frozen storage.    

 

Table 2.5 Effect of different compounds on TMAOase activity (adapted from Sotelo 

and Rehbein 2000). 

 

Substance Cofactor Activator 

Nucleotides 

FMN 

NADP(H) 

NAD(H) 

Riboflavin 

FADH 

 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

 

 

 

+ 

 

 

Metals 

Fe2+ 

Sn+ 

 

 

+ 

+ 

Amino acids 

Ascorbate  

Cysteine 

 

+ 

+ 

 

 

 

Others 

Methylene blue 

Menadione 

Phenazine methosulfate 

 

+ 

+ 

+ 
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2.5.4. Biochemical characteristics and purification of TMAOase 

Biochemical and molecular characteristics of TMAOase are not easy to determine. 

Purification of TMAOase is difficult because TMAOase is a multi-subunit complex 

and strongly bound to membrane (Gill and Paulson 1982; Joly et al. 1992). Lysosomal 

or microsomal membrane seems to be the most likely localization of TMAOase (Sotelo 

and Rehbein 2000). TMAOase extraction from membrane can be obtained in 

supernatant as a crude TMAOase extract by homogenization with buffer at pH 7.0 and 

centrifugation (Benjakul et al. 2004; Sotelo and Rehbein 2000). Separation techniques 

are required for further purification and solubilization of TMAOase, including 

chromatography and electrophoresis (Kimura et al. 2000). Insoluble TMAOase is 

solubilized with various detergents. Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich Co., St. Louis, MO, 

USA) is mainly used for solubilization of TMAOase before homogenization and 

centrifugation because this non-charged detergent does not damage TMAOase 

structure (Benjakul et al. 2003; Parkin and Hultin 1986). However, sodium dodecyl 

sulfate (SDS) is more effective for TMAOase extraction, resulting in 80% yield of 

insoluble TMAOase after treatment (Gill and Paulson 1982). Joly et al. (1992) reported 

that TMAOase from saithe kidney was effectively extracted with SDS, although it 

increased TMAOase activity. Solubilized TMAOase extract can be subjected to gel 

filtration and anionic exchange chromatography for further purification (Benjakul et al. 

2004; Joly et al. 1992; Kimura et al. 2000). TMAOase activities and molecular weight 

in fractions are detected by native-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) and 

SDS-PAGE, respectively (Benjakul et al. 2004; Kimura et al. 2000). Joly et al. (1992) 

found that TMAOase have: 1) three independent fractions, 2) interactions between 
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phospholipids and fractions, and 3) cofactors (NAD/NADH and FAD/FADH2) and 

nucleic acids (ATP, ADP, and AMP) near the enzyme complex. Gill and Paulson (1982) 

reported two different bands contained TMAOase activities that were obtained from 

the high-molecular weight fraction using native-PAGE technique followed by 

TMAOase-specific staining. They concluded that TMAOase activity is related to high-

molecular weight isoenzymes, which are associated with each other and have different 

pI in the enzyme complex. Kimura et al. (2000) obtained 400 kDa of partially purified 

TMAOase after gel filtration and 25 kDa of TMAOase using SDS-PAGE technique. 

Based on species and separation techniques, different molecular weight fractions (25-

2,000 kDa) were obtained (Benjakul et al. 2003; Joly et al. 1992; Kimura et al. 2000; 

Lundstrom et al. 1982; Rey-Mansilla et al. 2004; Takeuchi et al. 2003). 

 

2.5.5. Physicochemical properties as affected by TMAOase 

Gadoid fish, like cod and red hake, have a high level of TMAOase that catalyzes the 

breakdown of TMAO to FA and DMA (Amano and Yamada 1964; Parkin and Hultin 

1982). FA reacts with various amino acid residues (primary amine, secondary amine, 

and amide) and other reactive groups (hydrogen, hydroxyl, and thiol) of fish muscle 

protein, resulting in the formation of inter- and intramolecular cross-linkages (covalent 

bonds) between protein chains (Figure 2.13 and Table 2.6) (Shenouda 1980). However, 

the enzymatic mechanism of TMAOase and the role of TMAOase in frozen fillets have 

not been fully studied. Fish muscles during frozen storage undergo textural toughening 

due to FA-induced myofibrillar protein denaturation followed by aggregation by 

TMAOase below 0oC (Huidobro and Mohamed 1998). For this reason, the textural 
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degradation of frozen fish and fillets has been an issue in the global seafood industry 

for the last couple of decades (Benjakul et al. 2004; Careche et al. 1998). Sotelo et al. 

(1995) demonstrated a relationship between the production and accumulation of FA in 

gadoid fish muscle during frozen storage and textural deterioration. Castell et al. (1973) 

reported that extractability of muscle proteins in salt solutions of medium ionic strength 

gave the best correlation with texture. Thus, the production of FA during frozen storage 

of gadoids was postulated to be the major factor in protein denaturation in these gadoid 

fish species (Lee and Park, 2016). It was also found that the amount of FA measured 

in fish muscle does not support the assumption that DMA and FA are produced in a 1:1 

stoichiometry from TMAO (Figure 2.14). The amount of FA measured was less than 

expected relative to the quantity of DMA produced. This is thought to be due to the 

high reactivity of FA with free amino acids and proteins (Dingle and Hines 1975).  

 

 

 

Figure 2.13 Possible interactions of FA with muscle proteins in frozen fish (adapted 

from Sikorski 1978). 
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Table 2.6 Typical reactions of FA with functional groups of amino acids in aqueous 

solutions (adapted from Sikorski 1978).  
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Figure 2.14 Decomposition of TMAO into DMA and FA by the action of TMAOase 

(adapted from Sotelo et al. 1995). 

 

For investigation of the reaction of FA with proteins, 13C nuclear magnetic 

resonance (NMR) spectroscopy has been used. Tome et al. (1985) reported that FA is 

bound in two different steps; reversible and acid-resistant forms (Figure 2.15). The 

initial reaction leads rapidly to the formation of hydroxymethyl derivatives (reversible) 

with reactive groups on amino acid side chains (ɛ-NH2 lysine and α-amino groups of 

N-terminal amino acids). The acid-resistant bound FA consists of methyllysine, 

formyllysine and a lysine-tyrosine methylene bridge (irreversible crosslinks). These 

methylene bridges create intra- and intermolecular crosslinks, leading to 

polymerization and denaturation (Sotelo et al. 1995; Tome et al. 1985). Kitamoto and 

Maeda (1980) showed that at low concentration, FA reacted with the α-NH2 residue of 

histidine, tryptophan, arginine and asparagine, whereas higher concentrations of FA 

(127-fold molar excess) additionally reacted with lysine, methionine, aspartic acid, 

tyrosine, alanine, phenylalanine and cysteine to form a stable product. 

 

2.5.6. Inhibition of TMAOase 

In general, to control the reaction of TMAOase, it is required to: 1) remove the 

TMAOase enzyme during processing. This enzyme is mainly present in fish organs, 

especially in kidney.  The best strategy would be to effectively remove kidney and other 
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internal organs from fillets or H&G; 2) minimize or eliminate cofactors (glutathione, 

ferrous chloride, ascorbic acid, cysteine, methylene blue and flavonucleotide) affecting 

the enzymatic reaction depending on various isolation sources; or 3) investigate food 

grade inhibitors, such as sodium phosphates (Banda & Hultin 1983; Benjakul et al. 

2003; Leelapongwattana et al. 2008; Leelapongwattana et al. 2010; Parkin & Hultin 

1982b). 

 

 

Figure 2.15 Chemical cross-linking of proteins (between two lysines) by FA. FA is a 

reactive dipolar compound in which the carbon atom is the nucleophilic center of the 

amino groups of proteins, leading to the formation of a Schiff base (reaction I). This 

intermediate can react with a second amino group (reaction II) and condenses (adapted 

from Orlando et al. 1997). 

 

 

Among physical inhibition methods, the most important techniques are increasing 

or lowering the temperature. Lower temperature (below -30°C) during frozen storage 

decreases the rate of DMA and FA formation (LeBlanc et al. 1988). On the contrary, 

heat-induced protein denaturation possibly inhibits the TMAOase enzymatic reaction. 
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Heat treatment at 50°C caused significant reduction of activity (50%) (Lall et al. 1975). 

Refrigeration prior to frozen storage, which depletes TMAO by bacterial growth, also 

decreased the rate of DMA and FA formation in frozen fish products (Sotelo and 

Rehbein 2000). TMAOase becomes less active as a result of decreased substrate 

concentration and the presence of TMA, which is produced by enzymes of spoilage 

bacteria and is able to inhibit TMAOase (Sotelo and Rehbein 2000). Additionally, 

NADH depletion can influence the rate of DMA and FA formation since it is a cofactor 

of the enzymatic system involved in the reaction (Lundstrom et al. 1982). Addition of 

oxidized lipids to the mince causes inhibition of DMA formation but also results in a 

loss of protein functionality during frozen storage (Careche and Tejada 1990). Removal 

of TMAOase rich tissues could be another approach to extend shelf life of frozen fish. 

The recommended practice is to eviscerate fish prior to freezing, thus preventing the 

contact of TMAOase-rich tissues with the substrate-rich white muscle (Sotelo and 

Rehbein 2000). However, the localization of TMAOase in kidney near backbone makes 

it difficult for processors to remove the enzyme when gutting. The extensive contact 

surface of kidney with muscle promotes the production of more DMA and FA in fish 

where kidney is not removed (Rey-Mansilla et al. 1997). Also, removal of red muscle, 

which has higher TMAOase than white muscle, will likely minimize quality 

deterioration of gadoid fillets (Sotelo and Rehbein 2000). Furthermore, the use of high-

pressure treatments or heating of localized TMAOase-rich tissues can be used for 

effective inhibition of TMAOase in fish (Sotelo and Rehbein 2000). 

Chemical inhibition effects of food grade compounds on TMAOase has been 

investigated to extend the shelf-life of fish products. Direct inhibition of TMAOase and 
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elimination of cofactors can be applied, depending on the inhibition mechanisms or 

interactions. Sodium citrate and H2O2 have been found to slow the rate of DMA and 

FA formation in frozen gadoid mince (Parkin and Hultin 1982; Racicot et al. 1984). 

Alaska pollock fillets treated with sodium citrate and sodium pyruvate before freezing 

resulted in a less tough texture (Krueger and Fennema 1989). Ayyad and Aboel-Niel 

(1991) reported that alginate (0.5%) could lower DMA and FA formation in minced 

fillet from mackerel stored at -20°C for 2 months. Sotelo and Mackie (1993) found a 

protective role of cryoprotectants (amino acids and sugars) in preventing aggregation 

of bovine serum albumin induced by FA during frozen storage. The binding of FA 

during frozen storage was dependent on protein rearrangements that exposed reactive 

groups. Cryoprotectants reduced the exposure of these reactive groups due to inhibition 

of molecular diffusion (Herrera et al. 1999). Herrera et al. (2000) also reported that the 

addition of maltodextrins to minced blue whiting muscle effectively inhibited FA 

production during storage at -10 and -20°C whereas sucrose was effective only at -

20°C. A high correlation between the effectiveness of cryoprotectants in preventing 

protein denaturation and their effectiveness in inhibiting FA production was found 

(Herrera et al. 2002). According to Leelapongwattana et al. (2008), TMAOase from 

lizardfish, which is one of the major resources for tropical surimi, was effectively 

inhibited (68.3-76.3%) by 0.2-0.4% sodium pyrophosphate (Table 2.7). Pyrophosphate 

possibly functions to chelate Fe ion. Fe ion is required for maximum activity of 

TMAOase through a cycling mechanism between ferrous (Fe2+) and ferric (Fe3+) states 

(Parkin and Hultin 1986). However, an inhibition effect of various phosphate 

compounds, which differ in structure and function, on TMAOase activity in cold-water 
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species has not been fully investigated. Sodium tripolyphosphate (STPP) and tetra 

sodium pyrophosphate (TSPP) are effective on protein hydration. This relationship 

possibly affects the reactions and interactions of coenzymes and cofactors, resulting in 

higher TMAOase inhibition because the redox potentials of Fe ion and the other 

cofactors are accounted for by protein hydration (Dey et al. 2007; Ellinger 1972). Also, 

STPP and TSPP have negative charges in ionized chains, which can interact with a 

relatively greater number of positive charges (histidine, lysine, and arginine) of protein, 

than orthophosphates (Ellinger 1972). 

In summary, quality reduction of fish muscle, which immediately occurs after 

harvest and keep happening during processing and storage period, is caused from 

physical damage by ice crystallization, biochemical damage by dehydration, and 

protein and lipid oxidations. TMAO-related, physicochemical, and textural properties 

individually or jointly affect quality deterioration of frozen fish muscle. Particularly, 

TMAOase, which can be active during even commercial frozen storage, plays an 

important role in toughening muscle of gadoid fish like Alaska pollock and Pacific 

whiting at long term frozen storage via FA-induced protein denaturation followed by 

aggregation. For minimizing quality deterioration and improving shelf life extension 

of seafood products, TMAOase needs to be effectively inhibited or retarded.    
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Table 2.7 Effect of various additives on the inhibition of TMAOase activity from 

lizardfish muscle (adapted from Leelapongwattana et al. 2008). 

 

Additives Concentration % Inhibition 

Chelator 

EDTA 

 

Sodium citrate 

 

 

Anionic compounds 
Sodium tripolyphosphate 

 

Sodium pyrophosphate 

 

 

Oxidizing agent 

H2O2 

 

Chlorine 

 

 

Hydrocolloids 

Carrageenan 

 

Carboxymethyl cellulose  

 

Locust bean gum 

 

Sodium alginate 

 

Xanthan gum 

 

 

Others 

Sodium pyruvate 

 

Maltodextrin DE 20 

 

 

1 mM 

2mM 

0.2% 

0.4% 

 

 

0.2% 

0.4% 

0.2% 

0.4% 

 

 

10 ppm 

30 ppm 

10 ppm 

30 ppm 

 

 

0.25% 

0.5% 

0.25% 

0.5% 

0.25% 

0.5% 

0.25% 

0.5% 

0.25% 

0.5% 

 

 

0.2% 

0.4% 

4% 

8% 

 

0 

0 

31.58 ± 0.12 

61.32 ± 0.24 

 

 

0 

5.57 ± 0.19 

68.30 ± 1.60 

76.42 ± 1.46 

 

 

16.73 ± 1.38 

24.17 ± 1.79 

0 

0 

 

 

5.35 ± 0.14 

11.18 ± 0.75 

3.38 ± 0.21 

12.48 ± 0.10 

5.15 ± 0.09 

6.78 ± 0.07 

9.32 ± 0.28 

30.28 ± 0.51 

10.08 ± 0.05 

ND 

 

 

8.49 ± 0.74 

12.84 ± 1.58 

10.77 ± 0.22 

28.58 ± 0.01 
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3.1. Abstract  

Whole fish and H&G (headed and gutted) fish were stored under refrigeration (< 

4oC) for 0, 2, and 5 days and subsequently filleted and frozen at -18oC and -80oC. 

Frozen fillets were analyzed at 0, 1, 4, 12, and 24 weeks of storage. The activity of 

trimethylamine-N-oxide demethylase (TMAOase) decreased more quickly at -18oC 

than -80oC. TMAOase reduction was significantly noted at -18oC storage. 

Formaldehyde (FA) induced by TMAOase increased at all treatments at -18oC as frozen 

storage extended to 24 weeks, but it was near zero at -80oC up to 12 weeks of storage. 

Textural toughening, low water retention ability, and low salt soluble protein resulted 

from the denaturation function of FA. A sudden decrease in surface hydrophobicity at 

24 weeks, when stored at -18˚C, resulted from FA-induced unfolding and subsequent 

aggregation. FA concentration appeared to affect protein aggregations and textual 

toughening of fillets during frozen storage.  

 

Key words: Pacific whiting fillet; TMAOase; formaldehyde; postharvest; frozen 

storage; texture toughening; denaturation 
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3.2. Introduction  

TMAO, which is an important compound to maintain the physiological functions 

of fish, is widely found in saltwater fish. The TMAO content of fish may vary 

depending on diet, age and size of the fish, as well as the environmental salinity, 

temperature, and pressure of the fish (Haard & Simpson, 2000).  Gadoid fish, like cod 

(Amano & Yamada, 1964) and red hake (Parkin & Hultin, 1982), have a high level of 

trimethylamine-N-oxide demethylase (TMAOase) that catalyzes the breakdown of 

trimethylamine-N-oxide (TMAO) to FA and dimethylamine (DMA). FA reacts with 

amino acid residues to promote covalent cross-links in the formation of inter- and 

intramolecular linkages between protein chains (Shenouda 1980). However, the 

enzymatic mechanism of TMAOase and the role of TMAOase in frozen Pacific whiting 

fillets have not been fully studied.  

The textural quality of fishery products is commonly affected by the 

physicochemical changes of myofibrillar proteins that occur during processing and 

storage. In general, the textural deterioration of the frozen gadoid species, such as 

Pacific whiting and Alaska pollock, occurs faster than other species during frozen 

storage (Gill, Keith, & Lall, 1979). The textural quality reduction in frozen fish 

commonly results from the protein crosslinks caused by formaldehyde (FA) which is a 

strong denaturing agent to myofibrillar proteins (Castell, Smith, & Dyer, 1973).  

Frozen storage is one of important and effective techniques for long-term 

preservation of fishery products. However, the textural toughening of fish muscle 

during frozen storage is unavoidable and mainly caused by the denaturation and 

aggregation of myofibrillar proteins (Huidobro & Mohamed, 1998). This is because FA 
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induced by TMAOase activity during frozen storage leads to protein denaturation and 

subsequent aggregation by formation of methylene bridges between proteins. 

Moreover, TMAOase is still active below 0˚C and breaks down TMAO into DMA and 

FA, respectively. For that reason, textural toughening of frozen fish and fillets as 

affected by TMAOase enzymatic reaction has been an issue in the global seafood 

industry for the last couple of decades (Careche, Del Mazo, & Torrejón, 1998; 

Benjakul, Visessanguan, & Tanaka, 2004).  

Controlling the time between harvest and processing is the first step to retard the 

quality deterioration of seafood products. Fast processing after harvest can minimize 

the negative postharvest changes occurring during processing and subsequent frozen 

storage. With the development of the Pacific whiting surimi industry in Oregon in 

1991-1992, the Oregon State University (OSU) Seafood Lab worked with the Pacific 

whiting industry and demonstrated that Pacific whiting must be kept in champagne ice 

after harvest and process into surimi within 24 h postharvest to produce good quality 

of surimi (Park et al., 2014). However, the effect of postharvest conditions 

(refrigeration before filleting and frozen storage after filleting) linked to the quality of 

frozen fillets has not been well examined. Our objectives were to investigate the 

physicochemical properties of Pacific whiting frozen fillets as affected by postharvest 

processing and storage conditions. 

 

3.3. Materials and Methods 

3.3.1. Materials 

Pacific whiting (Merluccius productus), which was kept in refrigerated seawater 

(RSW) for approximately 48-60 h postharvest, was offloaded at Jesse’s Ilwaco Fish 
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(Ilwaco, WA, USA). Fish samples were randomly collected and transported in ice to 

the OSU Seafood Laboratory (Astoria, OR, USA). Half of the fish samples were 

headed/gutted (H&G) and treated as H&G samples. Both whole fish (WF) and H&G 

fish (HF) were stored under refrigeration (< 4oC) and covered with ice for 3 holding 

times (0, 2, and 5 days), filleted, and subsequently frozen at -18˚C and -80˚C. Fresh 

fish (0 day holding) were analyzed immediately after filleting upon delivery.  Two 

temperatures were selected based on the most common storage temperature (-18oC) 

and the storage temperature that would give a minimum damage to our samples (-80oC) 

(Baron et al., 2007; Shenouda, 1980). Frozen fillets after being thawed at 1, 4, 12, and 

24 weeks of frozen storage, were analyzed. TMAO, FA, DMA, adenosine 5’-

triphosphate (ATP), anilinon-apthalene-8-sulfonic acid (ANS), ascorbic acid, L-

cysteine, ferrous chloride, carbon disulfide, acetylacetone, ammonium acetate, 

potassium carbonate, and copper sulfate pentahydrate were obtained from Sigma 

Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO, USA). Bradford reagent was purchased from Bio-Rad 

Lab (Hercules, CA, USA).  

 

3.3.2. TMAOase activity assay 

3.3.2.1. Preparation of TMAOase extract from frozen Pacific whiting fillet 

The TMAOase extract was prepared using the method of Kimura et al. (2000) with 

some modifications. First, 5 g of finely chopped muscle of partially thawed fillet were 

homogenized with 20 mL of chilled 20 mM tris–acetate buffer (pH 7.0, 0.1 M NaCl) 

for 1 min with 30,000 rpm (Tissue Tearor Homogenizer, BioSpec Products Inc., 

Bartlesville, OK, USA). The homogenized sample was subsequently centrifuged at 
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3,000 g at 4oC for 10 min using a Beckman J6-MI centrifuge (Beckman Coulter, 

Fullerton, CA, USA). The homogenate was washed twice with the same buffer by 

centrifuging at 3,000 g at 4oC for 10 min and at 8,000 g at 4oC for 20 min, respectively. 

After stirring the precipitates in 1 M NaCl (pH 4.5, 4oC) for 30 min, the myofibrillar 

suspension was centrifuged at 15,000 g for 30 min and ultracentrifuged again at 

105,000 g for 1 h using a Sorvall Untra 80 (DuPont, Wilmington, DE, USA). The 

TMAOase extracts were obtained by neutralization with 1 M NaOH (Kimura et al., 

2000). 

 

3.3.2.2. TMAOase activity determination 

TMAOase activity was measured using TMAOase assay mixture (pH 7.0), which 

contains 24 mM triacetate, 24 mM TMAO, 2.4 mM ascorbate, 2.4 mM cysteine, 0.24 

mM FeCl2, and 0.1 M NaCl. The TMAOase extract (0.5 mL) was mixed with 2.5 mL 

of TMAOase assay mixture and incubated at 25oC water bath for precisely 80 min to 

activate the enzymatic reaction. The enzyme reaction was terminated by adding 1 mL 

of 5% trichloroacetic acid (TCA) before centrifuging at 8,000 g for 15 min and 

obtaining the supernatant for DMA determination. The enzyme unit was defined as the 

amount of μM DMA per min at incubation condition (Benjakul et al., 2004) and DMA 

was determined by copper- dithiocarbamate reaction (Dyer & Mounsey, 1945). One 

mL of copper-ammonia reagent and 4 mL of 5% CS2-toluene solution were added into 

2 mL of the supernatant in screw-capped glass tubes before incubating tightly capped 

tubes at 60oC water bath for 2 min. After adding 30% acetic acid (400 μL), the mixtures 

were placed at room temperature, for approximately 10 min, until the layers were 
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separated. The toluene part was then transferred to test tubes containing anhydrous 

Na2SO4 (approximately 0.5 g) to remove residual water from the toluene layer. 

Absorbance was read at 440 nm by UV-Vis spectrophotometer (UV 2401PC, Shimadzu 

Co, Kyoto, Japan) and protein content was determined by the Bradford method 

(Bradford, 1976). 

 

3.3.3. FA determination 

FA determination was performed according to the method of Benjakul et al. (2004). 

Finely chopped muscle (2 g) prepared from partially thawed fillet was homogenized 

with 8 mL of 5% TCA for 1 min (30,000 rpm) and subsequently centrifuged at 3,000 

g for 15 min. The precipitate was homogenized with 4 mL of 5 % TCA and centrifuged 

again with the same conditions as above. Each supernatant was combined together and 

neutralized using 0.1 N NaOH. Deionized water was added to make a final volume of 

20 mL of FA extract.  FA content was measured by the method of Nash (1953) modified 

by Benjakul et al. (2004). FA extract (1 mL) mixed with 1 mL of acetylacetone reagent 

was incubated at 60oC for 5 min. The cooled reaction mixture was read at 412 nm and 

FA content was described as μM. 

 

3.3.4. Surface hydrophobicity 

Three g of finely chopped muscle of partially thawed fillet were homogenized with 

27 mL of 0.6 M KCl in 20 mM tris-HCl (pH 7.0) and centrifuged at 20,000 g at 4oC 

for 30 min. Protein surface hydrophobicity (So) of the supernatant was determined by 

ANS probe containing 8 x 10-3 M ANS in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) according 
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to the method of Alizadeh-Pasdar & Li-Chan (2000). The protein concentration of the 

supernatant was diluted to 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.5 mg/mL, using the same buffer solution. 

Four ml of the sample mixed with 20 μL of ANS reagent were measured at wavelengths 

of 390 nm (kexcitation) and 470 nm (kemission), respectively, using a luminescence 

spectrophotometer (Perkin Elmer LS-50B, Norwalk, Conn., USA). The protein surface 

hydrophobicity was expressed as the initial slope of the net relative fluorescence 

intensity versus the protein concentration (Poowakanjana & Park, 2013). 

 

3.3.5. K-value 

Samples for k-value were prepared according to the method of Ryder (1985). Five 

g of finely chopped muscle prepared from partially thawed fillet were extracted with 

25 mL of 0.6 M perchloric acid and centrifuged at 3,000g for 10 min to obtain 

supernatant. Ten ml of the supernatant were quickly adjusted to pH 6.5 - 7.0 using 1 M 

KOH and allowed to stand for 30 min in ice until potassium perchlorate in the 

supernatant precipitated. The supernatant was made up to 20 mL with HPLC graded 

water after filtration through filter paper (Whatman 1, 55 mm, UK). Potassium 

phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) and acetonitrile were used as mobile phase A and B, 

respectively.  

ATP-related compounds (ATP, ADP, AMP, IMP, inosine, and hypoxanthine) were 

determined according to the HPLC procedure of Ozogul, Taylor, Quantick, & Ozogul 

(2000) with some modification. Twenty μL of sample were injected into the HPLC 

system (Shimadzu Corporation, Kyoto, Japan) equipped with fluorescence detection 

(excitation of 470 nm and emission of 530 nm). ATP and its breakdown products were 
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separated by a 5 μm, C18 column (4.6 mm  150 mm) in a 35˚C oven temperature and 

1.5 mL/min of flow rate. The compounds were monitored at 254 nm wavelength 

(Ozogul et al., 2000). The K-value was defined as  

K value =
(Inosine + Hypoxanthine)

(ATP + ADP + AMP + IMP + Inosine + Hypoxanthine)
× 100 

 

3.3.6. Texture 

Partially thawed frozen fillets were cut into 50  25 mm, placed in a refrigerator for 

4 h, and allowed the specimens to fully thaw. The shear force (g) of each specimen was 

measured using a Warner-Bratzler shear blade attached to TA Texture Analyzer (TA-

XT plus, Texture Technologies Corp., Hamilton, MA/Stable Micro Systems, 

Godalming, Surrey, UK). The Warner-Bratzler blade moved downwards at a constant 

crosshead speed of 2 mm/sec to cut through the sample with 0.2 N of trigger force. 

 

3.3.7. Water retention ability and moisture content 

Water retention ability (WRA) of finely chopped muscle samples was measured 

using a microcentrifuge tube with 0.45 μm filter (Pall Co., Port Washington, NY, USA) 

as described by Lin & Park (1996) with some modification. 0.4 - 0.5 g of sample was 

placed in the inner tube and centrifuged at 5,500 g for 10 min by an Eppendorf 

microcentrifuge 5415C (Brinkmann Co., Westbury, NY, USA). WRA was calculated 

as 

WRA =
(Total weight of  water in sample) − (Weight of water released)

(Total weight of sample)
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Total weight of water released from samples was measured using an oven-drying 

method (AOAC, 1990) and % moisture was calculated. 

 

3.3.8. Statistical analysis 

The experiment was designed as a completely randomized arrangement and all 

treatment were replicated for statistical evaluation of data. Statistical analysis of the 

data was carried out using analysis of variance (ANOVA). Mean values were compared 

according to the Tukey test (Ramsey & Schafer, 2012) with significance when p < 0.05.   

 

3.4. Results and discussion  

3.4.1. TMAOase activity as affected by postharvest treatments during frozen storage 

The TMAOase activities in fillets treated with different conditions were monitored 

during frozen storage (Figure 3.1). Overall, the TMAOase activity of the control 

samples, which were immediately filleted and subsequently frozen at -18˚C, 

significantly decreased (p < 0.05) as storage time increased. The reduction in the 

control samples stored at -80oC was much slower and insignificant (p > 0.05) due to 

inactivation of TMAOase at -80oC. A drastic decrease (p < 0.05) in TMAOase activity 

at -18˚C storage might have resulted from the faster rate of ice crystal formation and 

protein denaturation of TMAOase (Shenouda, 1980). Freezing and storage at -18oC 

possibly caused the TMAOase activities to continuously decrease as TMAOase was 

denatured and its extraction efficiency from the muscle reduced (Leelapongwattana et 

al., 2008).  
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The decreases (p < 0.05) in TMAOase activity during refrigerated storage (from 

Day 0 to Day 2) prior to filleting and subsequent frozen storage might have resulted 

from the denaturation of TMAOase caused by increased FA contents during 

refrigerated storage. TMAOase activities of Pacific whiting fillet gradually decreased 

(p < 0.05) up to 4 weeks of frozen storage (-18oC), before rapid reduction at 12 - 24 

weeks (p < 0.05). However, some samples showed no significant changes (p > 0.05) 

(WF2d, WF5d, HF2d and HF5d). This was probably caused by continuously released 

TMAOase from lysosome during initial frozen storage (Leelapongwattana et al., 2005). 

 

 
 

Figure 3.1 Trimethylamine-N-oxide demethylase (TMAOase) specific activity as 

affected by different postharvest processing treatments. WF and HF: Whole fish and 

Headed & Gutted fish, respectively. 0d, 2d, and 5d: 0, 2, and 5 days in refrigeration/ice 

before filleting and frozen storage (-18oC or -80oC), respectively. 

 

Although TMAOase activities decreased due to its own protein denaturation and 

aggregation as frozen storage increased, the disruption of lysosomal membrane by the 
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formation/development of ice crystals and the release of TMAOase during frozen 

storage possibly resulted in changes in TMAOase activities. While the level of 

TMAOase activities during the early stage of frozen storage were maintained without 

a significant drop (up to 4 weeks) at -18oC, the TMAOase activities significantly (p < 

0.05) decreased at 12 and 24 weeks. This marked decrease in TMAOase activity 

probably indicated TMAOase was fully denatured and aggregated after extended 

storage at -18oC. In turn, the least amount of TMAOase was possibly extracted due to 

the presence of FA content, which overwhelmingly increased during extended frozen 

storage (Figure 3.2). Unlike -18oC, the TMAOase activities at -80oC remained 

unchanged (p > 0.05) during frozen storage up to 24 weeks. This indicates that 

TMAOase was neither activated nor denatured at -80oC. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.2 Formaldehyde (FA) contents as affected by different postharvest processing 

treatments. WF and HF: Whole fish and Headed & Gutted fish, respectively. 0d, 2d, 

and 5d: 0, 2, and 5 days in refrigeration/ice before filleting and frozen storage (-18oC 

or -80oC), respectively.  
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3.4.2. FA as affected by TMAOase activity during frozen storage 

FA content was extremely low at the first 12 weeks and drastically increased at 

week 24 of frozen storage (-18oC) (p < 0.05). Like at -18oC, FA concentrations of 

frozen samples stored at -80oC were near zero up to 12 weeks. The scope of FA between 

two storage temperatures after 24 weeks was enormously different (Figure 3.2). In 

gadoid species, FA, which is generated from TMAO by TMAOase enzymatic reaction, 

interacts with the functional groups of proteins, resulting in protein denaturation and 

aggregation (Castell et al., 1973). FA contents generated in Pacific whiting fillet during 

2 days and 5 days of refrigeration were probably small, but might have resulted in high 

degree of protein denaturation and aggregation during extended frozen storage (Castell, 

Smith, & Neal, 1971).  

FA induced by TMAOase can penetrate tissues very quickly due to its small 

molecular size, however its reaction with protein, particularly cross-linking such as 

methylene bridge, occurred slowly (Thavarajah et al., 2012). This means that FA 

generated during initial refrigerated storage possibly led to protein denaturation and 

aggregation in fish muscle during frozen storage and subsequently the quality reduction 

of frozen fillet.  

Drastic peaks (p < 0.05) in FA at -18oC storage at week 24 demonstrate exponential 

increase of free FA in fillets during extended frozen storage. Free FA participated in 

protein-protein interactions and changed its conformational structure as a bound FA, 

which covalently bonded with proteins and was therefore not detectable in this study. 

Low FA contents (p > 0.05) up to 12 weeks of storage could be caused by FA structural 

changes from bound form to free form. At -18oC much more detectable free FAs (p < 
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0.05), which were continuously produced by TMAOase, accumulated in fish tissue at 

week 24. This means that the production rate of free FA was faster than the 

transformation rate of “free FA” to “bound FA” at 12 - 24 weeks. On the contrary, free 

FA contents at -80˚C were distinguishably lower than those at -18oC at week 24 (p < 

0.05). Even though the enzymatic activity of TMAOase at -80oC was higher than at -

18oC (Figure 3.1), it was postulated that the rate of its enzymatic reaction at -80oC was 

much slower than at -18˚C due to extremely low freezing temperature. 

FA contents are related as TMAO is used to generate FA. However, there were 

distinctive differences in TMAO (data was not shown) and FA contents (Figure 3.2) in 

all treatments at week 24. The different treatments and refrigeration times possibly 

affected the rate and extent of TMAO reduction and FA formation. The muscle tissue 

in WF treatments, where whole fish were refrigerated prior to filleting, could have been 

contaminated with internal organ tissue during refrigerated storage. The filleting 

process possibly led muscle tissues to be possibly mixed with TMAOase, resulting in 

increased FA formation. In the case of HF treatments, although there was less chance 

to be mixed with TMAOase from internal organ, damaged lysosomal cell membranes 

in muscle tissues from being exposed directly to ice or iced water could have caused 

the increased FA and decreased TMAO concentration (Parkin & Hultin, 1982). The 

patterns of FA formation were coincidental with the pattern of TMAO reduction (no 

data provided). However, the quantity of detectable free FA and TMAO reduction were 

not properly corresponded. This was possibly because a large amount of free FA was 

tightly bound to proteins and was not extracted. Therefore, the detectable amount of 
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free FA was lower than the theoretically expected amount (Benjakul, Visessanguan, & 

Tanaka, 2004; Leelapongwattana et al., 2005) 

 

3.4.3. Surface hydrophobicity  

ANS surface hydrophobicity (So) of Pacific whiting fillet during frozen storage is 

shown in Fig. 3.3. Increases in So of frozen fillets were caused by an exposure of 

hydrophobic group of amino acids, such as aliphatic and aromatic amino acids, due to 

the conformational changes in proteins by the formation of methylene bridge between 

proteins. As frozen storage at -18oC extended to 24 weeks, So decreased (p < 0.05) 

possibly due to cross-links induced by FA: FA can interact with exposed hydrophobic 

amino side chains, leading to a considerable decrease in free hydrophobic groups 

(Benjakul, Visessanguan, Thongkaew, & Tanaka, 2003) and low protein solubility as 

affected by protein aggregation induced by excessive FA (Badii & Howell, 2001).  

A distinctive difference (p < 0.05) in So was noted between two frozen storage 

temperatures: the highest peak at -18oC/week 12 and -80oC/week 24. A slight decrease 

(p < 0.05) in So at week 4 likely indicates the formation of hydrophobic interaction, 

which stabilizes the native protein structure as ice crystals develop. Thus the H-bonding 

of water on the surface of hydrophobic protein groups was likely disrupted and partially 

exposed during 4 weeks of frozen storage (Santos-Yap, 1996). The significant increases 

(p < 0.05) in So at -18oC storage observed at week 12 likely indicate the exposure of 

hydrophobic site of protein due to protein unfolding induced by FA and the So 

consequently decreased (p < 0.05) at week 24 as denatured proteins aggregated. 

Decreases in salt soluble protein (SSP) solubility during frozen storage were noticeable 
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at -18oC (data was not shown) and possibly resulted from protein unfolding and 

subsequent aggregation during refrigerated and frozen storage. SSP extractability 

decreased where high amounts of FA were produced (Sotelo et al., 1995). It was noted 

that in the case of WF treatments the SSP in 5-day refrigerated samples decreased more 

quickly than that in 2-day refrigerated samples as frozen storage time increased (no 

data provided). This is because TMAOase enzyme became more active and influenced 

conformational changes in myofibrillar protein at extended refrigeration. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.3 Surface hydrophobicity as affected by different postharvest processing 

treatments. WF and HF: Whole fish and Headed & Gutted fish, respectively. 0d, 2d, 

and 5d: 0, 2, and 5 days in refrigeration/ice before filleting and frozen storage (-18oC 

or -80oC), respectively.  
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unfolded at week 24. This indicates that -80oC storage condition possibly retarded 

protein denaturation and aggregation in frozen fillets. 

 

3.4.4. K-value 

The K-value indicates the freshness of fish flesh. The lower the K-value, the fresher 

the fish. As shown in Figure 3.4, K-value increased (p < 0.05) from 19.5% for WF0d 

to about 50% for WF5d and HF5d during -18˚C storage. The K-value at -18 ̊C increased 

(p < 0.05) as refrigerated time increased from day 2 to day 5. The K-value was sensitive 

to refrigeration time as the degradation of ATP accelerated. In case of WF5d, the frozen 

fillet at -18oC, had a higher K-value than at -80oC (p < 0.05). However, there were no 

significant (p > 0.05) differences in HF treatments, indicating that autolytic enzymes 

might be removed when the fish was headed and gutted (Scott, Fletcher, Hogg, & Ryder, 

1986). In general, the initial K-value, immediately after capture, does not exceed 10% 

and the gradual k-value increase is due to enzymatic degradation during early frozen 

storage. Subsequently K-values rapidly increase by bacterial action during refrigeration 

after thawing (Silkorski, 1990).   

 

 

3.4.5. Texture  

The shear force results showed that there were no significant (p > 0.05) changes in 

the textural toughness of frozen fillets at -80oC storage (Figure 3.5). However, at -18oC, 

the shear force of refrigerated samples before freezing significantly increased (p < 0.05) 

after 12 weeks of frozen storage. Particularly for HF2d at -18 ̊C, shear force increased 

by 41 % and 69 % at week 12 and week 24 of storage compared to at week 0, 

respectively (p < 0.05).  
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Figure 3.4 K-value as affected by different postharvest processing treatments. WF and 

HF: Whole fish and Headed & Gutted fish, respectively. 0d, 2d, and 5d: 0, 2, and 5 

days in refrigeration/ice before filleting and frozen storage (-18oC or -80oC), 

respectively. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.5 Shear force as affected by different postharvest processing treatments. WF 

and HF: Whole fish and Headed & Gutted fish, respectively. 0d, 2d, and 5d: 0, 2, and 

5 days in refrigeration/ice before filleting and frozen storage (-18oC or -80oC), 

respectively. 
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Kelleher et al., (1982) reported that there was significant increase in shear forces at 

week 4 of -18˚C storage for red hake fillets. This result had a similar pattern of FA 

results and it could be hypothesized that a certain level of FA, which is a product of 

TMAOase enzymatic reaction, would lead to protein aggregation and subsequently 

induce textual toughening of fillets during frozen storage (Leelapongwattana et al., 

2008).  

Interestingly, the shear force of HF2d at week 24 were higher than HF5d during -

18˚C frozen storage (p < 0.05). Two possible reasons could be speculated: First, a 

certain amount of TMAO, which is water-soluble, in HF treatments might be removed 

as HF was exposed to ice during refrigeration and cell fluids possibly drained by 

osmosis (Chevalier et al., 2000) at extended refrigeration (5 days). Second, Pacific 

whiting has endogenous proteolytic enzymes that might be gradually activated during 

5 days of refrigeration compared to 2 days, resulting in slightly softer texture 

(Hultmann et al., 2012). 

 

3.4.6. Water retention ability (WRA)  

WRA of muscle is greatly influenced by structural changes in the muscle proteins, 

fibril swelling/contraction and fluids distributed between intra- and extracellular 

locations (Offer & Trinick 1983; Schnepf 1989). Lower WRA gives a higher 

expressible moisture content and higher shear strength in muscle (Jonsson et al., 2001). 

There were significant decreases (p < 0.05) in WRA at week 12 and 24 of -18˚C storage 

as compared to week 0 (Figure 3.6).  
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Figure 3.6 Water retention ability (WRA) as affected by different postharvest 

processing treatments. WF and HF: Whole fish and Headed & Gutted fish, respectively. 

0d, 2d, and 5d: 0, 2, and 5 days in refrigeration/ice before filleting and frozen storage 

(-18oC or -80oC), respectively. 

 

 

Generally, as protein is denatured, the WRA of the muscle decreases. WRA might 

slightly decrease due to protein aggregations induced by FA, which is a strong 

denaturing agent, as frozen storage extended. The significant (p < 0.05) decrease in 

WRA at week 12 of -18˚C storage likely indicates that protein conformational changes 

have already occurred, while the conformational structure of myofibrillar proteins was 

unchanged during the 24 weeks of storage at -80oC. The WRA results supported that -

80oC storage condition could retard protein denaturation and aggregation in frozen 

fillets. 

 

3.5. Conclusion 

This study showed that postharvest processing and storage condition were 

important for the quality changes of the frozen Pacific whiting fillets. Myofibrillar 
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protein of frozen Pacific whiting fillets and TMAOase were affected by refrigeration 

holding times and freezing conditions.  TMAOase from Pacific whiting muscle induced 

the formation of FA, which is a strong denaturant in fish muscle and caused protein 

denaturation during frozen storage. In addition, the production of FA during 

refrigerated storage before filleting and freezing possibly affected the quality reduction 

of frozen fillets. TMAOase, FA, So, and K-value individually or jointly affected the 

quality reduction of frozen fillets.  

The differences between WF and HF treatments were not significant at -80oC 

frozen storage because a fast freezing and extremely low temperature did not seem to 

affect physicochemical changes in quality of fillets during long-term frozen storage. 

Even though -80oC freezing condition minimized the quality reduction of the fillets, an 

initial refrigerated storage prior to being filleted and frozen led to decrease in quality 

of fish muscle due to various enzymatic reactions and bacterial activity. In case of -

18oC frozen storage, WF and HF treatments showed different patterns of fillet quality 

reduction. Structural changes in myofibrillar proteins and additional extraction of 

TMAOase from damaged cell membrane possibly occurred in HF samples much more 

than WF. For this reason, our study showed that textural quality and freshness in HF 

samples were lower than WF samples at -18oC. Therefore, whole fish should be stored 

at refrigerator for 2 days or less prior to filleting if stored at -18oC. The quality of frozen 

fillets did not change significantly when frozen storage at -18oC was 12 weeks or less. 

However, the quality deterioration of frozen fillets was retarded at -80oC storage during 

24 weeks. 
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4.1. Abstract  

Alaska pollock, immediately frozen at sea in the Bering Sea, were thawed in a cold 

room until the fish core temperature reached -1.5oC. Whole fish (WF) and headed and 

gutted fish (HF), stored under refrigeration for 0, 4, 8 and 12 hr, were subsequently 

filleted and frozen at -18˚C. Fillets were subjected to freezing/thawing (F/T) cycles (0, 

3, 6, and 12 cycles) before measuring biochemical and textural properties. 

Trimethylamine-N-oxide demethylase (TMAOase), formaldehyde (FA) and 

dimethylamine (DMA) contents in the HF group significantly increased as F/T cycles 

repeated. FA and DMA contents at 12-F/T decreased as refrigeration time increased. 

Decreases in surface hydrophobicity at 12-F/T led to textural toughening of frozen 

fillets due to protein aggregation by FA. F/T, which mimics long-term commercial 

frozen storage, possibly accelerated the release and accumulation of TMAOase through 

due to ice crystal formation and its subsequent growth. As a result, rapid quality 

deterioration was observed as F/T was repeated. 

 

Key words: Alaska pollock fillets, Trimethylamine-N-oxide demethylase, 

Freezing/thawing, Textural toughness, Pre-freezing 
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4.2. Introduction 

Alaska pollock (Gadus chalcogrammus, formerly Theragra chalcogramma) 

(NOAA, 2016b) is the most abundant white flesh species in the world and utilized 

primarily as fillets or surimi. Fish proteins from cold-water fish, like Alaska pollock, 

are more susceptible to denaturation than those from warm-water fish as the thermal 

stability of fish proteins are dependent on their habitat temperature (Hunt and Park, 

2014). The high activities of endogenous enzymes at lower temperature possibly lead 

to a reduction of fish quality during refrigerated storage before frozen storage (Simpson, 

2000).  It is, therefore, important to control the postharvest storage and processing 

conditions of Alaska pollock to minimize protein denaturation. The optimum activation 

temperature of endogenous enzymes, such as protease and lysosomal enzymes, in cold-

water fish is lower than warm-water fish because thermal stability is physiologically 

controlled by cold-adapted ectothermic characteristics (Haard, 1992; Vecchi and 

Coppes, 1996). Trimethylamine-N-oxide demethylase (TMAOase), which is highly 

prevalent in gadoid fish species, such as Alaska pollock and Pacific whiting, is 

activated differently depending on habitat circumstance and physiological condition as 

well as the variety of trimethylamine-N-oxide (TMAO) contents (Sotelo et al., 1995). 

It is well known that TMAOase breaks down TMAO into formaldehyde (FA) and 

dimethylamine (DMA) (Malinowska-Pańczyk and Kołodziejska, 2016; Parkin and 

Hultin, 1982). FA reacts with functional groups in amino acids, under refrigerated or 

frozen storage, and produces covalent cross-links in the formation of intra-and 

intermolecular linkages between proteins (Shenouda, 1980). This irreversible covalent 

bonds by FA between amino acids in proteins possibly lead to conformational changes 
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in myofibrillar proteins, resulting in low solubilization of myofibrillar proteins during 

extended frozen storage (Careche and Li‐chan,1997).    

Even though freezing is an effective processing technique for seafood products to 

extend shelf life, quality deterioration continuously occurs when frozen storage extends 

and/or when the freezing temperature fluctuates (Guo at al., 2014). Repeated 

freezing/thawing (F/T) negatively affects fish muscle quality due to the release of 

enzymes from lysosome or mitochondria into sarcoplasm by disruption of muscle cells 

and exudation of fluid (drip loss) (Ali et al., 2015; Hale and Waters, 1981; Hamm, 

1979). Development and growth of ice crystallization by moisture migration during 

F/T cycles possibly accelerates protein denaturation and aggregation (Opoku-Nkoom, 

2015; Xia et al., 2010). Rapid postharvest processing prior to filleting and freezing can 

retard quality deterioration of frozen fillets. In our preliminary study, we investigated 

the relationship between the quality of frozen Pacific whiting fillets and pre-freezing 

treatments and found that frozen fillet quality was dependent on fish handling 

conditions before filleting (Lee and Park, 2016). Five-day refrigerated storage before 

filleting was enough to accelerate FA production, resulting in textural toughness of 

frozen fillets due to protein denaturation and subsequent aggregation. We hypothesized 

in this study that protein aggregation by TMAOase activity followed by textural 

toughness occur faster and easily in Alaska pollock than Pacific whiting due to their 

low thermo-stability (Hunt and Park 2014). Even though more than 1.53 million tons 

of Alaska pollock were a harvested in the United States for fillet and surimi production 

in 2015 (NOAA, 2016a), limited research was conducted to investigate the effect of 

postharvest conditions on frozen fillet production. Our objective was to investigate the 
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effect of pre-freezing treatments on the physicochemical and textural properties of 

frozen Alaska pollock fillets subjected to extended freeze/thaw cycles. 

 

4.3. Materials and Methods 

4.3.1. Materials 

Alaska pollock whole fish (700 ± 50 g), caught in the East Bering Sea on Feb 9, 

2015, were randomly collected immediately after offloading. They were subsequently 

frozen in a laminated box (48  25.5  6 cm) using a plate freezer within 3 hr 

postmortem. Within 2 ½ hr, the temperature of frozen whole fish reached -20oC. Three 

frozen boxes were stacked in a carton box (49.5  27  19.2 cm) and kept in a -18˚C 

freezer on the vessel for 2 wk. They were offloaded in Dutch Harbor, AK and placed 

in a thermo-corrugated box insulated with Styrofoam before being airfreighted to 

Seattle. Upon arrival, the thermo-boxes were wrapped in a thermo-blanket and 

transported to the OSU Seafood Laboratory (Astoria, OR, USA).  Upon arrival, the 

core temperature of fish was to be determined -16oC and fish were kept at -25oC until 

thawing. 

FA, DMA, TMAO, anilinon-apthalene-8-sulfonic acid (ANS), ascorbate, cysteine, 

ferrous chloride (FeCl2), carbon disulfide (CS2), acetylacetone, ammonium acetate, 

potassium carbonate, triton X-100, triacetate, trichloroacetic acid (TCA) and copper 

sulfate pentahydrate were obtained from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO, USA). 

Bradford reagent was purchased from Bio-Rad Lab (Hercules, CA, USA).  
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4.3.2. Sample preparations 

Frozen Alaska pollock (128 fish) were thawed in a cold room (2-4oC) for 24 hr 

when the core temperature of fish reached -1.5oC. Some of the thawed fish samples (48 

fish) was randomly selected and treated as H&G (removal of head and guts) fish, while 

the remaining (64 fish) were whole fish. H&G fish were rinsed briefly using cold 

running tap water to eliminate any possible surface TMAOase contamination resulting 

from the filleting process.  Both whole fish (WF) and H&G fish (HF) were stored under 

refrigeration (2-4oC) with ice for 0, 4, 8 and 12 hr, and then filleted. Four fillets per 

treatment were placed in a Ziploc bag (SC Johnson, Racine, WI, USA) and frozen at -

18oC. Each individual treatment was prepared in duplicate for statistically independent 

replications.  For freezing for 48 h, followed by thawing in a cold room (2-4oC) for 24 

hr was defined as 1-F/T cycle. TMAOase activity, FA, DMA contents, surface 

hydrophobicity, salt-soluble proteins, water retention ability, moisture content and 

textural properties were measured at 0, 3, 6, and 12 cycles of F/T. Each measurement 

was conducted in triplicates. 

 

4.3.3. Methods 

4.3.3.1. TMAOase activity assay and DMA measurement 

TMAOase extract was prepared using the method of Benjakul et al. (2004) with 

some modifications. Ground mince (5 g) from thawed fillets (KitchenAid Food 

Chopper, KitchenAid®, Benton Harbor, MI, USA) was homogenized with 10 mL of 

chilled 20mM Tris-acetate buffer (pH 7.0, 0.1% Triton X-100, 0.1M NaCl) at 30,000 

rpm for 1 min (Tissue Tearor Homogenizer, BioSpec Products Inc., Bartlesville, OK, 
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USA). The homogenate was centrifuged at 20,000  g at 4oC for 1 h using a Beckman 

J6-MI centrifuge (Beckman Coulter, Fullerton, CA, USA).  

TMAOase activity was measured using a TMAOase assay mixture (pH 7.0, 24mM 

tris-acetate, 24mM TMAO, 2.4mM ascorbate, 2.4mM cysteine, 0.24mM FeCl2, and 

0.1M NaCl). TMAOase extract (2 mL) was mixed with the TMAOase assay mixture 

(10 mL) before incubation in a 25oC water bath for 80 min. The enzyme reaction was 

terminated by addition of 4 mL of 5% TCA before centrifuging at 8,000  g for 15 min. 

The DMA content in the supernatant was determined by the copper-dithiocarbamate 

reaction (Dyer and Mounsey, 1945) with some modification. The enzyme unit (U) was 

defined as the μM DMA released per min per g sample (Benjakul et al., 2004). Copper-

ammonia reagent (1 mL) and 4 mL of 5% CS2-toluene solution were added into the 

supernatant (2 mL) in tightly capped glass tubes before incubating in a 60oC water bath 

for 2 min. After adding 400 μL of 30% acetic acid, the mixtures were placed at room 

temperature until the layers were fully separated. The absorbance of the toluene layer, 

after removal of residual water with anhydrous Na2SO4 (approximately 0.5 g), was read 

at 440 nm using a UV-Vis spectrophotometer (UV 2401PC, Shimadzu Co, Kyoto, 

Japan). 

DMA determinations were done according to the method of Benjakul et al. (2004). 

Finely ground muscle (2 g) prepared from thawed fillet was homogenized with 8 ml of 

5% TCA at a speed of 30,000 rpm for 1 min and subsequently centrifuged at 3,000  g 

for 15 min. The precipitate was homogenized with 4 mL of 5% TCA and centrifuged 

again under the same conditions as described above. The supernatant was combined 

and neutralized using 0.1M NaOH, and the extract was brought to volume (20 mL) 
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with deionized water (Evoqua Deionizer, Evoqua Water Technologies, Warrentdale, 

PA, USA). Two ml of DMA extract were mixed with copper-ammonia reagent (1 mL) 

and 4 mL of 5% CS2-toluene solution before incubation at 60oC for 2 min followed by 

addition of 30% acetic acid (400 μL). DMA content in toluene layer dried with 

anhydrous Na2SO4 was determined at 440 nm (Dyer and Mounsey, 1945) as described 

above. 

 

4.3.3.2. FA determination 

FA determination was done according to the method of Benjakul et al. (2004). Two 

g of finely ground muscle prepared from thawed fillet was homogenized with 8 mL of 

5% TCA at a speed of 30,000 rpm for 1 min and subsequently centrifuged at 3,000  g 

for 15 min. The precipitate was homogenized with 4 mL of 5% TCA and centrifuged 

again under the same conditions as described above. The supernatant, which was 

combined and neutralized using 0.1M NaOH, was brought to volume (20 mL) with 

deionized water. FA content was measured by the method of Nash (1953) modified by 

Lee and Park (2016). One ml of FA extract mixed with 1 ml of acetylacetone reagent 

was incubated at 60oC for 5 min before measuring absorbance at 412 nm. FA content 

was described as μM.  

 

4.3.3.3. Surface hydrophobicity (So) and salt soluble proteins (SSP) 

Finely ground samples (3 g) of thawed fillets were homogenized with 27 mL of 

0.6M KCl buffer (pH 7.0, 20mM tris-HCl) before centrifugation at 20,000  g at 4oC 

for 30 min. So of the supernatant was determined by ANS reagent (pH 7.4, 8  10-3M 
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ANS, 0.1M sodium phosphate buffer) according to the method of Alizadeh-Pasdar and 

Li-Chan (2000). Four mL of each sample (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.5 mg/mL) mixed with 20 

μL of ANS reagent were measured at wavelengths of 390 nm (kexcitation) and 470 nm 

(kemission), respectively, using a luminescence spectrophotometer (PerkinElmer LS-50B, 

Norwalk, CT, USA). So was expressed as the initial slope of the net relative 

fluorescence intensity versus protein concentration (Poowakanjana and Park, 2013). 

For SSP determination, the mince (3 g) made from fillets was homogenized with 27 

mL of 0.6M KCl buffer (pH 7.0, 20mM tris-HCl) and centrifuged at 20,000  g at 4oC 

for 30 min. The protein concentration of the supernatant was determined using bovine 

serum albumin as a standard (Bradford, 1976). 

 

4.3.3.4. Texture 

The shear force (g) of the dorsal portion of a fillet of each specimen (5  2.5  1.3 

cm) (L x W x H) was measured using a Warner-Bratzler shear blade (stainless steel) 

attached to TA Texture Analyzer (TA-XT plus, Texture Technologies Corp., Hamilton, 

MA, USA). The Warner-Bratzler blade moved downwards at a constant crosshead 

speed of 2 mm/sec to cut through the sample with trigger force set at 0.2 kg m s-2 (Lee 

and Park, 2016). 

 

4.3.3.5. Water retention ability (WRA) and moisture content 

WRA of frozen fillets was measured using a microcentrifuge tube with 0.45 μm 

filter (Pall Co., Port Washington, NY, USA) as described by Lin and Park (1996) with 

some modification. Chopped sample (approximately 0.5 g) was placed in the inner tube 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0308814612015634#b0025
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and centrifuged at 5,500  g for 10 min using an Eppendorf microcentrifuge 5415C 

(Brinkmann Co., Westbury, NY, USA). WRA was determined as: 

WRA = (Wtw – Wrw)/Ws 

where Wtw (total weight of water) = % moisture of sample  sample weight in 

microcentrifuge inner tube, Wrw (weight of water released)  =  (weight of 

microcentrifuge outer tube + weight of water) – weight of microcentrifuge outer tube, 

and Ws was the total weight of the sample.  

Moisture content was measured using an oven-drying method at 105oC for 18 hr 

until constant weight (AOAC, 1995).  

 

4.3.4. Statistical analysis  

The experiment was designed as a completely randomized arrangement and all 

treatment were replicated for statistical evaluation of data. Data were analyzed using 

the Statistical Analysis System (SAS® University edition, version 9.3, SAS Institute, 

Cary, NC, USA) by the analysis of variance (3-way ANOVA). Multiple comparisons 

between treatments were carried out according to the Tukey test (Ramsey and Schafer, 

2012) with significance when p < 0.05.  

 

4.4. Results and discussion  

4.4.1 TMAOase activity  

The patterns of TMAOase activity between WF and HF group were different (p < 

0.05) as F/T repeated (Figure 4.1). TMAOase activities of WF4h and WF8h decreased 

at 6-F/T (p < 0.05) and then, increased to the initial level at 12-F/T (p < 0.05) whereas 
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TMAOase activities in HF, including WF12h, tended to increase gradually as F/T 

repeated. TMAOase activities of WF12h and HF12h at 0-F/T were significantly lower 

than other treatments (p < 0.05) because 12 hr of refrigeration before filleting was too 

long to maintain the integrity of TMAOase. TMAOase activities of WF12h and HF12h, 

however, tended to increase again as F/T repeated as TMAOase was continuously 

released from damaged cell membrane during extended refrigerated storage (Hamm, 

1979).  

 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Trimethylamine-N-oxide demethylase (TMAOase) activity as affected by 

different postharvest processing treatments. WF and HF: Whole fish and H & G fish, 

respectively. 0h, 4h, 8h, and 12h: 0, 4, 8, and 12 hr in refrigeration before filleting and 

subsequent frozen storage (-18oC). 0 hr means no refrigeration, so HF0h and WF0h are 

the same. Bars represent the standard deviation from  5 determinations. Different letters 

(a-d) on the bars indicate a significant difference at p < 0.05. 

 

 

The HF group at 12-F/T had higher peaks of TMAOase activity than WF. Two 

speculations could possibly explain the higher TMAOase activity in HF. First, 

acceleration of ice crystal development and growth caused breakdown of a cell 
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membrane and subsequent release of TMAOase (Hamm, 1979). In the case of HF group, 

during refrigeration storage time, direct exposure of muscle tissue to ice and iced water 

and a relatively rapid temperature drop of muscle tissue could have caused acceleration 

of ice crystal development and growth and damage of cell membrane. These damaged 

cells were possibly more susceptible to ice crystallization (Shenouda, 1980). Second, 

oxidation of phospholipid in the cell membrane by exposure of muscle tissue to air 

might have induced breakdown of the cell membrane, resulting in an increase of 

TMAOase activity in HF group compared to WF group (Hale and Waters, 1981).  

TMAOase activities of both WF and HF at 0-F/T decreased at 12 hr of refrigeration 

storage time (p < 0.05) whereas there were no significant changes in the activity during 

8 hr of refrigeration (p < 0.05). Even though TMAOase activity of HF12h was the 

lowest level at 0-F/T, the activity gradually increased as temperature fluctuated 

severely due to the continuous release of TMAOase from damaged cell membrane. 

Interestingly, TMAOase activity of the HF group decreased at 12-F/T as refrigeration 

time increased. This decrease in TMAOase activity could result from the relationship 

between amounts of released and damaged TMAOase. Continuously released 

TMAOase in HF12h by damaged cell might undergo a conformational change and 

subsequently lose activity due to ice crystallization- and FA-induced protein 

denaturation as F/T cycles repeated (leelapongwattana et al., 2005). On the contrary, 

HF4h showed no significant changes in TMAOase activity up to 6-F/T and then showed 

the highest peak of activity at 12-F/T (p < 0.05). During 4 hr of refrigeration, there was 

less cell damage and release of TMAOase in HF4h, resulting in no significant changes 

in activity at 0-, 3-, and 6-F/T. TMAOase in HF4h, which was preserved inside the cell 
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membrane up to 6-F/T, could have been released from the cell as temperature 

fluctuation severely repeated and maximized at 12-F/T.  

In the case of WF, TMAOase activities at 12-F/T did not significantly increase 

compared to those at 0-F/T because the integrity of whole fish was not damaged (like 

H&G fish) and subsequently cell structure integrity was maintained during 

refrigeration time before filleting, which prohibited release of TMAOase. Even though 

kidney, which is a primary source of TMAOase, remained in whole fish, it was 

contained in the gut cavity, which restricted cross-contamination of TMAOase in 

muscle tissue during 12 hr of refrigeration. 

 

3.2 FA and DMA determinations 

FA contents in WF4h and WF12h increased at 3-F/T and decreased at 6-F/T 

followed by dramatically increasing at 12-F/T (p < 0.05). FA contents in WF0h 

significantly increased at 3-F/T (p < 0.05) and then were not significantly changed as 

F/T repeated to 6 and 12 cycles (Figure 4.2a). On the other hand, FA contents in the 

HF group increased significantly (p < 0.05) at 3-F/T and then remained steady at 6-F/T. 

FA contents at 12-F/T in the HF group rapidly increased with HF4h and HF8h while 

no changes were observed with HF12h. The effect of heading and gutting on FA 

content during refrigerated storage was strikingly peaked with HF4h and diminished as 

refrigeration time before filleting was extended to 8 and 12 hr, respectively.  

This pattern of FA content in HF group was similar to TMAOase activity (Figure 

4.1). In gadoid species, FA, which is a strong protein denaturing agent generated by 

TMAOase, can interact with particular sites of amino acids, resulting in protein 
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Figure 4.2 Formaldehyde (FA) (A) and dimethlyamine (DMA) (B) contents as affected 

by different postharvest processing treatments. WF and HF: Whole fish and H & G fish, 

respectively. 0h, 4h, 8h, and 12h: 0, 4, 8, and 12 hr in refrigeration before filleting and 

subsequent frozen storage (-18oC). 0 hr means no refrigeration, so HF0h and WF0h are 

the same. Bars represent the standard deviation from 5 determinations. Different letters 

(a-g) on the bars indicate a significant difference at p < 0.05. 

 

 

denaturation and aggregation (Castell et al., 1973). FA generated in Alaska pollock 

fillet during 12 hr of refrigeration was probably small, but might result in a high degree 

of protein denaturation and aggregation as F/T repeated (Castell et al., 1971). FA 
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content in the WF group decreased at 6-F/T compared to 3-F/T. It possibly resulted 

from increased interactions between FA and the functional group of proteins and 

conversion of free-formed FA to bound-formed FA during 6 cycles of F/T (Lee and 

Park, 2016). 

Overall, DMA content increased continuously as F/T increased to 6 cycles, peaking 

with HF12h (p < 0.05) and subsequently decreased at 12-F/T (Figure 4.2b). Declines 

in DMA at 12-F/T possibly resulted from drip loss, which might contain some DMA 

and other water-soluble components, in fillets after severely repeated F/T. The 

chemical composition in a drip of pork after several F/T cycles was found to contain 

various organic compounds (Ngapo et al., 1999) Since DMA is an organic compound 

found particularly in fish, it is feasible to assume that DMA could be released in the 

drip of our Alaska pollock samples, which were subjected to extended F/T cycles. 

Severe F/T treatments possibly break down cell membranes by increasing osmotic 

pressure from ice crystal development, which results in the release of solutes, such as 

water-soluble components in the drip solution (Hunt and Park, 2014; Ngapo et al., 

1999). Multiple F/T treatments are designed to mimic extended frozen storage of 

seafood products. However, this study suggests that DMA determination may not give 

appropriate information for TMAOase activity as water-soluble DMA is likely lost in 

a drip during repeated F/T. 

 

3.3 Surface hydrophobicity (So) and Salt-soluble proteins (SSP) 

Changes in surface hydrophobicity (So) during repeated F/T were possibly caused 

by a conformational shift in protein structure due to the FA-induced formation of 
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methylene bridges between protein functional groups followed by exposure of a 

hydrophobic group of aliphatic and aromatic amino acids. Overall, WF and HF showed 

similar patterns in So as F/T repeated (Figure 4.3a). So decreased at 3-F/T and increased 

at 6-F/T, respectively (p < 0.05) before subsequent decrease at 12-F/T (p < 0.05). 

Decreases in So at 3-F/T likely indicate hydrophobic interactions, which stabilize the 

native protein structure. At this point, the hydrophobic interaction possibly disrupted 

hydrogen bonds of free water on the surface of hydrophobic protein sites (Santos-Yap, 

1996). The significant increase (p < 0.05) in So observed at 6-F/T was possibly caused 

by the unfolding of hydrophobic groups of proteins due to protein denaturation induced 

by FA and the So subsequently dropped at 12-F/T as unfolded proteins aggregated. 

Protein’s conformational changes, as F/T repeated, can be confirmed by Fourier 

transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy and electron microscopy. The bands of amide 

I region (1700-1600 cm-1) and β-sheet content possibly reflects the formation of inter- 

or intramolecular interactions, indicating denaturation of soy protein (Long, Ji, Pan, 

Sun, Li, & Qin, 2015). Nielsen, Frokjaer, Carpenter, and Brange (2001) reported that 

repeated F/T cycles caused the increased intensity of the band at 1635cm-1 in insulin 

fibrils. Microstructure and size of aggregated proteins were verified using scanning or 

transmission electron microscopy (SEM or TEM) (Long et al., 2015; Nielsen et al., 

2001). It was noted that So in HF group increased at 6-F/T (p < 0.05) as refrigeration 

time increased from 4 to 8 hr while no significant differences were observed in WF 

group. This difference is possibly due to the different degree of denaturation as HF 

group is more sensitive to refrigeration before filleting/freezing than WF.  
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Figure 4.3 ANS surface hydrophobicity (So) (A) and salt soluble protein (SSP) 

concentration (B) as affected by different postharvest processing treatments. WF and 

HF: Whole fish and H & G fish, respectively. 0h, 4h, 8h, and 12h: 0, 4, 8, and 12 hr in 

refrigeration before filleting and subsequent frozen storage (-18oC). 0 hr means no 

refrigeration, so HF0h and WF0h are the same. Bars represent the standard deviation 

from 5 determinations. Different letters (a-e) on the bars indicate a significant 

difference at p < 0.05.  

 

 

 

Salt-soluble proteins (SSP) content continued to decrease up to 6-F/T (p < 0.05) 

due to protein aggregation by FA as F/T cycles repeated (Figure 4.3b). SSP contents in 

HF decreased more rapidly (by 55.9%) during 6 cycles of F/T (p < 0.05) than those in 
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WF (by 41.8%). HF group at 6-F/T had the lowest level of SSP, possibly due to 

structural changes in myofibrillar proteins caused by FA production at 6-F/T (Figure 

4.2a). Drastic increases in SSP content at 12-F/T (p < 0.05), except WF0h, indicates 

that severe F/T led to a breakdown of the cell membrane, and more proteins were 

released from the cell, resulting in increased levels of salt soluble proteins at 12-F/T 

(Hale and Waters, 1981). Loss of drip or ice crystallization possibly caused relatively 

higher protein concentration at 12-F/T (Sikorski and Kolakowska, 1994). On the 

contrary, no significant change in SSP in WF0h at 12-F/T compared to at 6-F/T 

possibly indicates that there was no breakdown of cell structure and no extra release of 

protein from cell any more after 6-F/T. 

 

3.4 Texture  

     Shear force result showed that there were no significant changes in the textural 

toughness of WF group as F/T repeated (Figure 4.4). However, shear force of HF8h 

and HF12h increased by 30 and 36% at 12-F/T compared to 0-F/T values, respectively 

(p < 0.05). This result possibly indicates that a certain level of FA induced by 

TMAOase might have contributed to protein aggregation, resulting in textural 

toughness of frozen fillets due to low SSP (Figure 4.3b) (Lee and Park, 2016). The 

differences in textural quality between WF and HF were not significant at 0-F/T, but 

this gap dramatically increased at 12-F/T (p < 0.05). Even though there were decreases 

in FA content at 12-F/T as refrigeration time increased, shear force at 12-F/T did not 

decrease because protein denaturation followed by FA-induced covalent bonds is 

irreversible. 
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Figure 4.4 Shear force as affected by different postharvest processing treatments. WF 

and HF: Whole fish and H & G fish, respectively. 0h, 4h, 8h, and 12h: 0, 4, 8, and 12 

hr in refrigeration before filleting and subsequent frozen storage (-18˚C). 0 hr means 

no refrigeration, so HF0h and WF0h are the same. Bars represent the standard deviation 

from 5 determinations. Different letters (a-e) on the bars indicate a significant 

difference at p < 0.05.  

 

 

3.5 Water retention ability (WRA) and moisture content 

In general, high WRA gives a lower expressible moisture and lower shear strength 

in muscle tissue (Jonsson et al., 2001). In this study, there were no significant decreases 

in WRA between 0- and 12-F/T except HF12h (Table 4.1). This is likely because a 

certain amount of drip loss in fillets during repeated F/T may affect WRA and moisture 

contents (Guo et al., 2014). A significant decrease in WRA of HF12h at 12-F/T (p < 

0.05) likely indicates that conformational changes of myofibrillar proteins occurred by 

the TMAOase reaction and ice crystallization during multiple F/T (Benjakul and 

Visessanguan, 2010; Castell et al., 1973; Lee and Park, 2016). Decreased WRA of the 

HF group at 12-F/T therefore possibly caused increased shear force (Figure 4.4). 
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Table 4.1 Water retention ability (WRA) and moisture content (MC) as affected by different postharvest processing conditions. 

 

 

 

F/T 

cycles 

Treatments 

WF0h WF4h WF8h WF12h HF4h HF8h HF12h 

W 

R 

A 

0 A0.74±0.01d 0.76±0.01cd 0.63±0.01a 0.73±0.04d 0.75±0.01d 0.72±0.03b 0.78±0.01c 

3 0.78±0.00c 0.77±0.01c 0.77±0.01c 0.77±0.00c 0.77±0.01c 0.77±0.00c 0.77±0.00c 

6 0.76±0.01cd 0.76±0.00cd 0.76±0.00cd 0.76±0.00cd 0.77±0.01c 0.76±0.01cd 0.76±0.00cd 

12 0.77±0.01c 0.75±0.01d 0.76±0.00cd 0.74±0.01d 0.76±0.00cd 0.74±0.00d 0.73±0.01d 

MC 

(%) 

0 82.1±0.1c 82.0±0.1c 81.7±0.1bc 81.4±0.1bc 82.1±0.3c 81.9±0.1bc 81.7±0.2bc 

3 81.4±0.2bc 80.8±0.3b 81.4±0.3bc 81.1±0.3bc 81.3±0.3bc 81.1±0.3bc 81.3±0.3bc 

6 81.0±0.2b 80.5±0.3ab 81.0±0.1b 80.5±0.2b 80.8±0.3b 81.1±0.4bc 80.8±0.3b 

12 81.1±0.5bc 80.3±0.4ab 80.2±0.3ab 79.9±0.3a 80.1±0.3a 80.1±0.4ab 80.3±0.2ab 

 

WF and HF: Whole fish and H & G fish, respectively. 0h, 4h, 8h, and 12h: 0, 4, 8, and 12 hr in refrigeration before filleting and 

subsequent frozen storage (-18˚C). 0 hr means no refrigeration, so HF0h and WF0h are the same. 

 
abcDifferent letters of moisture content and WRA denote significant differences among treatments, respectively (p < 0.05). 

 A Mean ± SD from 5 determinations. 
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Moisture content in WF and HF group decreased by an average 1.79 and 1.85% at 

12-F/T compared to 0-F/T, respectively. HF group possibly lost more moisture during 

12 cycles of F/T than WF due to protein aggregation by FA (Figure 4.2a). However, 

the differences between the treatments (WF vs. HF) were not significant. 

 

4.5. Conclusion 

     This study showed that postharvest processing and refrigeration conditions before 

filleting and subsequent freezing affected the quality of frozen Alaska pollock fillets. 

TMAOase-related properties, such as TMAOase activity, FA, and DMA content in HF 

significantly changed as refrigeration time and the number of F/T cycles increased. 

Moreover, these properties possibly linked to So, SSP, WRA, moisture, and textural 

quality. A strong protein denaturant, FA-induced by TMAOase caused protein 

denaturation and aggregation, resulting in textural toughness of fillets. However, it was 

noted a certain amount of drip loss in fillets after severely repeated F/T might have 

affected the DMA determination as it is water-soluble. Therefore, it is suggested in 

future studies that measurements of TMAOase-related components in drip be evaluated 

when gadoid species undergo long-term frozen storage.  

Heading and gutting (H&G) from fish before refrigerated or frozen storage has been 

a common practice to prevent cross contamination of microbes and TMAOase within 

fish flesh. However, this study demonstrated that H&G treatment was not a necessary 

or favorable processing step. The result demonstrated that destructed flesh caused 

higher susceptibility to freeze-induced denaturation and subsequent aggregation. The 

FA production by released TMAOase during refrigeration and extended frozen storage 
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also played a key role in quality changes of frozen Alaska pollock fillets. In addition, 

it was noted that initially refrigerated storage for 12 h possibly accelerated the release 

and accumulation of TMAOase, resulting in rapid quality deterioration as F/T repeated. 
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5.1. Abstract 

Quality changes in frozen Alaska pollock fillets as affected by different postharvest 

processing conditions were investigated. Frozen pollock prepared in the Bering Sea 

were thawed and separated into: whole fish (WF) and headed/gutted fish (HF). Each 

treatment was filleted after 0, 12, 24, and 72 hr of refrigeration. Chemical analyses in 

fillets and drips at different freezing/thawing (F/T) cycles were conducted. 

Trimethylamine-N-oxide demethylase (TMAOase) activity, formaldehyde (FA), and 

dimethylamine contents were significantly higher in HF as F/T repeated. FA in fillet 

and drip were significantly reduced at 12-F/T, which indicated that FA was possibly 

linked to protein denaturation and textural toughness. Drastically increased 

trimethylamine and pH of HF72h at 12-F/T might have been caused by endogenous 

microorganisms or enzymes. F/T, which is often used to mimic long-term frozen 

storage, likely induced the rapid release of FA through the maximization of ice crystals 

followed by the accumulation of TMAOase. 

  

Keywords: Alaska pollock, TMAOase, formaldehyde, denaturation, postharvest 

processing 
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5.2. Introduction 

Freezing technique is an effective and common processing and storage method for 

seafood and surimi products, which minimizes chemical and microbiological quality 

reduction by inhibiting enzymatic reactions and microbial growth. (Guo, Kong, Xia, 

Yu & Liu, 2014). However, physicochemical and biological qualities of frozen seafood 

products will decrease during repeated freezing/thawing (F/T) or long-term frozen 

storage. Physicochemical and biological qualities are jointly associated with each other 

during repeated F/T, resulting in textural toughness and undesirable odor and color 

(Opoku-Nkoom, 2015). Ali, Zhang, Rajput, Khan, Li and Zhou (2015) have reported 

that myofibrillar proteins of chicken muscle were seriously damaged after 6-F/T due to 

denaturation and proteolysis of protein, leading to increased drip loss. Sarcoplasmic 

proteins, which consists of endogenous enzymes, myoglobin and cytochrome proteins, 

are the main components in drip due to high solubility in low ionic solution (Leygonie, 

Britz & Hoffman, 2012a). Drip loss from fillet by repeated F/T may affect change in 

chemical composition, which possibly reduces protein quality in the frozen fillet.       

During frozen storage of fish, proteins are denatured and aggregated by the 

following two mechanisms. First, freeze-induced protein denaturation is caused by the 

development and continuous growth of ice crystals followed by increased intracellular 

ionic strength as water molecules migrate to the outside of the cell (Leygonie et al., 

2012a). Freezing water within muscle tissues causes local increases in the 

concentration of solutes, such as proteins, carbohydrates, lipids, and minerals. The 

difference in solutes concentrations between the inside and outside of the cell 

membrane possibly leads to different growth rate of an ice crystal (Ngapo, Babare, 
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Reynolds & Mawson, 1999). Ice crystallization and movement of unfrozen cellular 

fluid damage cell membranes both physically and chemically, resulting in denaturation 

of myofibrillar proteins (Ngapo et al., 1999). The second mechanism that affects 

protein denaturation and aggregation involves trimethylamine-N-oxide demethylase 

(TMAOase). TMAOase breaks down trimethylamine-N-oxide (TMAO) into 

dimethylamine (DMA) and formaldehyde (FA), which FA induces protein denaturation 

(Lee & Park, 2016). Repeated F/T causes the release of TMAOase from lysosome or 

mitochondria into the sarcoplasm by disruption of cell membrane and exudation of 

fluid (Gill & Paulson, 1982). This results in accelerated protein denaturation and 

aggregation (Lee et al., 2016; Leelapongwattana, Benjakul, Visessanguan & Howell, 

2005).  

Chemical analyses of drip solution are often used to determine the decomposition 

of nutrition values, moisture loss, and textural changes. Numerous water-soluble 

components were reported in drip after repeated F/T of red meat (Leygonie et al., 2012a; 

Ngapo et al., 1999). We hypothesized a significant amount of DMA and FA, which are 

products of TMAO by TMAOase, would possibly be leached out of fillet as F/T 

repeated due to their high solubility in drip solution. Assuming DMA and FA are lost 

in drip, reduced DMA and FA contents in fillets would contribute to reduced protein 

denaturation in the fillet. Our objective was to study the physicochemical properties in 

Alaska pollock fillet and drip as affected by repeated F/T.  
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5.3. Materials and Methods 

5.3.1. Materials 

Alaska pollock (Gadus chalcogrammus) was randomly collected (700 ± 50 g) on 

board after harvesting in the East Bering Sea on July 2, 2015. They were subsequently 

frozen until the temperature of frozen whole fish reached -20oC in a laminated box (48 

× 25.5 × 6 cm) using a plate freezer within 3 hr postmortems. Three frozen boxes in a 

carton box (49.5 × 27 × 19.2 cm) were kept at -18oC on the vessel for 2 wk. They were 

offloaded in Dutch Harbor, AK and placed in a thermo-corrugated box insulated with 

Styrofoam before being airfreighted to Seattle. Upon arrival, the thermo-boxes were 

wrapped in a thermo-blanket and transported to the OSU Seafood Laboratory (Astoria, 

OR, USA).  Upon arrival, the core temperature of fish was determined to be -16oC. Fish 

were kept at -25oC until thawed. Frozen pollock were thawed in a cold room (2-4oC) 

until the core temperature of fish reached -1.5oC, which took about 24 hr. Half of the 

thawed fish samples were headed/gutted (H&G). Both whole fish (WF) and H&G fish 

(HF) were stored in ice under refrigeration (2-4oC) and filleted at 0, 12, 24, and 72 hr 

after thawing. Filleted samples in a Ziploc bag (SC Johnson, Racine, WI, USA) were 

frozen at -18oC for 48 hr, followed by thawing in a cold room (2-4oC) for 24 hr. The 

fillets were subjected to various F/T cycles (0, 3, 6, and 12 cycles). Drip solution was 

collected for FA and DMA determination at 3-, 6-, and 12-F/T. 

All chemicals were obtained from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO, USA) and 

Bradford reagent was purchased from Bio-Rad Lab (Hercules, CA, USA).  
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5.3.2. TMAOase assay of fillet 

Crude TMAOase extract was prepared using the method of Benjakul, Visessanguan 

and Tanaka (2004) with some modification. Fillets were first chopped (KitchenAid 

Food Chopper, KitchenAid®, Benton Harbor, MI, USA) and mince (5 g) was 

homogenized with 10 mL of chilled 20 mM tris–acetate buffer (pH 7.0, 0.1 M NaCl, 

0.1% Triton X-100) with 30,000 rpm for 1 min (Tissue Tearor Homogenizer, BioSpec 

Products Inc., Bartlesville, OK, USA). The homogenates were centrifuged at 20,000 × 

g at 4˚C for 1 hr (Beckman J6-MI centrifuge, Beckman Coulter, Fullerton, CA, USA). 

Two ml of the TMAOase extract was mixed with 10 mL of TMAOase assay 

mixture (pH 7.0, 24 mM triacetate, 24 mM TMAO, 2.4 mM ascorbic acid, 2.4 mM L-

cysteine, 0.24 mM FeCl2, 0.1 M NaCl) and incubated in a water bath (25oC) for 80 min 

for the initiation of enzymatic reaction. Four ml of 5% trichloroacetic acid (TCA) were 

added into incubated sample to terminate the reaction. The samples were subsequently 

centrifuged at 8,000 × g for 15 min. DMA in the supernatant was determined by copper-

dimethyldithiocarbamate reaction (Dyer & Mounsey, 1945). One mL of copper-

ammonia reagent (2.5 M ammonium acetate, 12.5 mM CuSO4, 2.5 M NaOH, 3.88 M 

ammonium hydroxide) and 4 mL of 5% CS2-toluene solution were mixed with DMA 

extract (2 mL) in a glass tube before incubating tightly capped tubes in a water bath 

(60oC) for 2 min. The mixtures were placed at room temperature for 10 min after 

addition of 30% acetic acid (400 μL) until the layers were fully separated. The residual 

water in the upper toluene layer was removed using anhydrous Na2SO4 (approximately 

0.5 g) and DMA in toluene were measured at 440 nm (UV-Vis Spectrophotometer, UV 
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2401PC, Shimadzu Co, Kyoto, Japan). The enzyme unit was defined as the amount of 

μM DMA produced per min under incubation condition (Benjakul et al., 2004). 

 

5.3.3. FA and DMA determination 

5.3.3.1. FA and DMA determination in fillet 

FA and DMA extracts were prepared using the method of Benjakul et al. (2004) 

with some modification. Two grams of mince were added in 8 mL of 5% TCA and then 

the mixture was homogenized at 30,000 rpm for 1 min before centrifugation at 3,000 × 

g for 15 min. The pellet was homogenized with 4 mL of 5% TCA and centrifuged again 

with the same conditions as above. Combined supernatant was adjusted to pH 6.5 using 

0.1 M NaOH and then filled up to 20 mL with deionized (D.I.) water (Evoqua Deionizer, 

Evoqua Water Technologies, Warrentdale, PA, USA). FA and DMA in obtained 

supernatant were determined by diacetyldihydrolutidine reaction (Nash, 1953) and 

copper-dimethyldithiocarbamate reaction (Dyer et al., 1945), respectively. Each 

reactant was spectrophotometrically measured for FA and DMA (Lee et al., 2016). 

 

5.3.3.2. FA and DMA determination in drip 

Drip solutions at every F/T cycle (3, 6, and 12) were collected from a Ziploc bag 

containing four fillets per treatment.  Drip solution (2mL) was homogenized with 8 mL 

of 5% TCA at 30,000 rpm for 30 sec before centrifugation at 3,000 × g for 15 min. The 

extracts were used for FA and DMA determination in drip.  
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5.3.4. TMAO and TMA determination in fillet 

Sample preparation for TMAO and TMA determination was performed as 

described by Benjakul et al. (2004) with some modification. Two grams of mince were 

homogenized at 30,000 rpm for 1 min with 8 mL of chilled 5% TCA before 

centrifugation at 3000 × g at 4oC for 15 min. Two mL of supernatant were added to 2 

ml of 1% TiCl3 and the mixture was incubated at 80oC for 90 sec to convert TMAO 

into TMA (Benjakul et al., 2004). TMA was determined by picric acid reaction  

(Murray & Gibson, 1972) with some modification. TMA extract was added into screw-

capped glass tubes and mixed with 0.8 mL of 20% FA (v/v), 2 mL of toluene, and 0.6 

mL of 50% K2CO3 solution. The tightly capped tubes were vigorously vortexed for 20 

sec. Toluene layers (1.5 mL) were transferred into test tubes containing 0.1 g of 

anhydrous Na2SO4 to remove water residue. For spectrophotometric measurement at 

410 nm, 1 mL of picric acid reagent (2 mg of picric acid in 1000 mL of toluene) was 

added to the toluene layer extract (1 mL).  TMAO was calculated by subtracting the 

TMA that was the product of the picric acid reaction without TiCl3 from the total TMA 

produced from the reaction of picric acid with TiCl3 (Pacheco-Aguilar, Crawford & 

Lampila, 1989). 

 

5.3.5. Surface hydrophobicity (So) of fillet 

Mince (3 g) was homogenized with 27 mL of 0.6 M KCl buffer (pH 7.0, 20 mM 

tris-HCl) before centrifugation at 20,000  g at 4oC for 30 min. So of proteins in the 

supernatant (8  10-3 M ANS, 0.1 M phosphate, pH 7.4) was measured with ANS 

reagent (Alizadeh-Pasdar & Li-Chan, 2000). The supernatant was adjusted to different 
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protein contents (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.5 mg/mL) using the method of Bradford (1976) 

and then, each sample (4 mL) mixed with ANS reagent (20 μL). The fluorescent 

intensity of each solution was measured at 390 nm (excitation) and 470 nm (emission), 

respectively, using a luminescence spectrophotometer (PerkinElmer LS-50B, Norwalk, 

CT, USA). The So was expressed as the slope of the net relative fluorescence intensity 

versus the protein concentration (Poowakanjana & Park, 2013). 

 

5.3.6. Texture of fillet 

Thawed fillet was cut into pieces that were 5  2.5  1.3 cm (W  L  H) and placed 

in a refrigerator (2-4oC) before measurement. Shear force (g) of each specimen was 

measured using a Warner-Bratzler shear blade attached to TA Texture Analyzer (TA-

XT Plus, Texture Technologies Corp., Hamilton, MA, USA). The Warner-Bratzler 

shear blade moved downwards at a constant crosshead speed (2 mm/sec) to cut through 

the specimen with 0.2 N of trigger force set (Lee et al., 2016). 

 

5.3.7. Moisture content and pH in fillet 

Moisture content was measured using an oven-drying method (AOAC, 1995). The 

moisture content of each sample was determined in triplicate using an oven at 105˚C 

(1330GM; VWR Scientific, Buffalo Grove, IL, USA). Samples (approximately 5 g) 

were placed into a pre-weighed aluminum dish and then reweighed after 16 hr of drying 

to calculate the percent moisture loss. 

For pH determination, mince (2 g) was homogenized at 30,000 rpm for 15 sec with 

38 mL of D.I. water. The pH of each sample was measured in triplicate using an 
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Accumet research pH meter (AR 15, Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA, USA) at room 

temperature (20.0 ± 5oC) (Hunt & Park, 2014). 

 

5.3.8. Statistical analysis  

The experiment was designed as a completely randomized arrangement, and all 

treatments were replicated for statistical evaluation of data. Data were analyzed using 

the Statistical Analysis System (SAS® University Edition, version 9.3, SAS Institute, 

Cary, NC, USA) by the analysis of variance (3-way ANOVA). Multiple comparisons 

between treatments were carried out according to the Tukey test (Ramsey & Schafer, 

2012) with significance when p < 0.05.  

 

5.4. Results and discussion  

5.4.1. TMAOase activity in fillet 

TMAOase activities significantly increased at 3-F/T (p < 0.05) and there were no 

changes in the activity (p ≥ 0.05) after 3-F/T up to 12-F/T except WF0h (Figure 5.1). 

Total released TMAOase was possibly affected by the disruption of lysosomal cells, 

which contain TMAOase and other lysosomal enzymes, during refrigeration and 

repeated F/T. Nilsson and Ekstrand (1993) reported that lysosomal enzyme leakage in 

muscle tissue of rainbow trout significantly increased between 0 and 3 days of ice 

storage, indicating a breakdown of the membrane structure that results in intracellular 

proteolysis. During refrigeration before freezing, partially damaged cell or breakdown 

of cell membrane possibly led to conformational changes in protein structures due to 

the growth of ice crystals and released endogenous enzymes from lysosome during 
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repeated F/T cycles (Lee et al., 2016). Little change in TMAOase activity after 3-F/T 

was possibly caused by the continuous release of TMAOase followed by its 

inactivation by FA as F/T was repeated (Lee et al., 2016; Leelapongwattana et al., 

2005).  
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Figure 5.1 Trimethylamine-N-oxide demethylase (TMAOase) activity as affected by 

different postharvest processing treatments. WF and HF: Whole fish and H & G fish, 

respectively. 0h, 12h, 24h, and 72h: 0, 12, 24, and 72 hr in refrigeration before filleting 

and frozen storage (-18oC). 

 

 

TMAOase at WF0h significantly increased after 3-F/T and continuously through 

12-F/T (p < 0.05). Significantly (p < 0.05) high TMAOase activity after 12-F/T 

indicated that the lysosomal cell membrane was broken down as F/T was repeated and 

TMAOase was continuously released. While the effect of refrigeration time before 

filleting on the TMAOase activity of WF at 0-F/T was not significant (p ≥ 0.05), the 

TMAOase activity of HF was significantly affected when refrigeration time extended 

to 24 and 72 hr before freezing treatment (0-F/T).  This indicates that 24 hr of 
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refrigeration time was possibly enough to damage cell membranes of HF group. The 

integrity of fish (whether headed/gutted or whole fish) during refrigeration storage is 

likely linked to the condition of cell membrane. Heading and gutting process increased 

damage to cell membranes during refrigeration and release of TMAOase as F/T was 

repeated, resulting in textural toughening (Figure 5.5). 

 

5.4.2. FA and DMA determinations in fillet and drip 

FA and DMA contents in tissues and drips, as a result of the endogenous enzymatic 

breakdown of TMAO by TMAOase below 0oC (Rey-Mansilla, Sotelo & Gallardo, 

1999), were monitored during repeated F/T (Table 5.1). FA content in fillet 

significantly increased at 6-F/T (p < 0.05) and decreased at 12-F/T (p < 0.05). This 

drastic decrease possibly occurred as FA formed methylene bridges within fish muscle 

proteins, resulting in decreased free FA at 12-F/T. Detectable free FA generated by 

TMAOase possibly converted into a bound FA, which is non-detectable by the method 

of Nash (1953) (Lee et al., 2016). On the other hands DMA content in fillet prepared 

from HF group continuously increased as refrigeration increased (Table 5.1). Hultin 

(1992) found that DMA amounts in the muscle of Northern blue whiting increased up 

to 4 mg DMA/100 g tissue during 7 days of refrigeration due to TMAOase activity. In 

addition, TMA degradation by bacteria could increase DMA concentration in an 

enrichment culture (Kim, Bae & Lee, 2001). DMA content in fillet gradually increased 

as F/T cycle increased up to 6 and then drastically increased at 12-F/T.  

Regardless of pre-fillet condition, after 3 F/T, a constant amount (approximately 

1.5 M/4 fillets) of DMA was leached out in drip. DMA content in drip tended to 
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Table 5.1 Formaldehyde (FA) content and dimethylamine (DMA) contents in fillets/ drips as affected by different postharvest processing 

treatments. WF and HF: Whole fish and H & G fish, respectively. 0h, 12h, 24h, and 72h: 0, 12, 24, and 72 hr in refrigeration before 

filleting and frozen storage (-18˚C).  

 

 
 Treatments 

F/T cycles WF0h WF12h WF24h WF72h HF12h HF24h HF72h 

FA in Fillets 

(μM / g sample) 

0 A0.26±0.00b 0.33±0.05bc 0.29±0.05bc 0.47±0.04d 0.30±0.03b 0.36±0.02bc 0.39±0.01c 

3 0.32±0.08bc 0.31±0.01b 0.27±0.03bc 0.40±0.02c 0.37±0.03c 0.43±0.06cd 0.35±0.04bc 

6 0.43±0.01d 0.55±0.01e 0.47±0.04d 0.52±0.08de 0.60±0.03de 0.55±0.02de 0.70±0.09f 

12 0.35±0.03c 0.28±0.05bc 0.21±0.01a 0.41±0.07cd 0.37±0.03c 0.29±0.01b 0.22±0.03a 

FA in Drips 

(μM / 4 fillets) 

0 0.00±0.00a 0.00±0.00a 0.00±0.00a 0.00±0.00a 0.00±0.00a 0.00±0.00a 0.00±0.00a 

3 2.44±1.01g 2.48±0.80g 1.40±0.12e 1.99±0.35g 2.20±0.50g 2.56±0.64g 1.61±0.31ef 

6 1.57±0.08e 2.15±0.16g 1.71±0.19f 1.71±0.35fg 2.00±0.37fg 2.10±0.26fg 2.14±0.47g 

12 0.35±0.07d 0.33±0.10d 0.25±0.07c 0.31±0.05cd 0.39±0.06d 0.24±0.03c 0.18±0.02b 

DMA in Fillets 

(μM / g sample) 

0 0.10±0.01a 0.13±0.01b 0.10±0.02a 0.14±0.01bc 0.11±0.02ab 0.13±0.01b 0.15±0.02c 

3 0.10±0.01a 0.12±0.01b 0.11±0.02ab 0.19±0.01d 0.14±0.01b 0.16±0.02c 0.16±0.02c 

6 0.12±0.01b 0.15±0.02c 0.14±0.01bc 0.13±0.02bc 0.17±0.01c 0.16±0.01c 0.19±0.02d 

12 0.20±0.01d 0.20±0.01d 0.15±0.02c 0.26±0.02f 0.22±0.02e 0.19±0.02d 0.26±0.01f 

DMA in Drips 

(μM / 4 fillets) 

0 0.00±0.00a 0.00±0.00a 0.00±0.00a 0.00±0.00a 0.00±0.00a 0.00±0.00a 0.00±0.00a 

3 1.53±0.39de 1.81±0.11e 1.35±0.17cd 1.70±0.15e 1.44±0.22d 1.57±0.21d 1.31±0.19cd 

6 1.08±0.08b 1.09±0.16bc 0.98±0.15b 1.49±0.13d 1.01±0.13b 1.24±0.09c 1.60±0.39de 

12 1.46±0.09d 1.39±0.23d 1.02±0.06b 1.52±0.10d 1.36±0.07cd 1.08±0.06b 1.21±0.13bc 

 

abcDifferent letters denote significant differences among treatments (p < 0.05).  
A Mean ± SD from 5 determinations 
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decrease as F/T repeated as some DMA was possibly absorbed back into fillet. It has 

been shown that reabsorption of drip into fish muscle occurs during thawing (Archer, 

Edmonds & George, 2008). 

Even though TMAOase produced DMA and FA with approximately equal molar 

concentrations, different DMA and FA contents in fillet were detected due to different 

affinity to protein, different solubility in water, and different sizes, which affect 

penetration into the muscle (Fraenkel-Conrat & Olcott, 1948). Free FA more rapidly 

penetrates into muscle tissue to bind myofibrillar proteins as it is smaller than DMA 

(Leelapongwattana et al., 2005). Higher FA concentration (approximately 0.2-0.8 μM) 

extracted from fillets than DMA (approximately 0.1-0.25 μM) possibly resulted from 

the rapid penetration of FA into muscle tissue and higher extractability during 

homogenization with 5% TCA (Table 5.1) (Leelapongwattana et al., 2005).  

At 12-F/T, FA content in fillets prepared from HF group significantly (p < 0.05) 

decreased as refrigeration holding time before filleting increased. Decreases in FA 

indicated that more free FA was possibly converted to bound FA by interactions with 

myofibrillar proteins (Table 5.1). This means that refrigeration prior to filleting might 

contribute to myofibrillar protein denaturation due to released TMAOase after repeated 

F/T. The drastic decrease in FA content in drip at 12-F/T possibly resulted from the 

polymerization of free FA in aqueous solution and reaction with water-soluble proteins, 

such as sarcoplasmic protein (Sotelo, Aubourg, Perez-Martin & Gallardo, 1994). In 

addition, available free FA in drip possibly penetrated into fish muscle and interacted 

with myofibrillar proteins, resulting in low So (Figure 5.3) and high shear force (Figure 

5.5) (Thavarajah, Mudimbaimannar, Elizabeth, Rao & Ranganathan, 2012). Changes 
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in DMA content in fillets among treatments was not significant (p ≥ 0.05) up to 6-F/T. 

However, DMA content in WF72h and HF72h significantly (p < 0.05) increased at 12-

F/T compared to other refrigeration treatments. Refrigeration for 72 hr before filleting 

possibly led to the maximum production of DMA due to the release of TMAOase from 

damaged cells.   

 

5.4.3. TMAO and TMA determination in fillet  

TMAO content prepared from the WF group increased at 3-F/T and decreased at 6-

F/T (p < 0.05), except for WF0h.  TMAO content in the HF group, however, did not 

change significantly (p ≥ 0.05) at 3-F/T except for HF72h. This treatment showed a 

slight reduction at 3-6 F/T and then a drastic reduction at 12-F/T (p < 0.05) (Figure 

5.2a). Significant peaks at 3-F/T in the WF group indicated that the majority of TMAO 

in fillet was possibly extracted at 3-F/T due to the disruption of cell membrane followed 

by the release of TMAO outside the cell. TMAO, which plays a key role in maintaining 

the balance of cell volume and fluid as an osmolyte, is generally accumulated inside 

the cell due to osmotic stress (Cho, Reddy, Straub & Thirumalai, 2011). Repeated F/T 

cycles possibly led to the breakdown of the cell membrane, resulting in a higher TMAO 

content in fillet, even at 3-F/T.  

For the HF group, there was no significant difference (p ≥ 0.05) in TMAO between 

at 0- and 3-F/T. TMAO content in the HF group might be leached out in drip during 

refrigeration due to the water solubility of TMAO and the direct exposure of muscle 

tissue to drip (Lee et al., 2016). TMAO in fillet decreased after 3-F/T as TMAO 

decomposed to either TMA by microbial reaction or DMA and FA by TMAOase 
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enzymatic reaction during F/T cycles (Gram & Huss, 1996; Lee et al., 2016). TMA 

content increased significantly (p < 0.05) (Figure 5.2b) as TMAO content in HF72h 

decreased drastically (Figure 5.2a).  
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Figure 5.2 Trimethylamine-N-oxide (TMAO) (a) and trimethylamine (TMA) (b) as 

affected by different postharvest processing treatments. WF and HF: Whole fish and H 

& G fish, respectively. 0h, 12h, 24h, and 72h: 0, 12, 24, and 72 hr in refrigeration before 

filleting and frozen storage (-18˚C). 
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Many bacteria, such as Alteromonas, Photobacterium, and Vibrio, that are involved 

in fish spoilage decompose TMAO and subsequently increase TMA, which is the 

strongest fishy odor compound in aged fish, indicating the low quality of fillet and high 

pH (Sotelo & Rehbein, 2000; Wong & Gill, 1987). TMAO is an electron acceptor in 

anaerobic microbial growth during refrigeration and thawing treatments (Sotelo et al., 

2000). In general, TMA concentration in fillet is not likely affected during frozen 

storage because the bacterial decomposition of TMAO to TMA does not happen. 

Although microbial growth is generally considered to be zero at temperatures below 

0˚C, some growth of microorganisms was observed during frozen storage around -10˚C 

(Reay & Shewan, 1949).  

There were no significant (p ≥ 0.05) differences in TMA content from WF of HF 

fillets at 0-F/T to 6-F/T. However, significantly (p < 0.05) high TMA (5.57 mM) 

(Figure 5.2b) and significantly (p < 0.05) low TMAO (5.80 mM) (Figure 5.2a) contents 

were observed for HF at 12 F/T cycles. In contrast, TMA in WF72h did not 

significantly (p ≥ 0.05) change as F/T repeated. Refrigeration holding for 72 hr prior to 

filleting possibly favored the microbial reaction for TMA production in HF treated 

fillets after 12 F/T.  

 

5.4.4. Surface hydrophobicity (So) in fillet  

Conformational changes in protein structure during F/T cycles were analyzed by 

surface hydrophobicity of myofibrillar proteins in the fillet. FA induced by TMAOase 

activity, interacts with a functional group of amino acids and forms covalent methylene 

bridges. These bridges form as interior hydrophobic sites of protein are exposed to 
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outside, which promotes protein denaturation followed by protein aggregation during 

F/T cycles. Refrigerated WF and HF groups, except WF0h, showed similar So patterns 

in muscle protein as F/T repeated (Figure 5.3).  
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Figure 5.3 Surface hydrophobicity (So) of muscle protein as affected by different 

postharvest proceessing treatments. WF and HF: Whole fish and H & G fish, 

respectively. 0h, 12h, 24h, and 72h: 0, 12, 24, and 72 hr in refrigeration before filleting 

and frozen storage (-18˚C). 

 

 

A slight increase in So at 3-F/T likely indicated conformational change in the 

protein structure and exposure of hydrophobic sites (Benjakul et al., 2005). After the 

highest peak at 3-F/T, So gradually decreased up to 12-F/T as unfolded proteins 

aggregated. Higher So in the HF group at 3- and 6-F/T compared to WF possibly 

indicates that more proteins in the HF group were denatured than the WF group. H&G 

processing followed by refrigerated storage before filleting could lead to rapid protein 
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denaturation during repeated F/T or extended frozen storage due to cell damage as 

muscle proteins were exposed to air during refrigeration (Lee et al., 2016). 

 

5.4.5. pH in fillet 

Overall, change in fillet pH was minimal, except at 12 F/T for HF72h (Figure 5.4). 

Low carbohydrate content (< 0.5%) in fish and lactic acid production during 

postmortem minimized pH variations during extended F/T (Paludan-Müller, Huss & 

Gram, 1999). Up to 6 F/T, pH tended to decrease (Figure 5.4) due to the changing ionic 

balance in fish muscle caused by the loss of minerals and small protein exudates during 

repeated F/T (Leygonie, Britz & Hoffman, 2012b). Moreover, enzymatic hydrolysis of 

phospholipids and the formation of free fatty acids possibly decreased pH during frozen 

storage (Benjakul & Sutthipan, 2009).  

Decreases in pH during repeated F/T can possibly lead to low mechanical strength 

of connective tissue, resulting in textural toughness and gaping, which is the rupture of 

connective tissue (Huss, 1988). Slight increases in pH at 12-F/T were possibly caused 

by released basic compounds, such as ammonia and TMA (Goulas & Kontominas, 

2007). Particularly, a drastic increase in pH (pH 7.6) of HF72h at 12-F/T likely 

indicates that abundant ammonia may have accumulated due to either the activity of 

endogenous urease or deamination of AMP (adenosine monophosphate) (Sikorski, 

Kolakowska & Burt, 1990; Wong et al., 1987). Franzetti, Martinoli, Piergiovanni and 

Galli (2001) reported that TMA content and pH in sole (Solea solea), cod (Merluccius 

merluccius), and cuttlefish (Sepia fillouxi) increased as refrigeration time increased.  

From the results of the present study, H&G treatment and longer refrigerated time 
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before filleting followed by extended frozen storage possibly contributed to drastically 

increased pH and resulted in textural toughness.   
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Figure 5.4 Changes in pH as affected by different postharvest pcoessing treatments. 

WF and HF: Whole fish and H & G fish, respectively. 0h, 12h, 24h, and 72h: 0, 12, 24, 

and 72 hr in refrigeration before filleting and frozen storage (-18˚C). 

 

 

5.4.6. Texture of fillet 

Different trends were observed for shear force result between WF and HF groups 

(Figure 5.5). In the WF group, except for WF72h, there were no significant (p ≥ 0.05) 

differences in shear force as F/T repeated up to 6 cycles. This means that the textural 

quality of fillet prepared from WF, which were stored at refrigeration for 24 hr, did not 

change as F/T repeated up to 6 cycles. However, shear force of the HF group including 

WF72h, significantly (p < 0.05) increased as F/T repeated. At 6- and 12-F/T, shear 

force in the HF group gradually increased as refrigeration holding prior to filleting 
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increased. This means that H&G treatment was likely to be more sensitive to 

refrigeration time and FA-induced textural toughening. Even though drastically 

decreased free FA content in fillet at 12-F/T was observed (Table 5.1), shear force at 

12-F/T did not decrease. This is possibly due to the irreversible interaction of FA with 

proteins via the formation of methylene bridge (Lee et al., 2016). 
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Figure 5.5 Shear force (g) as affected by different postharvest pcoessing treatments. 

WF and HF: Whole fish and H & G fish, respectively. 0h, 12h, 24h, and 72h: 0, 12, 24, 

and 72 hr in refrigeration before filleting and frozen storage (-18˚C). 

 

 

5.5. Conclusion 

FA-induced protein denaturation by TMAOase enzymatic reaction led to textural 

toughness after severely repeated F/T. H&G fish (HF) before filleting and subsequent 

freezing were more sensitive to TMAOase activity than whole fish (WF), leading to 

higher shear force values. However, long refrigeration of WF prior to filleting 

significantly (p < 0.05) enhanced textural toughness when F/T cycles reached 12. This 
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suggests Alaska pollock whole fish should be filleted and frozen within 3 days 

postharvest if fillets are to be stored frozen for longer periods (i.e., 2 years). Moreover, 

it could be concluded that refrigeration of H&G fish before filleting and freezing caused 

TMAOase activation and TMA production in fillet. In this study, TMA and FA/DMA 

production in fillet were linked to microbial and TMAOase enzymatic reaction, 

respectively. Changed FA contents in drip may affect denaturation of myofibrillar 

protein and textural toughness when F/T was repeated severely. Drastic increase in pH 

and TMA in fillet after long refrigeration (72 hr) followed by severely repeated F/T (12 

cycles) indicated that TMAO reductase, urease, and other enzymatic reactions might 

have played a significant role (Sikorski et al., 1990). Therefore, an ideal future study 

with microbial and chemical analyses can help us understand the relationship between 

TMA and pH based on severe temperature fluctuation or long-term frozen storage.           
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6.1. Abstract 

The impact of various phosphate compounds (STPP/TSPP, STPP, TSPP, 3SP, 

SHMP, and DSPA) on retarding freeze-induced protein denaturation and aggregation 

was evaluated. Using natural actomyosin (NAM) extracted from fresh Pacific whiting, 

the phosphate treatments were evaluated at various concentrations (0.1, 0.3, and 0.5%), 

with and without cryoprotectants (CP), at different freeze/thaw (F/T) cycles (0, 3, and 

9 F/T). Trimethylamine-N-oxide demethylase (TMAOase)-related properties, 

solubility, and turbidity were measured. The NAM mixture containing the 0.5% 

STPP/TSPP, STPP, and TSPP along with CP exhibited low trimethylamine-N-oxide 

demethylase (TMAOase) activity, low formaldehyde (FA) production, high salt-

soluble proteins solubility, and high turbidity. Among the phosphate treatments, STPP 

appeared to be the most effective compound in retarding both FA- and freeze-induced 

protein denaturation and aggregation. NAM without CP were more rapidly denatured 

and aggregated than NAM treated with CP as F/T repeated, resulting in a gradual 

increase in the degree of aggregation (DA). The DA, which was calculated based on 

photographical images, was correlated well with biochemical properties.   

 

Key words: Fish natural actomyosin, phosphates, image analysis, protein 

aggregation, freezing/thawing 
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6.2. Introduction 

Various inorganic phosphate compounds are commonly used as functional 

ingredients in the food industry due to the ability to provide pH adjustment, increase in 

ionic strength, chelating of metal ions, and dissociation of myosin and actin (Hunt and 

Park, 2014; Okazaki and Kimura, 2014). In particular, alkaline phosphate addition in 

surimi results in increased pH, improved water retention ability (WRA), and increased 

solubility of myofibrillar proteins (Park, 2000). A mixture (50:50) STPP (sodium 

tripolyphosphate) and TSPP (tetrasodium pyrophosphate) (STPP/TSPP) is typically 

added at 0.3% into washed fish mince along with cryoprotectants (CP) (4% sugar and 

4-5% sorbitol) in the production of commercial cold water surimi (Hunt and Park, 

2014). The phosphate compounds have a different number (ortho, pyro, and poly) of 

phosphate groups (PO4
3-) which are typically occupied by sodium or potassium ions at 

their anionic oxygen site. Both sodium and potassium forms have widespread 

applications in the food industry due to the functional properties of these phosphates 

(Singh et al., 2010).   

Freezing-induced protein denaturation followed by aggregation is primarily due to 

development and growth of intra or intercellular ice crystals (Shenouda, 1980). Due to 

a different freezing rate between the exterior and interior of the cell, the formation of 

ice crystals and increased solute concentration occurs outside the cell. The unbalanced 

solute concentration possibly leads to moisture migration from the cell’s interior to 

extracellular space due to osmosis, resulting in growth of ice crystals (Hunt and Park, 

2014). Therefore, the disruption of the cell membrane by the formation of larger ice 

crystals causes the release of mitochondrial and lysosomal enzymes such as 
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trimethylamine-N-oxide demethylase (TMAOase) during frozen storage (Hamm, 

1979). Endogenous TMAOase, which is an abundant lysosomal enzyme in gadoid cold-

water fish species, may be released by the breakdown of a lysosomal cell membrane, 

resulting in denaturation of myofibrillar protein by TMAOase-induced FA production 

during frozen storage (Lee and Park, 2016). Moreover, recrystallization and fast growth 

of ice crystals, occurring due to the administering of numerous freeze/thaw (F/T) cycles 

to mimic long-term frozen storage, leads to an increased degree of protein denaturation 

(Srinivasan et al., 1997). 

According to Leelapongwattana et al. (2008), TMAOase from lizardfish, a tropical 

fish, was effectively inhibited (68.3-76.3%) by 0.2-0.4% TSPP. Pyrophosphate 

possibly functions to chelate the Fe ion, which is required for the maximum activity of 

TMAOase through a cycling mechanism between ferrous (Fe2+) and ferric (Fe3+) states 

(Parkin and Hultin, 1986). However, an inhibition effect of various phosphate 

compounds, which differ in structure and function, on TMAOase activity in cold-water 

species has not been fully investigated. STPP, TSPP, trisodium pyrophosphate (3SP), 

sodium hexametaphosphate (SHMP), and disodium phosphate anhydrous (DSPA) are 

commonly used by the food industry for complexing metal ions and organic 

polyelectrolytes, facilitating chemical reactions with food constituents, increasing 

hydration and water binding, and for preserving foods (Ellinger, 1972). In this study, 

our objective was to measure the inhibition of various phosphate compounds on protein 

denaturation and aggregation physicochemically and photographically using Pacific 

whiting natural actomyosin (NAM) system with or without CP (4% sorbitol and 5% 

sugar).  
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6.3. Materials and Methods 

6.3.1. Materials 

Pacific whiting (Merluccius productus) kept in ice postharvest 48 hr was randomly 

obtained at Da Yang Seafood Inc. (Astoria, OR, USA). The Fresh whiting was 

immediately filleted and subsequently ground (KitchenAid Food Chopper, 

KitchenAid®, Benton Harbor, MI, USA) in a cold room (2-4˚C). This ground 

preparation was used to prepare the NAM. Six different sodium phosphates were 

supplied by Innophos Inc., Cranbury, New Jersey, USA including STPP/TSPP 50/50 

mixture, STPP, TSPP, trisodium pyrophosphate (3SP), SHMP, and DSPA. All non-

phosphate chemicals were obtained from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO, USA) 

and Bradford reagent was purchased from Bio-Rad Lab (Hercules, CA, USA). 

 

6.3.2. Preparation of NAM 

NAM was prepared according to the method of Hemung et al. (2008) with some 

modification. Minced fillets (50 g) were mixed with 250 ml of 50mM NaCl buffer 

(20mM tris-HCl, pH 7.0) and homogenized at 30,000 rpm for 2 min (Tissue Tearor 

Homogenizer, BioSpec Products Inc., Bartlesville, OK, USA). The homogenates were 

centrifuged at 5,000 × g at 4oC for 10 min (Beckman J6-MI centrifuge, Beckman 

Coulter, Fullerton, CA, USA). The pellet was homogenized and centrifuged again with 

the same conditions as outlined above. The precipitate obtained from a low ionic 

strength buffer (50mM NaCl, 20mM tris-HCl, pH 7.0) was homogenized at 30,000 rpm 

for 2 min with a high ionic strength buffer (0.6M NaCl, 20mM tris-HCl, pH 7.0). The 

supernatant was diluted with 3 volumes of deionized (D. I.) water after centrifugation 
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at 10,000 × g at 4oC for 10 min. The diluted solution was finally centrifuged at 10,000 

× g at 4oC for 10 min again and the NAM was obtained after removing the supernatant. 

The protein concentration of NAM was measured using Bradford method (Bradford, 

1976).  

 

6.3.3. Preparation of phosphates-NAM mixtures  

Various phosphate compounds (STPP/TSPP, STPP, TSPP, 3SP, SHMP, and, 

DSPA) were evaluated as potential inhibitors against freezing-induced protein 

aggregation. For phosphates-NAM mixtures, each phosphate compound concentration 

(0.1, 0.3, and 0.5%), which were prepared using 1% stock solution, and CP (4% sorbitol 

and 5% sugar) were added to the NAM mixtures. Phosphate stock solutions (1%) were 

prepared using deionized water by stirring in a cold room (2-4oC) until fully dissolved. 

A NAM mixture without phosphate compounds was used as the control (CON). Protein 

contents in the NAM mixtures were adjusted to 2 and 20 mg/mL for image and 

chemical analysis, respectively. NAM mixtures with various phosphate treatments 

were subjected to F/T at 0, 3, and 9 cycles. NAM mixtures were fully thawed at 

refrigerator (2-4oC) overnight prior to image and chemical analyses in a cold room (2-

4oC).  

 

6.3.4. TMAOase activity assay 

Two g of NAM mixture were homogenized at 30,000 rpm for 10 sec with 8 mL of 

chilled 20mM tris-acetate buffer (pH 7.0, 0.1M NaCl, 0.1% Triton X-100). The 

homogenate was centrifuged at 20,000 × g at 4oC for 1 hr. The supernatant was obtained 
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as a crude TMAOase extract. For determination of TMAOase activity in NAM 

mixtures, the crude TMAOase extract (1 mL) was incubated at 25˚C for precisely 80 

min after addition of 5 ml of TMAOase assay mixture (pH 7.0, 24mM triacetate, 24mM 

TMAO, 2.4mM ascorbate, 2.4mM cysteine, 0.24mM FeCl2, 0.1M NaCl) (Benjakul et 

al., 2004; Lee and Park, 2016). DMA content in the supernatant was measured for 

TMAOase activity after addition of 5% trichloroacetic acid (TCA) (2 mL) followed by 

centrifugation at 5,000 × g at 4oC for 15 min. DMA determination was performed 

according to the method of Dyer and Mounsey (1945) with some modification (Lee 

and Park, 2016). The enzyme unit was defined as the amount of μM DMA per min 

under incubation conditions (Benjakul et al., 2004). 

 

6.3.5. FA determination 

FA content in NAM mixture was measured using the method of Lee and Park (2016) 

with some modification. Two g of NAM mixture were homogenized at 30,000 rpm for 

10 sec with 10 mL of chilled 5% TCA prior to centrifuging at 5,000 × g at 4˚C for 15 

min. The FA extract (1 mL) derived from the supernatant was mixed with acetylacetone 

reagent (1 mL), and the diacetyldihydrolutidine complex was read at 412nm (UV-VIS 

Spectrophotometer, UV 2401PC, Shimadzu Corporation, Kyoto, Japan) after 

incubation at 60˚C for 5 min (Nash, 1953).   

 

6.3.6. Salt-soluble protein (SSP) solubility and NAM turbidity  

SSP was extracted from NAM mixtures as described by Hunt and Park (2014) with 

slight modification (Lee and Park, 2016). Two g of NAM mixture were homogenized 
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in 20 mL of chilled 0.6M KCl using a homogenizer at 30,000 rpm for 10 sec. The 

homogenate was centrifuged at 5,000 × g at 4oC for 30 min. SSP concentration in the 

supernatant was determined according to the Bradford method (Bradford, 1976). 

Absorbance was measured at 595 nm. 

The turbidity of NAM mixtures was measured according to the method of Sano et 

al. (1994) with some modification. Fully thawed NAM mixture as contained in a 

cylindrical plastic container was hand shaken 10 times. Each NAM mixture (1.5 mL) 

was then transferred to a 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube which was vortexed before 

centrifuging at 5,000 × g at 4oC for 15 min (Sorvall® Biofuge fresco, Kendro 

Laboratory Products, Hanau, Germany). The turbidity of the supernatant was read at 

660 nm.  

 

6.3.7. Image analysis 

 NAM mixtures in sealed standard 4-sided (10 × 10 mm, 4 ml) polystyrene cuvettes 

(Sarstedt Inc., Newton, NC, USA) were photometrically captured at every F/T cycle. 

Each cuvette was placed in a studio box covered with black non-reflective fabric (50 × 

50 × 50 cm) and the box was illuminated by 2 lamps positioned at both sides to avoid 

shadows on the cuvette and give the same condition of a light source to the cuvette. 

The image processing steps for this study were (1) image acquisition, (2) image 

segmentation, (3) threshold, and (4) image analysis. A digital single-lens reflex camera 

(Canon EOS Rebel T2i, Canon U.S.A, Inc., Melville, NY, USA) with 1/13 of shutter 

speed, F/5.6 and ISO6400 was located horizontally over the sample at a distance of 30 

cm. Each image cropped by 450 × 1100 pixels was saved as a JPEG format. The image 
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processing tool in MATLAB (Mathworks® Inc., Natick, MA, USA) was used for 

analysis of the aggregation of NAM mixtures. Threshold-based segmentation was an 

effective technique particularly for scene-containing solid objects placed on a 

contrasting background. Since the NAM mixture was placed on a contrasting black 

background, a threshold-based segmentation technique could effectively distinguish 

the image of NAM mixture from the remaining part of the image with an optimal value 

(0.65).  With various simulations, the value (0.65) was selected for the best 

segmentation by deleting black background. Background pixels were labeled as 0 and 

any foreground objects (aggregates in this study) were labeled as 1. The objects labeled 

with < 0.65 were treated as black background and deleted (Du and San, 2004). To 

effectively separate aggregates from NAM mixture, pixels labeled with > 0.84 on a 

histogram were treated as NAM aggregates. With the optimal threshold, all pixels at or 

above the threshold level were assigned to the aggregated area, while those pixels in 

the gray level (below the threshold level) were set as the non-aggregated area. The 

image was subjected to various types of noise. A median filter is a non-linear filtering 

technique that allows the edges to be preserved while filtering out the unwanted noise 

(Du and San, 2004). It replaces the output pixel with the median of its adjacent pixel 

values instead of a weighted sum of those values. In this study, the median filter was 

applied to reduce noise in the image of NAM after using a threshold technique. 

Captured image of NAM mixture was expressed as the degree of aggregation (DA), 

which was calculated as: 

 

DA (%) = (area of aggregated NAM / area of non-aggregated NAM mixture) × 100 % 
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Our measurement and analysis were made with the assumption that there was no 

significant effect of the thickness of cuvette on images. The 2-dimensional captured 

image represented 3-dimentional structure of NAM aggregates in cuvette (10 × 10 × 

40 mm). To minimize the error from mathematical calculation, each treatment was 

prepared and measured in triplicates. 

 

6.3.8. Statistical analysis 

The experiment was designed as a completely randomized arrangement and all 

treatments were replicated for statistical evaluation of data. Data were analyzed using 

the Statistical Analysis System (SAS® University edition, version 9.3, SAS Institute, 

Cary, NC, USA) by the analysis of variance (ANOVA). Multiple comparisons between 

treatments were carried out according to the Tukey test (Ramsey and Schafer, 2012) 

with significance when p < 0.05.  

 

6.4. Results and discussion  

6.4.1. TMAOase activity 

TMAOase activities in NAM mixtures treated with various phosphate compounds 

at the different level of concentration (0.1, 0.3, and 0.5%) with or without CP were 

monitored at 0-, 3-, and 9-F/T (Figure 6.1). TMAOase activities in NAM mixtures 

treated with STPP/TSPP, STPP, and TSPP decreased as F/T repeated (p < 0.05), 

whereas TMAOase activities in NAM mixtures treated with SHMP, DSPA, CON were 

higher at 9-F/T than at 0- and 3-F/T (p < 0.05). These results indicate that STPP and 

TSPP in NAM mixtures possibly inhibited TMAOase, while SHMP, and DSPA had no 
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inhibition effect on TMAOase activity. Leelapongwattana et al. (2008) found that there 

was a high inhibition effect of 0.3% TSPP on TMAOase activity in lizardfish due to its 

ability to chelate Fe ions, which are located in the active site of TMAOase as a cofactor 

in initiating TMAOase activity. They mentioned that there was no inhibition effect of 

0.2% STPP on TMAOase activity in lizardfish. However, the results of this study 

showed that STPP was the most effective TMAOase inhibitor among various 

phosphate compounds in Pacific whiting NAM mixture. STPP and TSPP are both 

anionic compounds and have a high chelating power, possibly resulting in high 

inhibition effect on TMAOase, whereas DSPA had the lowest chelating power on Fe 

ion among phosphate compounds in this study (data not shown). Moreover, sodium 

orthophosphate such as DSPA are completely dissociated and lose the functions, 

whereas STPP and TSPP are not easily dissociated in solution at 25˚C (Batra, 1965). 

STPP and TSPP are much more effective on protein hydration, which possibly affects 

the reactions and interactions of coenzymes and cofactors, resulting in higher inhibition 

effect of STPP and TSPP on TMAOase because the redox potentials of Fe ion and the 

other cofactors are accounted for by protein hydration (Dey et al., 2007; Ellinger, 1972). 

Also, STPP and TSPP have many negative charges in ionized chains, which can interact 

with a relatively greater number of positive charge (histidine, lysine, and arginine) of 

protein, than orthophosphates (Ellinger, 1972). For these reasons, NAM mixtures 

treated with 0.5% STPP/TSPP, STPP, and TSPP (with CP) at 9-F/T had the lowest 

TMAOase activities (p < 0.05). TMAOase activities in SHMP and DSPA at all 

concentrations with and without CP significantly increased as F/T repeated (p < 0.05). 

Repeated F/T cycles possibly led to the breakdown of lysosomal cell membrane due to 
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development and growth of ice crystals. The resultant ice crystals may result in the 

release of more TMAOase from lysosome followed by full activation without any 

TMAOase inhibitors (Leelapongwattana et al., 2005; Lee and Park, 2016). There were 

no significant differences in TMAOase activity between CONs with and without CP (p 

≥ 0.05). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6.1 TMAOase activity in NAM mixtures with cryoprotectants (4% sorbitol and 

5% sugar) (a) or without cryoprotectants (b) at different F/T cycles (0, 3, and 9 cycles). 

STPP/TSPP, STPP, TSPP, 3SP, SHMP, and DSPA were added in NAM mixtures at 

0.1, 0.3, and 0.5% concentrations. CON: NAM mixture without phosphate compound.   
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6.4.2. FA contents  

FA contents were not significantly different among all treatments at 0-F/T (p > 0.05) 

but dramatically increased at 3- and 9-F/T (p < 0.05) (Figure 6.2). FA contents in NAM 

mixtures treated with STPP/TSPP, STPP, and TSPP (with CP) at 3- and 9-F/T were 

lower (p < 0.05) than 3SP, SHMP, DSPA, and CON (Figure 6.2a) as it appeared that 

TMAOase was effectively inhibited by STPP and TSPP (Figure 6.1a). The lowest FA 

contents in 0.3 and 0.5% STPP at 9-F/T indicates that STPP appears the strongest 

inhibitor against TMAOase from Pacific whiting. It also confirms that 0.3-0.5% 

concentration is required for effective inhibition. CP-added NAM mixtures treated with 

STPP, TSPP, and STPP/TSPP at 3- and 9-F/T had lower FA contents (p < 0.05) than 

no CP-added NAM mixtures. Herrera et al. (2002) found that CP such as sucrose and 

maltodextrins reduced FA production in minced blue whiting muscle during -10 and -

20˚C of frozen storage. CP possibly prevented local concentration of TMAOase, which 

can be induced by ice crystallization during frozen storage, resulting in lower FA 

production (Lee and Park, 2016; Herrera et al., 2002). In relation to TMAOase activity 

(Figure 6.1), NAM mixtures treated with 0.3-0.5% STPP and STPP/TSPP particularly 

when CP was added had significantly lower FA contents at 9-F/T than that treated with 

0.1% STPP, TSPP, and STPP/TSPP (Figure 6.2a). 

 

6.4.3. SSP Solubility and NAM turbidity 

Freezing-induced protein denaturation and aggregation are caused from 

physicochemical changes including the creation of ice/solution interfaces, 

cryoconcentration of the protein and solutes, and pH changes due to crystallization of 
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buffer components (Mahler et al., 2009). In addition, TMAOase-induced FA 

production under frozen storage may lead to protein-protein interactions by methylene 

bridges, which are strong and irreversible covalent bonds resulting from the unfolding 

of the proteins due to conformational changes in the native protein structure (Herrera 

et al., 2002; Lee and Park, 2016). The degree of protein aggregation may be viewed in 

relationship between SSP solubility (Figure 6.3) and turbidity (Figure 6.4) of NAM 

mixtures.  

 

 

 
Figure 6.2 Formaldehyde (FA) content in NAM mixtures with cryoprotectants (4% 

sorbitol and 5% sugar) (a) or without cryoprotectants (b) at different F/T cycles (0, 3, 

and 9 cycles). STPP/TSPP, STPP, TSPP, 3SP, SHMP, and DSPA were added in NAM 

mixtures at 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5% concentrations. CON: NAM mixture without phosphate 

compound.   
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Figure 6.3 Salt-soluble protein (SSP) solubility in NAM mixtures with cryoprotectants 

(4% sorbitol and 5% sugar) (a) or without cryoprotectants (b) at different F/T cycles (0, 

3, and 9 cycles). STPP/TSPP, STPP, TSPP, 3SP, SHMP, and DSPA were added in 

NAM mixtures at 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5% concentrations. CON: NAM mixture without 

phosphate compound.   

 

 

Lee et al. (1998) reported that SSP solubility of beef treated with 0.5% STPP and 

TSPP significantly increased due to an increased pH away from isoelectric pH of 

protein and phosphate acting as ATP analogs for actomyosin dissociation into myosin 

and actin. SSP solubility in NAM mixtures without CP significantly decreased at 3-F/T 

(p < 0.05), whereas the solubility in NAM mixtures with CP gradually decreased as 

F/T cycling increased (p < 0.05). NAM mixtures treated with SHMP had the lowest 

solubility at all concentrations at 0-F/T because SHMP: a) is hydrolyzed to diphosphate 
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or orthophosphate, and b) has a high Ca compatibility due to longer chain length 

(Alvarado and McKee, 2007). Moreover, higher FA production in NAM mixture 

treated with SHMP (with CP) resulted in lower SSP solubility. The solubility of NAM 

mixtures treated with STPP/TSPP, STPP, and TSPP (with CP) at 9-F/T increased as 

the phosphate concentration increased (p < 0.05), indicating protein denaturation and 

aggregation were retarded by inhibiting both TMAOase activity and freeze-induced 

denaturation by ice crystal growth during repeated F/T.  

The turbidity of NAM mixtures with CP was higher than NAM mixtures without 

CP as the CP possibly retarded freeze-induced denaturation by the growth of larger ice 

crystals (Srinivasan et al., 1997). The turbidity of NAM mixtures without CP was 

significant decreased at 3-F/T and 9-F/T (p < 0.05) due to rapid protein denaturation 

followed by aggregation (Figure 6.4). The turbidity of NAM mixtures treated with 0.3-

0.5% STPP/TSPP, STPP, and TSPP did not decrease as F/T repeated (p > 0.05), 

whereas the turbidity of NAM mixtures treated with 0.1% STPP/TSPP, STPP, and 

TSPP were gradually decreased as F/T repeated (p < 0.05). Ionized inorganic 

phosphates in water can be formed into polyelectrolytes and the polyelectolytic activity, 

which is proportional to phosphate chain length, leads to increased ionic strength of 

proteins with phosphates, resulting in low turbidity of NAM as well as low SSP 

solubility (Callis et al., 1954; Ellinger, 1972; Ishioroshi et al., 1979). Moreover, as 

described in the results of TMAOase activity (Figure 6.1) and FA content (Figure 6.2), 

an effective inhibition effect of 0.3-0.5% STPP and TSPP on TMAOase was observed 

due to their high chelating power and protein hydration ability. These alkaline 

phosphates possibly interrupted the interactions of coenzymes and cofactors with 
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TMAOase, resulting in high turbidity during repeated F/T (Dey et al., 2007; Ellinger, 

1972).    

 

 
Figure 6.4 Turbidity in NAM mixtures with cryoprotectants (4% sorbitol and 5% sugar) 

(a) or without cryoprotectants (b) at different F/T cycles (0, 3, and 9 cycles). 

STPP/TSPP, STPP, TSPP, 3SP, SHMP, and DSPA were added in NAM mixtures at 

0.1, 0.3, and 0.5% concentrations. CON: NAM mixture without phosphate compound.   

 

 

6.4.4. Image analysis 

Degree of aggregation (DA) value denoted how much NAM proteins in mixtures 

are aggregated. Aggregation patterns are distinctively different: grey color indicates 

NAM proteins are not aggregated, but homogeneously distributed, meaning low DA; 

white and black color represents large aggregates and transparency in buffer, meaning 
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high DA, respectively (Figure 6.5). The high DA, therefore, could be interpreted as 

NAM was denatured and aggregation occurred in a large degree. DA of NAM mixtures 

treated with CP was not significantly changed as F/T repeated for all phosphate 

concentrations including CON (Figure 6.6a, 6.6b, and 6.6c). No significant change in 

DA was observed because CP appeared to stabilize NAM proteins against freeze-

induced denaturation and phosphates likely inhibited TMAOase by chelating some 

metal ions. CP can protect NAM proteins from freezing-induced denaturation by 

increasing the surface tension of water and being excluded from protein surface, 

resulting in increased hydrophobic interaction (MacDonald et al., 2014). The 

retardation of moisture migration from muscle tissues prevents the disruption of 

hydrogen bonds between water molecules and proteins; thus, NAM proteins are 

stabilized (Nikoo and Benjakul, 2015). DA of NAM mixture treated with 0.1% and 0.3% 

3SP (no CP) significantly increased at 1-F/T by 81.1% (Figure 6.6d) and 83.2% (Figure 

6.6e), respectively, whereas DA of CON at 1-F/T was 55%. Without CP, 0.5% 

STPP/TSPP, TSPP, and SHMP were more effective in delaying the increase in DA than 

3SP and DSPA (Figure 6.6f). Particularly, DA of NAM mixture treated with 0.5% 

STPP slowly increased (p < 0.05) as F/T repeated (Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6f), 

indicating that protein aggregation was slowly proceeded due to its inhibition effects 

on both TMAOase and ice crystallization.        
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Figure 6.5 Captured images of NAM proteins subjected to different F/T cycles (From 

left to right: control, 1 – 9 F/T cycles). (a) NAM mixture with 0.5% STPP, 4% sorbitol, 

and 5% sugar; (b) NAM mixture with 0.5% STPP without sorbitol and sugar; (c) NAM 

mixture without phosphate (CON) with 4% sorbitol and 5% sugar; (d) NAM mixture 

without phosphate compound (CON), sorbitol and sugar. 

  

 

(a) 0.5% STPP with cryoprotectants 

(b) 0.5% STPP without cryoprotectants 

(c) CON with cryoprotectants 

(d) CON without cryoprotectants 
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Figure 6.6. Degree of aggregation (DA) in NAM mixtures with cryoprotectants (4% 

sorbitol and 5% sugar) (a) or without cryoprotectants (b) at every F/T cycles (0 to 9-

F/T). STPP/TSPP, STPP, TSPP, 3SP, SHMP, and DSPA were added in NAM mixtures 

at 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5% concentrations. CON: NAM mixture without phosphate 

compound. 

 

 

6.5. Conclusion 

Protein denaturation and aggregation induced by both ice crystallization and 

TMAOase during the frozen storage of fishery products are of concern as they are 

directly related to the poor product quality. Capturing photographic images of natural 

actomyosin followed by mathematical calculations appeared to be quick and effective 

tools for measuring the degree of protein aggregation to determine the quality of frozen 
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fishery products. Based on both chemical and image analyses, 0.5% STPP was found 

to be the most effective of the tested phosphate compounds for retarding protein 

aggregation in frozen Pacific whiting. STPP possibly functioned as an effective 

inhibitor against both ice crystallization and TMAOase activity compared to other 

phosphate compounds (TSPP, 3SP, SHMP, and DSPA). NAM without CP had higher 

solubility and turbidity than NAM treated with CP as F/T repeated due to freeze-

induced protein denaturation followed by aggregation, resulting in rapidly increased 

DA. 
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7.1. Abstract 

The physicochemical characteristics of frozen Alaska pollock fillet and surimi were 

investigated as affected by various phosphates (sodium tripolyphosphate, tetrasodium 

pyrophosphate, trisodium pyrophosphate, sodium hexametaphosphate, and disodium 

phosphate anhydrous). Both phosphate-injected fillets and phosphate-added surimi 

along with cryoprotectant (5% sugar and 4% sorbitol) were subjected to 0, 3, and 9 

freezing/thawing (F/T) cycles. The concentration of sodium phosphate retained in fillet 

was adjusted to 0.3% using poking (6 times), soaking (10 min), and draining (2 min). 

The effect of various sodium phosphates on physicochemical properties of fillet and 

surimi was different during repeated F/T.  The differences observed might be attributed 

to the functionality of the various phosphates used including chelation power, pH, and 

protein interaction. As STPP and TSPP were more effective to control trimethylamine-

N-oxide demethylase activity of fillet and surimi than other phosphates, formaldehyde 

content, salt-soluble protein extractability, drip/cook loss, and texture properties were 

also better controlled.  

 

Key words: Alaska pollock fillet, surimi, sodium phosphates, freezing/thawing, 

TMAOase inhibitor, cryoprotectants 
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7.2. Introduction 

Food-grade sodium phosphates have various applications in food products to 

improve moisture and flavor retention, pro-antioxidant, shelf-life enhancement, and 

cryoprotection (Kin et al., 2010).  In particular, a mixture (0.3%) of STPP/TSPP (50% 

sodium tripolyphosphate (STPP) and 50% tetrasodium pyrophosphate (TSPP)) is 

commonly used in commercial surimi with cryoprotectants (4% sugar and 4-5% 

sorbitol) to maintain the pH at 7.2±0.2 and to chelate metal ions such as iron, calcium, 

and magnesium (Hunt et al., 2014). STPP and sodium hexametaphosphate (SHMP) 

injected into lingcod and haddock fillets were effective to control drip loss (Boyd et al., 

1965). Kin et al. (2010) reported that polyphosphates improve textural properties and 

provide stabilization of color and flavor of meat products. Sodium phosphates have 

different structures (ortho, pyro, and poly) with various numbers of phosphate groups 

(PO4
3-), which control their functional properties (Singh et al., 2010). Orthophosphate, 

such as disodium phosphate anhydrous (DSPA), mainly provides a high buffering 

capacity, which can stabilize pH and improve protein solubility (Kin et al., 2010). On 

the contrary, STPP and TSPP effectively increase the water-binding capacity of raw 

muscle, which can be improved by ionic effect, pH alteration, dissociation of the 

actomyosin complex, and ability to penetrate or diffuse into the muscle (Kin et al., 

2010; Xiong et al., 2000).  

Leelapongwattana et al. (2008) have found that 0.4% TSPP effectively inhibits 

endogenous trimethylamine-N-oxide demethylase (TMAOase) in lizardfish due to its 

hydration effect on enzyme structure and chelating effect on cofactors, such as ferrous 

iron (Dey et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2016). Under extended frozen storage, freeze-induced 
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protein denaturation by ice crystallization and formaldehyde (FA)-induced protein 

denaturation by TMAOase activity synergistically and negatively affect the quality of 

myofibrillar proteins in fish muscle, resulting in low-quality surimi and frozen fillet 

(Lee et al., 2016; Srinivasan et al., 1997). Even though STPP and TSPP have been used 

in surimi and fillets as anti-denaturation ingredients for many years, inhibition or 

retardation effect of sodium phosphates on TMAOase activity in Alaska pollock has 

not been fully investigated. The objective of this study was to investigate the role of 

various sodium phosphates in minimizing the physicochemical deterioration of Alaska 

pollock fillets and surimi subjected to different freezing/thawing (F/T) cycles.  

  

7.3. Materials and Methods 

7.3.1. Materials  

Alaska pollock (Gadus chalcogrammus) harvested in the Bering Sea was 

transported in refrigerated seawater to UniSea (Dutch Harbor, AK, USA) and processed 

into surimi and fillets within 48 hr postharvest. Six different sodium phosphates 

(STPP/TSPP (50/50 mixture), STPP, TSPP, trisodium pyrophosphate (3SP), SHMP, 

and, DSPA) (InnoPhos, Inc., Cranbury, NJ, USA) were individually mixed at 0.3% 

along with cryoprotectants (5% sugar and 4% sorbitol) into screw-pressed meat. Surimi 

in 10 kg block was frozen in a plate freezer until the core temperature reached -20oC 

within 2.5 hr. Frozen pollock fillet and surimi were delivered to the OSU Seafood 

Laboratory (Astoria, OR, USA) within 2 wk using commercial transportation (ship and 

truck) with the temperature set at -20oC. All analytical chemicals were obtained from 
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Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO, USA) and Bradford reagent was purchased from 

Bio-Rad Lab (Hercules, CA, USA). 

 

7.3.2. Sample preparations 

7.3.2.1. Preparation of phosphate-injected fillets  

Upon arrival, frozen pollock fillets were thawed in a cold room (2-4oC) for 24 hr 

until the core temperature of fillet reached -1.5oC. Thirty fillets placed on a plastic rack 

for 10 min were subjected to phosphate treatment. Based on our numerous preliminary 

trials to obtain residual sodium phosphate concentration at approximately 0.3% in 

fillets, they were placed in a sodium phosphate soaking solution (5%) and subsequently 

poked 6 times using a poking device (Figure 7.1a). Due to the thin thickness of fillets, 

poking and soaking were adopted over mechanical needle injection. After soaking for 

10 min, fillets were drained on the rack for 2 min. All preparations were conducted in 

cold room (2-4oC). Final retained sodium phosphate in fillet (Figure 7.1b) was 

calculated as follows: 

Final retained sodium phosphate in fillet (%) = {[(Wf – Wi) × 0.05] / Wi} × 100 

where Wi = initial weight of fillet; Wf = final weight of fillet after 

poking/soaking/draining. 

 

7.3.2.2. Preparation of surimi treated with sodium phosphates 

Surimi treated with sodium phosphates was prepared according to the method of 

Hunt et al. (2014). A total of 60 kg surimi (each 10 kg batch × 6 different sodium 

phosphates) were prepared using a recipe of 0.3% sodium phosphate, 5% sugar, 4% 
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Figure 7.1 A device used for poking Alaska pollock fillets (a) and final phosphate (%) 

retained in fillet after poking/soaking on fillet (STPP/TSPP, STPP, TSPP, 3SP, SHMP, 

and DSPA) (b). Poking (6 times), soaking (10 min) in 5% phosphate solution, and 

draining (2 min) on plastic test tube rack were performed for phosphates injection.  

 

 

sorbitol, and 90.7% Alaska pollock surimi. Another 10 kg of surimi (5% sugar, 4% 

sorbitol, and 91% pollock surimi) was treated as a control (CON). Each batch was 

prepared using a 10-kg capacity silent cutter (Model MLA311A, Yanagiya, Ube, Japan) 

and cryoprotectants or 0.3% sodium phosphate were thoroughly premixed before 

adding to surimi. After mixing surimi with cryoprotectants for 2.5 min (2-4oC), 10 kg 

were prepared in the conventional surimi block trays (approximately 5.7 cm of depth) 

and subsequently frozen using a plate freezer with circulating refrigerant at -37.8 to -
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38.8oC for 135 min. Frozen sodium phosphate-treated surimi blocks were stored in cold 

storage (approximately -30oC) and then transported to the OSU Seafood Lab (Astoria, 

OR). Frozen surimi blocks were separated into small individual blocks (1,000-1,500 g), 

vacuum-packed, and stored at -18oC until tested. All samples were subjected to 0, 3, 

and 9 F/T cycles. 1-F/T cycle indicates at least 2-day freezing (-18oC) and 1-day 

thawing (2-4oC). 

 

7.3.3. TMAOase activity assay in fillet and surimi 

TMAOase extracts were prepared from fillets and surimi using the method of  

Benjakul et al. (2004) with some modifications. Two g of ground fillet (KitchenAid 

Food Chopper, KitchenAid®, Benton Harbor, MI, USA) or thawed surimi (2 g) were 

homogenized with 8 mL of chilled 20mM tris-acetate buffer (pH 7.0, 0.1% Triton X-

100, 0.1M NaCl) at 30,000 rpm for 1 min (Tissue Tearor Homogenizer, BioSpec 

Products Inc., Bartlesville, OK, USA). TMAOase activity in the obtained supernatant 

after centrifugation at 20,000  g at 4oC for 1 hr (Beckman J6-MI centrifuge, Beckman 

Coulter, Fullerton, CA, USA) was determined according to the method of Lee and Park 

(2016). TMAOase extract (2 mL) mixed with 10 mL of 24mM tris-acetate buffer (pH 

7.0, 24mM trimethylamine-N-oxide (TMAO), 2.4mM ascorbate, 2.4mM cysteine, 

0.24mM FeCl2, and 0.1M NaCl) was incubated at 25oC for 80 min followed by 

centrifugation at 5,000  g at 4oC for 15 min. Dimethylamine (DMA) content in the 

supernatant, which was converted from TMAO by TMAOase, was determined by the 

copper-dithiocarbamate reaction (Dyer et al., 1945) with some modification. Copper-

ammonia reagent (1 mL) and 4 mL of 5% CS2-toluene solution were added into the 
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supernatant (2 mL) in tightly capped glass tubes before incubation (60oC water bath) 

for 2 min. After adding 400 μL of 30% acetic acid, the mixtures were placed at room 

temperature (20-23oC) until the layers were fully separated. The absorbance of the 

toluene layer, after removal of residual water with anhydrous Na2SO4 (approximately 

0.5 g), was read at 440 nm by a UV-Vis spectrophotometer (UV 2401PC, Shimadzu 

Co, Kyoto, Japan). The enzyme unit (U) was defined as the amount of μM DMA 

released per min per g sample (Benjakul et al., 2004). 

 

7.3.4. FA determination in fillet and surimi 

Ground fillet (2 g) or thawed surimi (2 g) were homogenized with 10 ml of 5% 

trichloroacetic acid (TCA) at 30,000 rpm for 30 s followed by centrifugation at 5,000 

 g at 4oC for 15 min (Benjakul et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2016). FA content was 

determined by the diacetyldihydrolutidine reaction (Nash, 1953) according to the 

method of Lee et al. (2016). FA content (1 mL) in the supernatant mixed with 

acetylacetone reagent (1 mL) were incubated in a 60oC water bath for 5 min, and then 

read at 412 nm by a UV-Vis spectrophotometer. 

 

7.3.5. Salt-soluble protein (SSP) extractability in fillet and surimi 

SSP in ground phosphate-injected fillets or surimi was extracted as described by 

Hunt et al. (2014) with slight modification. Three g were homogenized with chilled 

0.6M KCl at 30,000 rpm for 1 min. The concentration of SSP of the supernatant after 

centrifugation (20,000 × g, 4oC) for 30 min was measured by the Bradford method 

(Bradford, 1976). 
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7.3.6. Drip and cook loss in fillet 

Drip loss of fillets was determined by calculating the weight reduction (%) of fillets 

at 3 and 9-F/T compared with 0-F/T. Thawed fillets were drained on the rack for 10 

min to remove residual moisture on the surface, and then weighed in a cold room (2-

4oC). Cook loss of fillets was measured according to the method of Kin et al. (2010) 

with some modification.  Five samples (8 × 4 × 0.5 cm) per treatment, after wiping 

lightly with 3 layers of a paper towel, were weighed individually. Samples placed on a 

baking tray covered with an aluminum foil were cooked in a kitchen oven (Kenmore® 

JBP24BB, Sears, Chicago, IL, USA) at 177oC for 15 min until an internal temperature 

of the fillet reached 65-75oC. The cooked specimens were cooled to room temperature 

(20-23oC) for 30 min and surface moisture on the specimens was removed again by 

lightly wiping with 3 layers of paper towel prior to reweighing. Cook loss was 

calculated as: 

Cook loss (%) = [(weight of raw fillet − weight of cooked fillet) / weight of raw fillet] 

× 100 

 

7.3.7. Surimi gel analysis 

Before making surimi gels, the moisture content of surimi samples was measured 

using an oven-drying method (AOAC, 1995). Small surimi blocks (approximately 5-

cm cubes) were chopped at low speed (1,800 rpm) for 1 min in a vacuum chopper 

(Model 5289, Stephan Machinery Corp., Columbus, OH, USA), while maintaining 

chopping temperature below 4oC. Chopping continued at low speed for 2 min (1 min 

after adding 2% salt and 1 min after adding cold water). After chopping at low speed, 
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a vacuum (4×106 - 6×106 kg m−1 s−2) was applied during chopping at high speed (3,600 

rpm) for 3 min. Surimi paste (78% moisture content) was stuffed in a plastic bag and 

subjected to vacuum without sealing (model Reiser VM-4142, Roescher Werke GMBH, 

Osnabrueck, Germany) to remove air bubbles inside the paste. Then the paste was 

extruded into stainless steel tubes (30 mm of inner diameter, 175 mm of length) coated 

inside with a lecithin-based release agent (PamTM, butter flavor, International Home 

Food Products, Inc., Parsippany, NJ) using a sausage stuffer (F. Dick 12 L capacity, 

The Sausage Maker, Buffalo, NY). Surimi pastes were cooked in a 90oC water bath for 

30 min followed by cooling in iced water for 30 min before storing overnight at 

refrigeration temperatures (4-5oC). Gels were placed at room temperature (20-23oC) 

for 2 hr, and then cut into 30 mm lengths. Breaking force and penetration distance of 

gels were measured using a Texture Analyzer (TA-XT plus, Texture Technologies 

Corp., Scarsdale, NY, USA), equipped with a spherical probe (5 mm of diameter) at a 

test speed of 1 mm s-1 (Park, 2005). In addition, the whiteness of gel samples was 

determined using a Chroma Meter (Model CR-310, Minolta Camera Co. Ltd., Osaka, 

Japan). The whiteness value was calculated as L* - 3b* (Park, 1994). Ten 

measurements for textural properties and five measurements for color properties were 

recorded. 

Water retention ability (WRA) of gels was measured using a microcentrifuge tube 

with 0.45 μm filter (Pall Co., Port Washington, NY, USA) as described by Lin et al. 

(1996) with some modification. Chopped gel (approximately 0.5 g) was placed in the 

inner tube and centrifuged at 5,500  g for 10 min by an Eppendorf microcentrifuge 

5415C (Brinkmann Co., Westbury, NY, USA). WRA was determined as:  
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WRA = (Wtw – Wrw) / Ws 

where Wtw (total weight of water) = (moisture content of surimi gel / 100)  sample 

weight in microcentrifuge inner tube, Wrw (weight of released water) = (weight of 

microcentrifuge outer tube + weight of water) – weight of microcentrifuge outer tube, 

and Ws = total weight of sample. The moisture content of gel sample was measured 

using an oven-drying method (AOAC, 1995).  

 

7.3.8. Statistical analysis 

The experiment was designed as a completely randomized arrangement for 

statistical evaluation of data. Statistical analysis of the data was carried out using 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) using the Statistical Analysis System (SAS® 

University edition, version 9.3, SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA). Mean values were 

compared according to the Tukey test (Ramsey et al., 2012) with significance when p 

< 0.05.   

 

7.4. Results and discussion  

7.4.1. TMAOase activities in fillet and surimi 

The results of TMAOase activity in fillet and surimi were shown in Fig. 2. Overall, 

TMAOase activity in fillets (~ 0.2 U/g) (Figure 7.2a) were significantly (p < 0.05) 

higher than in surimi (~ 0.08 U/g) (Figure 7.2b). During washing and dewatering 

process in surimi making, a large quantity of TMAOase is possibly washed out along 

with sarcoplasmic proteins (Holmquist, 1982). Moreover, sugar and sorbitol in surimi 

could inhibit TMAOase (MacDonald et al., 1990; Simpson et al., 1994). Herrera et al. 
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(1999) reported that 8% sucrose effectively inhibited FA production in minced blue 

whiting by 15% (2 wk) to 54% (12 wk) during frozen storage at -20oC. In addition, 

sodium phosphates in surimi were more effectively and widely interacted with 

TMAOase than in fillet (Brannan et al., 1996; Lee et al., 2016). Mincing followed by 

washing/dewatering obviously reduced a residual content of TMAOase, and 

cryoprotectant blending promoted even distribution of sodium phosphates (Brannan et 

al., 1996).  

At 9-F/T, TMAOase activities in fillet and surimi treated with STPP/TSPP, STPP, 

were significantly (p < 0.05) lower than those with 3SP, SHMP, DSPA, and CON (p < 

0.05). From other studies (Adlercreutz, 1991; Dey et al., 2007; Xiong et al., 2000), 

STPP and TSPP were found to be effective on enzyme hydration, which can affect the 

redox potential state of cofactors, such as ferrous ion, ascorbate and cysteine, and 

results in possible inactivation of TMAOase. Moreover, STPP and TSPP can easily 

interact with positively charged amino acids of muscle protein because they have more 

negative anionic sites than orthophosphate (Ellinger, 1972). STPP, which can be 

hydrolyzed to pyrophosphate by phosphatase, has a high binding affinity to proteins or 

enzymes and changes their structure as a dissociating agent (Xiong et al., 2000).   

It was postulated that the inhibition effect of TSPP on TMAOase activity in lizardfish 

was due to blocking the interaction between Fe ion and TMAOase by chelation of Fe 

(Leelapongwattana et al., 2008).  On the contrary, fillet and surimi treated with 3SP, 

SHMP, DSPA, and CON had relatively high TMAOase activity (Fig. 2) due to the low 

Fe-chelating power and rapid hydrolysis (DSPA; data not shown), large structure 

(SHMP), and relatively low pH (3SP and SHMP) (Alvarado et al., 2007; Batra, 1965; 
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Ellinger, 1972). TMAOase significantly (p < 0.05) increased in 3SP, SHMP, DSPA, 

and CON treatments at 9-F/T. This likely resulted from continuous activation of 

TMAOase, which was released from the rupture of a lysosomal cell membrane , in the 

absence of STPP and/or TSPP. (Gill et al., 1982; Hamm, 1979; Hale et al., 1981; 

Leelapongwattana et al., 2010).  

 

 

 

Figure 7.2 Trimethylamine-N-oxide demethylase (TMAOase) activities in fillet (a) and 

surimi (b) treated with STPP/TSPP, STPP, TSPP, 3SP, SHMP, and DSPA. CON: no 

phosphate added. 
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7.4.2. FA contents in fillet and surimi 

FA content in fillet and surimi increased during extended frozen storage. This 

increase possibly led to protein denaturation and textural quality reduction of fillet and 

surimi via FA-induced methylene bridges between proteins (Lee et al., 2016). Higher 

FA concentration in fillet (Figure 7.3a) than in surimi (Figure 7.3b) at 3- and 9-F/T (p 

< 0.05) was likely linked to the result of TMAOase activity (Figure 7.2). Herrera et al. 

(2002) found that FA production in Northern blue whiting mince treated with 

cryoprotectants was significantly reduced during frozen storage at -10 and -20oC (p < 

0.05). Even though FA content in fillet significantly (p < 0.05) increased at 3-F/T in all 

treatments, including CON, no drastically increased FA content at 9-F/T compared with 

3-F/T was observed. This was possibly caused by FA, which induced methylene 

bridges between protein chains and converted detectable free FA to non-detectable 

bound FA (Lee et al., 2016). Fillets treated with STPP/TSPP, STPP, and TSPP had 

lower FA contents than 3SP, SHMP, DSPA, and CON (Figure 7.3a) due to the 

inhibition effect of STPP and TSPP on TMAOase (Figure 7.2a). As STPP showed the 

lowest FA content in fillets, it appears to be the strongest inhibitor against TMAOase.  

In surimi, FA contents in STPP/TSPP, STPP and TSPP treatments at 9-F/T were 

significantly (p < 0.05) lower than those at 3-F/T, whereas FA contents in 3SP, SHMP, 

and DSPA treatments including CON slightly increased at 9-F/T compared with 3-F/T 

(Figure 7.3b). At 9-F/T, FA production was likely less than FA consumption as 

STPP/TSPP, STPP, and TSPP treatments inhibited FA formation while free FAs were 

possibly utilized for FA-induced protein denaturation (Lee et al., 2016). Conversely, 

FA content increased in other phosphate treatments due to the continuous production 
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of FA as they did not inhibit TMAOase. It seemed to occur at a rate greater than free 

FA were utilized in FA-induced protein denaturation. 

 

Figure 7.3 Formaldehyde (FA) contents in fillet (a) and surimi (b) treated with 

STPP/TSPP, STPP, TSPP, 3SP, SHMP, and DSPA. CON: no phosphate added. 

 

 

7.4.3. SSP extractability in fillet and surimi 

Freeze- and FA-induced protein aggregation synergistically occurred in fillet and 

surimi during repeated F/T, resulting in low SSP extractability (Herrera et al., 2002; 
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Lee et al., 2016; Mahler et al., 2009). Higher SSP extractability of fillet and surimi 

treated with STPP/TSPP, STPP, and TSPP at 0-F/T (Figure 7.4) were possibly because 

STPP and TSPP played an effective role in fish muscle as they increased pH and 

dissociated actomyosin into actin and myosin (Lee et al., 1998). SSP extractability 

seems to be inversely proportional to FA production (Figure 7.3). Castell et al. (1973) 

reported that FA in fillet significantly reduced salt extractable protein content from 

Atlantic cod due to the interaction between FA and actomyosin. SSP contents in surimi 

decreased more rapidly than in fillet as F/T repeated (Figure 7.4b) because the 

disruption of the myofibrillar cell membrane in surimi process and subsequent freezing 

would have increased protein denaturation more severely (Brannan et al., 1996; Hamm, 

1979). STPP and TSPP effectively retarded freeze-induced protein denaturation 

followed by aggregation as auxiliary cryoprotectants, resulting in relatively higher SSP 

extractability during repeated F/T (Ellinger, 1972). Significantly low SSP in surimi 

treated with SHMP (p < 0.05) was thought to be due to low protein extraction capacity 

of SHMP and high Ca compatibility (Alvarado et al., 2007; Xiong et al., 2000).    

 

7.4.4. Drip and cook loss in fillet  

Drip and cook loss of fillets subjected to different F/T cycles are shown in Table 

7.1. Increased drip loss and cook loss were observed in all treatments as F/T repeated 

(p < 0.05). Development and reformation of ice crystals and FA production during 

repeated F/T possibly led to rapid denaturation of myofibrillar protein and weakening 

of muscle tissue structures by mechanical damage of cell membrane and moisture 

migration (Xia et al., 2009). The drip losses of polyphosphate- and pyrophosphate-
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injected fillets (STPP/TSPP, STPP, TSPP, and SHMP treatments) were lower at 3-F/T 

(p < 0.05) compared with 3SP, DSPA, and CON. Boyd et al. (1965) reported that 

injection of STPP and SHMP into lingcod and haddock fillets were effective to reduce 

drip loss. Additionally, STPP and TSPP increased the water-binding capacity of raw 

muscle (Kin et al., 2010). Drastically (p < 0.05) increased drip loss at 9-F/T, however, 

indicated that the negative impact of severe F/T on drip loss might overwhelm 

phosphate effects on moisture retention (Xia et al., 2009). 

 

 

Figure 7.4 Salt-soluble protein (SSP) extractabilities in fillet (a) and surimi (b) treated 

with STPP/TSPP, STPP, TSPP, 3SP, SHMP, and DSPA. CON: no phosphate added. 
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The cook loss result had a similar pattern with drip loss (Table 7.1). The cook losses 

in fillets injected with STPP and TSPP were slightly lower than other phosphates 

treatments. Lee et al. (1998) reported that beef rolls treated with 0.5% STPP and TSPP 

had a higher cooking yield than the control group (no phosphate) due to high pH, 

actomyosin dissociation, and chelating activity on the transition metals, which involve 

peroxidation of polyunsaturated fatty acids in the cell membrane. Cook loss was likely 

related to low SSP extractability (Turner et al., 1979).  

 

7.4.5. Gel analysis  

The effectiveness of 0.3% sodium phosphate was determined based on breaking 

force (g) and penetration distance values (mm). Breaking force of gels, except DSPA 

and CON groups, was not significantly changed at 3-F/T (p > 0.05), but dramatically 

decreased at 9-F/T (p < 0.05) (Figure 7.5). The gels treated with STPP/TSPP had the 

highest (p < 0.05) breaking force at 3-F/T. At 9-F/T, breaking force was the lowest, but 

there were no significant differences among treatments except SHMP (Figure 7.5a). 

Reynolds et al. (2002) reported that 18 mo of frozen storage resulted in a significant 

decrease in textural properties (shear stress and strain) of Pacific whiting surimi gel, 

whereas 9 mo of storage was minimally affected. In this study, STPP/TSPP, STPP, and 

TSPP were found to minimize (p < 0.05) the reduction of Alaska pollock surimi gel 

quality (breaking force and penetration distance) at 3-F/T compared with other 

phosphates (3SP, SHMP, and DSPA) and CON. It was reported that gel breaking force 

was stronger at higher pH (> pH 7.0) than at lower pH due to greater crosslinking of 

myosin heavy chain (Funatsu et al., 1993). STPP and TSPP contributed to improving 
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Table 7.1 Physical properties of Alaska pollock fillets and surimi gels as affected by various phosphates. 

 

Properties F/T 
Treatments* 

STPP/TSPP STPP TSPP 3SP SHMP DSPA CON 

Drip loss (%)  

in fillet 

0 0.0±0.0a 0.0±0.0a 0.0±0.0a 0.0±0.0a 0.0±0.0a 0.0±0.0a 0.0±0.0a 

3 2.5±0.0b 2.2±0.0b 1.6±0.9b 4.2±0.1c 2.7±0.3b 4.6±0.5c 6.1±1.0d 

9 15.5±0.1e 15.2±0.7e 15.6±1.0e 16.2±0.2e 19.7±0.3g 17.6±0.7f 21.1±0.0g 

Cook loss (%)  

in fillet 

0 15.1±3.2a 16.1±2.8a 17.1±2.5a 16.2±2.1a 16.1±3.2a 16.1±3.5a 20.2±3.7b 

3 25.1±2.5c 24.9±2.1c 25.8±1.8c 30.9±1.5d 28.1±2.8cd 27.1±2.6cd 32.1±2.6d 

9 27.1±6.8cd 27.9±3.4cd 25.8±7.8cd 30.9±1.1d 35.1±4.5e 35.1±6.0e 32.1±2.3d 

Whiteness  

of surimi gel 

0 72.5±0.7d 72.7±1.3cd 73.2±0.7d 73.0±0.7d 73.4±0.7d 74.3±0.6e 72.6±0.8cd 

3 72.9±0.3d 73.2±0.5d 73.1±0.5d 72.9±0.4d 71.6±0.4b 71.9±0.3b 71.9±0.4bc 

9 73.0±0.4d 73.2±0.3d 71.7±0.5b 72.5±0.6cd 72.7±0.1c 70.6±0.9a 71.3±0.7b 

Water Retention 

Ability (WRA) 

of surimi gel 

0 0.77±0.00d 0.76±0.01c 0.77±0.01de 0.76±0.00c 0.77±0.02de 0.77±0.00d 0.76±0.01c 

3 0.77±0.00d 0.77±0.01de 0.78±0.00e 0.76±0.01cd 0.75±0.00b 0.77±0.01de 0.77±0.00d 

9 0.76±0.00c 0.73±0.01a 0.77±0.00d 0.73±0.01a 0.76±0.01bc 0.77±0.00d 0.76±0.01c 

 

*Fillets and surimi gels were treated with STPP/TSPP, STPP, TSPP, 3SP, SHMP, and DSPA. CON: no phosphate added. 

A different letter (a-g) within each property denotes a significant difference among treatments (p < 0.05).  
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gel strength as they increased the cross-linking reaction of myosin heavy chain by 

increased pH and ionic strength (Matsukawa et al., 1996).Interestingly, the breaking 

force of gels treated with SHMP was significantly higher than other sodium phosphate 

groups at 9-F/T, even though SHMP has a high Ca compatibility and its pH is 7.0 in 1% 

solution. This SHMP was likely hydrolyzed to pyrophosphate or orthophosphate during 

repeated F/T (Alvarado et al., 2007). Hydrolyzed SHMP possibly resulted in relatively 

higher gel texture as pyrophosphate and orthophosphate induced from SHMP 

continuously improved gel strength during repeated F/T (Matsukawa et al., 1996). 

 

 

Figure 7.5 Breaking force (a) and penetration distance (b) of pollock surimi gels treated 

with STPP/TSPP, STPP, TSPP, 3SP, SHMP, and DSPA. CON: no phosphate added. 
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At 0-F/T, whiteness values (L*-3b*) of cooked gel treated with phosphates ranged 

from 72.5 to 74.3 compared with 70.6 – 73.2 at 9-F/T (Table 7.1). There were no 

significant (p > 0.05) changes in whiteness values in STPP/TSPP, STPP, and 3SP 

groups, whereas significant (p < 0.05) drops of whiteness value in TSPP treatment at 

9-F/T in SHMP and DSPA treatments at 3-F/T were observed. 

WRA values of pollock surimi gel treated with STPP and 3SP significantly (p < 

0.05) decreased at 9-F/T (Table 7.1). In contrast, WRA of 0.77 in STPP/TSPP and 

TSPP groups at 0-F/T did not significantly (p > 0.05) decrease (0.76-0.77) at 9-F/T, 

which indicates that TSPP can effectively improve WRA of pollock surimi during 

repeated F/T. TSPP enhanced the water-binding potential of ground trout muscle due 

to increased pH (Regenstein et al., 1984). More water can be entrapped in the loose 

structures of myofibrils by increased pH, resulting in increased water-holding capacity 

(Nowsad et al. 2000). The drastic decrease in WRA in STPP at 9-F/T (p < 0.05) 

possibly resulted from rapid hydrolysis of STPP to orthophosphate during repeated F/T 

(Lee et al., 1998).  

 

7.5. Conclusion 

Physicochemical properties of fillet and surimi treated with various food-grade 

sodium phosphates were investigated to measure the ability of phosphate as a 

TMAOase inhibitor and auxiliary cryoprotectant. Poking, soaking, and draining using 

a lab-scaled injecting device were effective to control the residual concentration of 

sodium phosphates. STPP and TSPP were found effective in fillet and surimi to control 

TMAOase activity, FA content, SSP extractability, cook/drip loss, and gel properties. 
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Even though the equal quantity (0.3%) of phosphate was added into fillet and surimi, 

the effectiveness of sodium phosphates on the various properties in fillet and surimi 

were different during repeated F/T.  It was probably due to a difference in muscle 

structure (mince vs. whole muscle) and in phosphate-incorporating technique as well 

as final product characteristics impacted by phosphates including pH, chelation, and 

actomyosin hydration. Quality reductions of fillet and surimi by freeze- and FA-

induced protein denaturation could be effectively retarded through inhibiting 

TMAOase activity and improving water retention ability by an addition of STPP and/or 

TSPP. 
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CHAPTER  8 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

 

Even though an immediate freezing of fish after catching or off-loading is the best 

way to retard the quality deterioration (texture) or to have longer shelf-life (freshness), 

refrigerated storage of whole fish (WF) and/or H&G fish (HF) prior to  processing 

followed by frozen storage are common practice at fishery manufactory due to 

processor’s or manufacturer’s schedule. The study presented in this dissertation 

illustrated the physicochemical properties of Alaska pollock and Pacific whiting as 

affected by TMAOase activity during postharvest conditions (treatments and storage), 

the controlling the protein quality of those fish species using various phosphates as a 

TMAOase inhibitor and auxiliary cryoprotectants. TMAOase, which is abundant in 

Gadoid fish species such as Alaska pollock and Pacific whiting, is even active during 

long-term frozen storage, resulting in textural toughening of frozen filet and quality 

reduction of surimi.   

Myofibrillar proteins and TMAOase extracted from Pacific whiting, which is 

tempered water fish, were affected by 5 days of refrigeration and 24 weeks of -18oC 

frozen storage. FA production during refrigerated storage before filleting and freezing 

was possibly affected the quality reduction of frozen fillets. The differences between 

WF and HF were not significant at -80oC frozen storage because a fast freezing and 

extremely low temperature did not seem to affect physicochemical changes in fillet 

quality. Even though -80oC freezing condition minimized the quality reduction of the 
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fillets, an initial refrigerated storage prior to being filleted and frozen led to decrease in 

quality of fish muscle due to various enzymatic reactions and bacterial activity. 

Structural changes in myofibrillar proteins and additional extraction of TMAOase from 

damaged cell membrane possibly occurred in HF much more than WF. For this reason, 

this Pacific whiting study showed that textural quality and freshness of HF were lower 

than WF at -18oC.  

As proteolytic enzymatic activity and thermal stability of Alaska pollock, which is 

cold-water fish, are different from Pacific whiting, we hypothesized that different 

postharvest conditions are needed for controlling the quality of Alaska pollock and 

Pacific whiting. TMAOase-related properties, such as TMAOase activity, FA, and 

DMA content, which possibly linked to So, SSP, WRA, moisture, and textural quality, 

in H&G pollock significantly changed as refrigeration time and the number of F/T 

cycles increased. HF before filleting and subsequent freezing were more sensitive to 

TMAOase activity than WF, leading to higher shear force values. However, long 

refrigeration of WF prior to filleting significantly enhanced textural toughness when 

F/T cycles reached 12. In addition, it was noted that initially refrigerated storage for 12 

h possibly accelerated the release and accumulation of TMAOase, resulting in rapid 

quality deterioration as F/T repeated. 

     H&G process before refrigerated or frozen storage has been a common practice to 

prevent cross contamination of microbes and TMAOase within fish flesh. However, 

these studies demonstrated that H&G treatment was not a necessary or favorable 

processing step. From the results of Pacific whiting and Alaska pollock projects, it 

could be suggested that 1) Pacific whiting whole fish should be stored at refrigerator 
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for 2 days or less prior to filleting if stored at -18oC, and the quality of frozen fillets did 

not change significantly when frozen storage at -18oC was 12 weeks or less. 2) Alaska 

pollock whole fish should be filleted and frozen within 3 days postharvest if fillets are 

to be stored frozen for longer periods (i.e., 2 years), and refrigeration of H&G fish 

before filleting and freezing caused TMAOase activation and TMA production in fillet. 

Protein denaturation and aggregation induced by both ice crystallization and 

TMAOase during the frozen storage of fishery products are of concern as they are 

directly related to the poor product quality. Sodium phosphates, particularly 

STPP/TSPP mixture, are commonly used in commercial surimi with cryoprotectants 

for pH adjustment and chelation of metal ions. 0.5% STPP was found to be the most 

effective of the tested phosphate compounds for retarding protein aggregation in frozen 

Pacific whiting. STPP possibly functioned as an effective inhibitor against both ice 

crystallization and TMAOase activity compared to other phosphate compounds (TSPP, 

3SP, SHMP, and DSPA). Capturing photographic images of natural actomyosin 

followed by mathematical calculations appeared to be quick and effective tools for 

measuring the degree of protein aggregation to determine the quality of frozen fishery 

products. furthermore, physicochemical properties of fillet and surimi treated with 

sodium phosphates were investigated to figure out the ability of phosphate as a 

TMAOase inhibitor and auxiliary cryoprotectant. STPP and TSPP were found effective 

in fillet and surimi to control TMAOase activity, FA content, SSP extractability, 

cook/drip loss, and gel properties. Even though the equal quantity (0.3%) of phosphate 

was added into fillet and surimi, the effectiveness of sodium phosphates on the various 

properties in fillet and surimi were different during repeated F/T. This phenomenon 
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was probably due to a difference in muscle structure (mince vs. whole muscle) and in 

phosphate-incorporating technique as well as final product characteristics impacted by 

phosphates including pH, chelation, and actomyosin hydration. Quality reductions of 

fillet and surimi by freeze- and FA-induced protein denaturation could be effectively 

retarded through inhibiting TMAOase activity and improving water retention ability by 

an addition of STPP and/or TSPP. 
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